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SPAG Magazine Staff and Contact Details
Vicki Nunn: Editor, Journalist, layout planner & graphic artist
Joseph Kolapudi: Journalist
Liz Gill: Journalist

Welcome to SPAG Magazine’s 18th issue

Michael Hannett: Journalist

Don’t miss out on our 4th birthday giveaways and a chance to
win a mystery prize valued at AU$50. The competition ends on
31 October 2019. This competition was organised in the hopes of
raising some much-needed finances. More information on the
competition can be found on page 13 or on our webpage.
We’ve expanded our News Snippets section from this issue
which covers various news topics of interest to Christians. We’ll
share those snippets and links to the full articles in our last
section, which in this issue begins on page 55. It’s quite a number
of news items, and as we head into what may just be end-time
events, these may help to keep you up-to-date and informed
about events in developed countries, Israel and around the world.
As always, we have lots of terrific articles, and in this issue we
have Mike Frost’s “When good things happen through bad
people,” which tackles the question about why God allows sinful
people to be given positions of power on page 45. On page 16,
Kurt Mahlburg asks whether social media is censoring
conservatives such as Christians. Bill Muehlenberg shares “The
cult of violent vegan vigilantism” on page 28, about the recent
extreme behaviours being seen in vegan circles. Our feature
article in this issue is “Marry the man who stays,” by Phylicia
Delta Masonheimer which you can check out on page 11. John
Wesley Reid delves into the uncomfortable topic of masturbation
on page 48, with which many Christian struggle, but few know
how to raise or even discuss with their Pastors and leaders.

On the subject of uncomfortable topics, may I ask, have you
considered praying for this ministry, such as to meet our
purposes which are:



to encourage, challenge and inspire our readers; and
to honour and exalt God.

May I also encourage you to pray that our readership will
grow, and also for our volunteer team? You can find out more
about our team on our website on this link. Thank you - your
prayer support is greatly appreciated.
I understand that like many of us, you probably feel pressured
to donate towards many worthwhile causes, but please do
consider that even $5 a month can help us financially:
30 supporters x $5/month = annual costs

We’re already planning ahead for our next couple of issues, so
if there’s a topic you’d like us to discuss, please let me know. You
can email us on spagmag@yahoo.com.au.
I’ll catch up with you next time, as we head into Christmas.
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Kristie: Chef
Lou: SPAG Counsellor (anonymous)
Mail: PO Box 9772, Frenchville, Qld 4701, Australia
Email: spagmag@yahoo.com.au
Phone: (+61) 042 44 33 772 OR (+61) 07 4961 1202
Web address: www.spagmag.com
SPAG (Single Person Approved by God) is a free quarterly, online
magazine for Christians adults, with a focus on singles. While it is based
in Australia, it is an international, inter-denominational publication. Our
threefold aims are:




to honour and exalt God;
to encourage, challenge and inspire all Christian believers, with
articles suitable for all Christian adults; and
to provide Christian singles, Church leaders, married couples and
Christian counsellors with some insight into the problems and needs
of singles who can sometimes feel overlooked or even unwanted in
their church or Christian community.

SUBMISSIONS:
Feel free to write to us via our email: spagmag@yahoo.com.au.
Please title your email with the relevant section of SPAG or address it to
the Editor. You may feel compelled to respond to an article, or you may
like to submit an article* or photo* of your own for consideration.
Perhaps you have a question or personal struggle you’d like Lou,
SPAG's Counsellor to respond to.
Please note that any article, photo or other item for publication must
be your own original work and not copied from elsewhere.*
ADVERTISING:
If you would like to promote your business or major Christian
activity in SPAG, please contact the Editor, Vicki Nunn on email:
spagmag@yahoo.com.au or phone (+61) 042 44 33 772. Information about
advertising costs can be found on our website (link here)
Community or non-profit groups are advertised free, though we
cannot guarantee that there will always be sufficient space to do so.
------------------------------------------

That’s not too big a challenge is it? Do you have some friends you
could rope in to form a regular support group? Since we began in
2015, we’ve never yet met our annual costs which has led to
around $7,000 coming from my own limited finances, though I’d
like to extend my thanks to both Laurie and Steve who donated
enough to allow us pay the annual fee for our post office box and
some towards computer repairs after its major hissy fit in June.

Warm regards
Vicki Nunn (SPAG Editor)

Ziri Dafranchi: Journalist

* By submitting your letter, item, photo or article for inclusion in SPAG, you personally accept all legal
responsibility for your submission, and acknowledge that you have not extracted nor copied written or
photographic or other material from elsewhere that does not belong to you or whose copyright is owned by
another. You hereby accept all legal responsibility and exempt SPAG and anyone associated with this
magazine from any and all legal consequences and responsibilities. By submitting your letter, item or article
you are giving your complete approval for SPAG Magazine and anyone associated with it, to freely use it in
SPAG Magazine or on our website, agreeing that use of said item will be without charge and that you waive
all financial compensations for said item. SPAG agrees not to share your personal details or your contribution
with any other organisation or person not associated with us.

Singles: we understand that you may feel invisible, overlooked or even
unwanted in the church. Be assured that your needs, concerns and
problems are real. You are not alone, but are part of a vast family of
brothers and sisters. God sees you and your struggles: He knows you
and He loves you. The articles here are written to encourage, challenge
and inspire you, whether single or married.
~ I encourage you to share SPAG Magazine with others.~
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Letter 1: I'm ready for marriage … again
Dear Lou
I was divorced by the time I was 27. I remember how
selfish I was in those first few years and that I expected to
keep on living the way I did when I was single, and my wife
was hurt and became withdrawn. I know I wasn't a good
husband, though we started getting some counselling and I
began to understand what I was doing wrong and I tried to
do better. My wife though seemed to want to hold onto her
hurt and her anger and she would pick faults about the
dumbest things.
The thing that really destroyed our marriage was that she
faked being a Christian. She knew that was important to me
in marriage, that my wife would be a Christian and so
before we got engaged, she said the right words and went to
church with me, and I was so excited about being in love
and getting married, that I didn't see the warning signs.
I was really devastated when our marriage fell apart, and
I felt terrible guilt about my part in it. It's been five years
now and I thank God that we didn't have any children
because my guilt would be much, much worse. I think I'm
ready now to consider getting married again, but I find
myself hesitating. What if I make a mistake again? How
can I tell if someone is genuine or they're just saying the
right words? I still feel fearful, but I don't want to let it
run my life any more. So I guess my question is,, how do I
overcome my fears?

Five years later you are looking to move on and hope
for a better outcome. Dr Phil always comments that the
best indicator of future behaviour is past behaviour.
The time is right for you to do some serious personal
development to prepare you for what might be in your
future.
Marriage is about relationship, it is about being best
friends, it is about making big changes in your life. It is
all about seeking how you can edify the other person.
When you stop thinking about yourself and thinking
about how you can be a blessing to your life partner you will start building solid a foundation for your life
At this point in your life do some serious self
discovery and evaluation. After that you can think
about finding a life partner.
Lou

Letter 2: I'm torn about my partner now I'm a
Christian
Dear Lou
Before I became a Christian, I lived with my partner for
nine years. Neither of us felt the need to get married, though
it was something we talked about doing in the future. We
have two kids who are now in grades 2 and 3.

Dear Louis,

I became a Christian just over a year ago, but my husband
has shown no interest in coming to my church, or in
learning about Christianity, even though I take the kids to
church with me.

After reading and rereading your letter I would
suggest you take a good hard look at your life, to go
on a journey of self discovery to help you understand
what makes you tick, and then bring significant
change into who you are as a person.

Recently I've become convicted that we aren't married and
that I'm living in sin with a non-believer. Does this mean we
should separate? Our relationship is good and my partner is
a good man, and a great father to our kids. I'm worried how
this will affect the kids, if we separate.

Louis

You give a lot of your thinking away in the first
paragraph. You were a selfish person living how you
wanted to live in your marriage and then when that
didn’t work you tried counselling. That apparently
stopped because your wife was angry with you. Your
thinking now says “I tried, but it hasn’t changed, so it
is my wife’s problem.” The blame game continues
when you say that the reason your marriage fell apart
was because she faked being a Christian.
The problem as I see it is this. You went into a
marriage with a very selfish attitude and when things
weren’t working out you sort to take the high road so
you could find someone to blame for your problems.
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I'm confused and not sure what to do now.
Jennifer
Dear Jennifer,
Nine years ago you made a commitment to live with
a man in a permanent relationship. You might not have
had a lavish wedding but you made a decision to be
one together. Separation is not an issue for you because
you are already a family unit.
Congratulations on your decision to become a
Christian. Christ always makes a massive change in
your life. Now your role is to pray for your partner and
your children that they too will come to know Christ.

~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~
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Just over 12 months ago, I don’t think you would
have been interested in church. You became a
Christian and now expect him to want what you have.
Your role now is to love him and show him Christ’s
love through the way you live your life. You will
make more impact through showing true love rather
than setting in place a whole new set of rules.
Be gracious. In his world at present, he sees what
you have become, and possibly sees the church now
as competing for your time and love. This is why you
have a massive responsibility to be Jesus in your
family and hopefully in due course enjoy the blessing
of a Christian partner. Be the best example you can be
of a loving, Christian woman, pray for your partner,
and see God go to work.
Somewhere down the track you can make plans
with your partner about becoming a married couple.
God will bless you on your journey.
Lou

Letter 3: Will it be ok to have a male flatmate?
Dear Lou
I've been renting for years and always shared with a
female flatmate. After my last flatmate moved out, I
advertised the room vacancy, and had several calls, and
while some women sounded ok on the phone, there were
several reasons why none of them were suitable.
I’d advertised for a female flatmate, so I was surprised to
receive a phone-call from a younger man in his late
twenties. He was desperate for a furnished flat as the house
he'd been living in had burned down along with his
furniture and other belongings.
Initially I just automatically thought, "No, sharing with
a man might cause some tongue-wagging in my church." I
said I'd think about it and get back to him. Knowing he was
couch-surfing with friends, I knew he needed a quick
decision. I checked with the real estate where he'd rented
before and they confirmed he'd been a good tenant, and kept
the house clean and tidy.
So I offered him the room, and he came and inspected the
flat and we talked for a bit, then he moved in the following
day.
Now, I'm concerned about how this will look to my
church and family. Anyone who knows me well, knows that
I'm celibate and trusts me, but should I really be concerned
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about what others think? If I'm not sinning, then anyone
talking about me is really just gossiping aren't they?
Should I be concerned about how this situation appears?
The ridiculous thing is nowadays, there are tongues that
wag when 2 women live together cause people think we're
lesbians, so it doesn't matter what I do, people are going to
talk. Should I seriously reconsider this arrangement?
Kym
Dear Kym
No matter what you do there will be people who
find fault, and there will always be people who
judge the motives of others without any justification
or truth. When you make any major decision in life
make sure you have God’s peace in your heart.
I know there are some women who would never
have a male as a flat mate and for others this is not
even an issue. In this day and age where there is so
much violence against women, I think there is
wisdom in having a male with you for a little bit
extra security.
You know your standards and you maintain your
integrity and live according to God’s standards for
you. When you do this, you are not allowing your
life to be directed by the whims, attitudes and gossip
from other people.
Stick to your decision and enjoy your
accommodation and the people who share it with
you.
When I read your letter, I thought of old Joe who
was a new Christian. One day he had parked his old
ute not far from the only hotel in his town as he went
about his business. Martha the church gossip, saw
the ute there and promptly told people in the church
that Joe was seen drinking at the hotel. Joe was
confronted with this gossip but he did not say a
thing. That night he parked his ute outside Martha’s
house early in the
evening then came
back and picked it up
the next day.
I like old Joe!
Kym, I hope enjoy
your home and your
living arrangements.
Lou

~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~
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The Function of Doubt
by Roden Meares
Press Services International

One of the biggest tragedies
that we can hear about is people
falling away from the faith. It’s a
kind of reverse testimony where
people fall out of love with God.
I’m sure many of us have heard a
story like this. A lot of the times it
happens when people finish high
school and enter the real world.
Maybe it is sparked by a friend
that probes with fundamental
questions about their beliefs.
Maybe people dismiss God
because of a painful tragedy. What
all these stories have in common is
that they start with seeds of doubt.
These seeds of doubt then go
on to morph into a plant of
unbelief.

into our hearts so perfectly, and
lovingly point out our flaws.
Once we hear and obey we will
notice that these doubts that once
seemed petrifying, have now led
us closer and deeper into our
relationship with God.
New Approach
In Tim Keller’s book, “The
Reason for God,” he suggests a
new way to look at doubt. He
suggests “…a faith without doubt
is like a human body without any
antibodies in it.” He suggests that
people who don’t wrestle with
objections will be left defenceless
against smart sceptics or against
tragedy.
So too the body, if without any
antibodies, is left completely
susceptible to disease.

Discreditation

Wrestle

Because of all these stories, I
believe we internalise a mentality
completely
discrediting
the
usefulness of doubts. We think we
shouldn’t have them, and if we do,
we are doing something wrong.

Dealing with doubts, for some
of us, can quite possibly be the
most challenging thing we are
going to go through. They hit us
where it hurts. Even if we are
scared and in pain, the best thing
to do is to run towards the roar. I
believe the people who fall away
from
God
leave
doubts
unaddressed. We ought to chase
them, pursue them into the
ground.

It’s not a shameful thing to
have doubts. We should never
hide them. There’s no need to
panic. All it means is that God
wants to grow your foundation, so
your faith will be even stronger,
even more rigid when dealing
with spiritual attacks.
The Function
Doubts serve as the signposts
of weakness in a foundation.
Nobody is wise enough to
examine themselves internally and
identify their own weaknesses. We
need something objective. Rightly
so, we follow a God who can peer
6

Doubts beg for a dose of truth.
They plead to be addressed so
they
don’t
transform
into
something ugly. When we do
wrestle with our doubts we can
have confidence that we will find
truth. The truth is out there. In
every layer of reality, however
you cut it, God is evident. The
deeper we dig, the more truth we
find.
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

What the Bible tells us
Yes, doubts have a function,
but yes, doubts are from the
enemy:
“Now the serpent was more
crafty than any of the wild animals
the LORD God had made. He said
to the woman, “Did God really say
you must not eat the fruit from
any of the trees in the garden?”
Genesis 3:1 [NIV]
This is how the devil operated
in the garden, and this is how he
operates today. But I believe in a
God who is so supreme and
sovereign that He can use evil for
His purposes. As illustrated
several chapters later with the life
of Joseph:
“You intended to harm me, but
God intended it for good to
accomplish what is now being
done, the saving of many lives.”
Genesis 50:20 [NIV]
Doubts have a function because
our God is that powerful. He is so
aggressively benevolent that He

6
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Up Close and Personal
With Wildlife:

~ Wombat ~
Wombats
are
four-legged,
muscular Australian marsupials
about 1m in length, and have small,
stubby tails. The three existing
species adapt well to their environments whether forests, mountains
or grassy plains and are found in
south-eastern Australia and Tasmania, with a small group located
in Central Queensland.

He can create a function out of
evil.
Unmovable
The good news is, that we can
reach a point where no matter the
degree of pain or suffering,
nothing will topple our faith. No
amount of tragedy will be able to
forever undercut our belief that
God is real, active and good.
This type of foundation is out
there. The truth is out there. Be
diligent; be prepared; ready a
defence against an imminent
attack. Pursue your doubts to the
ends of the earth. [END]
-------------------Biography:
Roden Meares is a student studying
mental health. He enjoys playing basketball, reading comics and going to the gym.
He has a passion for evangelising and
helping others in their faith through
writing.
--------------------

These mostly nocturnal creatures
dig extensive burrows using their
powerful claws and front teeth.
They’re different to other Australian
marsupials who have pouches, as
the wombat’s pouch is backwards
so that as they dig up soil, it won’t
fill up their pouch and suffocate
their young.
With their strong stocky bodies,
they’re known for damaging fences
that get in their way. Their rodentlike teeth enable them to chew up
tough vegetation including bark,
roots, plants and grasses.
Their colour ranges from black to
grey and the three species weigh
between 20 and 35kg
During spring female wombats
give birth to just one young, the
young stay in the pouch for up to
seven months and are fully weaned
around fifteen months..
Like koalas, wombats have a
very slow metabolism. They take

When intruders show up near
their burrows, they can be quite
aggressive Usually slow moving,
they can put on bursts of speed up
to 40km/h for short periods, when
they want to escape danger. They’re
natural enemies include Tasmanian
devils and dingos, and now dogs.
The wombats tough rear end
hide and lack of a tail make them
difficult to catch, which gives them
a little more time to dive into their
burrow and into safety. If a predator
tries to enter, they can crush the
aggressor’s head against the roof of
the burrow with their rump, or kick
them with their powerful rear legs.
When startled by humans,
wombats have been known to
charge at them, knocking them
down. They can also inflict wounds
with their claws and teeth, with one
record of an attack when a wombat
bit through a rubber boot, pants and
thick woollen socks inflicting a
wound 2cm deep into the man’s leg.
Wombats are now a protected
species, with the northern hairynosed wombat listed as endangered.

Bibliography:
Roden Meares, Feb 2019, Christian Today:
The
Function
of
Doubt,
available:
https://christiantoday.com.au/news/thefunction-of-doubt.html, accessed 19/03/19
[NIV] New International Version, Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica,
Inc.® Used by permission. All rights reserved
worldwide.
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between eight
and
fourteen
days to completely digest
their
food,
which
helps
them to adapt to harsher environments where tough food may be the
only thing available.

----------------------Bibliography:
No name, undated, Wikipedia: Wombat,
available: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wombat accessed 15/12/16.
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Greatness
~ Exploring Identity and Purpose ~
by Ziri
Dafranchi
SPAG Journalist

Not a few people would love to
be great, to be known in history
for a great or outstanding achievement.
Sometimes we read of people
who invented transformational
things (e.g. electricity, telephone,
automobiles,
aeroplanes,
the
internet, etc.) or who achieved rare
feats such as bringing down
inglorious regimes (e.g. Apartheid
in today's South Africa) or
effecting significant changes in
global or regional social injustice
(e.g. slavery, colonisation and
racism) and we somehow wish we
were them.
We dream of being reported in
history as someone who did
something remarkable, only to be
awakened by the reality of our
mediocrity, or so we think.
It may surprise you to be told

8

we are all born to be great! Each
life was ordained for greatness each life is unique and occasioned
for a purpose some aspects which
can only be accomplished by the
particular person. The mere fact
only you can accomplish a
particular task ordinarily sets you
apart from the rest, making you,
effectively, a great person.
Furthermore,
the
popular
concept
of
greatness
is
significantly flawed: greatness is
commonly mistaken for fame and
fortune.
A person, based on popular
concept, is deemed great usually if
he is a very famous or financially
wealthy individual, and so world
leaders, political figures, and the
global rich have come to be
regarded as ‘great,’ ironically, for
simply having more money than
others or for being elected to
serve, regardless of how such
moneys were acquired or whether
or not the public servant actually

~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

served the people who appointed
him a leader. So some of today's
‘great’ men and women are
actually corrupt individuals and
public servants who have unjustly
excelled at the expense of others.
Greatness, however, isn't fame
or fortune. It is my reasoned
opinion
that
greatness
is
accomplishing the purpose behind
our creation and existence.
An illustrative analogy is this:
we enrol in a university to pursue
learning in a particular field after
which we are certified - purpose.
If, instead of engaging in
learning so as to obtain a good
grade, we devote our time
pursuing other ventures, which
don’t form a part of our original
purpose for enrolling in the
university, and we graduate with
a poor grade, we cannot be said to
be a great scholar even if during
our university years we made
several achievements in other
areas.
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We could've been an influential
member of the Student Union, an
indomitable sportsperson or a
famous socialite - none of which
was our main purpose for going to
university. If we failed to be
certified or graduated with a very
low grade then we have failed,
simply because the real purpose
for going to the university was to
become certified, ie to acquire a
good degree. In this regard,
getting a good grade makes the
venture a success.
Likewise, if we become the
world's richest person but fail in
our primary life’s purpose, we
cannot be rightly great, even if the
society thinks we are. We become
great only by accomplishing t he
reasons which occasioned our
existence, which usually will
impact others in variable degrees
and by so doing ultimately impact
the world, sometimes unbeknownst to us.
An irony is that many truly
great people are unknown,
unacknowledged and unsung, but
that doesn't matter, so long as they
attained true greatness, because
the reward for how we lived here
is not remitted here, but given to
us outside of this world. It is in the
hereafter that true greatness is
revealed and rewarded.
Conclusion
Let us aspire not to be known
or to be seen as ‘great,’ but to do
the things we are meant for. Let us
not aspire for material wealth but
for the wealth which stems from
impacting the lives of others. Let
us be true to who we are in Christ
and why we are here, because in
becoming our true selves we
achieve greatness. [END]

International Awareness Days
September:
5 International Day of Charity; 8 International Literacy Day;
10 World Suicide Prevention Day; 15 International Day of Democracy; 16 International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer; 18 World Water Monitoring Day;
21 International Day of Peace; 25 World pharmacist Day; 26 European Day of Languages; & International Day for the Total Elimination of Nuclear Weapons; 27 World Tourism Day; 28 World Rabies
Day; International Right to Know Day; International Day for Universal Access to Information; & World
Maritime Day; 29 World Heart Day; & International Coffee Day; 30 International Translation Day.
October:
1 International Day of Older Persons; & World Vegetarian Day; 2 International Day of Non-Violence;
World Cerebral Palsy Day; & World Habitat Day; 5 World Teachers' Day; 9 World Post Day; 10 World
Mental Health Day; & European and World Day Against the Death Penalty; 11 International Day of the
Girl Child; 13 World Thrombosis Day; & International Day for Disaster Reduction; 14 World Standards
Day; 15 Global Handwashing Day; & World Students' Day; & International Day of Rural Women;
16 National Boss Day (Boss's Day); & World Food Day; 17 International Day for the Eradication of
Poverty; 18 World Vasectomy Day; 20 World Osteoporosis Day; & World Statistics Day;
22 International Stuttering Awareness Day; 24 United Nations Day; & World Development Information
Day; 27 World Day for Audiovisual Heritage; 28 International Animation Day; 29 World Stroke Day;
31 World Cities Day; 1st Monday - World Habitat Day; 1st Friday - World Smile Day; 2nd Thursday World Sight Day; 2nd Saturday - International Migratory Bird Day.
November:
1 World Vegan Day; 2 International Day to End Impunity for Crimes Against Journalists; 5 World
Tsunami Awareness Day; 6 International Day for Preventing the Exploitation of the Environment in
War and Armed Conflict; 8 International Day of Radiology; 10 World Science Day for Peace and
Development; & World Keratoconus Day; 12 World Pneumonia Day; 13 World Kindness Day; 14 World
Diabetes Day; & Children's Day; 15 Day of the Imprisoned Writer; & World COPD Awareness Day;
16 International Day for Tolerance; & World Philosophy Day; 17 International Students Day; & World
Prematurity Day; 19 International Journalist's Remembrance Day; World Toilet Day; & International
Men's Day (not all countries); & World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims; 20 Universal
Children's Day; 21 World Television Day; & World Hello Day; 25 International Day for the Elimination
of Violence against Women; 3rd Thursday - World Philosophy Day; 3rd Sunday - World Day of
Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims.

SPAG Magazine Vacancies
(voluntary positions)

Book-keeper
Up to 1 hour/week
SPAG Magazine is seeking the services of a
part-time qualified and/or experienced
book-keeper, cognisant of Australian tax
requirements and associated paperwork.
(This position is volunteer-based)
Task: manage our books including the
standard income, expenditure etc, and seek
data on how to become a charity.
-----------------------------------------------

Community Relations Person
Up to 2 hours/week
Do you have experience in community
relations? Are you able to spare up to 2
hours a week?
Task: manage our public pages including
social media and our website, and develop
ideas about how to inexpensively promote
our magazine. (This position is volunteerbased)
-----------------------------------------------------------Presently both of these task fall to our
Editor Vicki Nunn, who has neither the
experience, knowledge nor the time to
undertake these important tasks.

Does that sound like you?
Contact Vicki Nunn via email on
spagmag@yahoo.com.au or
Phone: 042 44 33 772

References preferred please.
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Nutty Names
Did your parents saddle you
with a dreadful name? If so, you
may feel a little better after
checking out these monikers. Yes,
the following are real names of real
people, extracted from birth
records, voting rolls and more:
Threepersons Appleyard;
Zirl D Birge;
Valentine Card;
Neely C Derryberry;
Anghony Falsetto;
Urban Flusche;
Hilbert Gitchuway;
Mrs Ruth Hogwood Harp;
Calamity Iffershort;
Rose Larose;
Perpetua McGurk;
Esker New;
John T Parsnip;
Wayland Plaster;
Brite Rash
-------------------------------------------------------------------Bibliography:
Dickson, Paul, 17 December 1998, What's in a
Name? Reflections of an Irrepressible Name
Collector, Publisher: Merriam-Webster Incorporated, Springfield, Massachusetts, ISBN 10:
0877796130
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~ Coloured Hearts ~
by Liz Gill
SPAG Journalist
I’ve been working on a blanket
for a friend. It is made up of
knitted squares. Each square has
the imprint of a heart in the
middle of it.
I chose this design because I
wanted to remind my friend how
loved she is.
I also chose to knit each square
with a different kind of yarn.
Initially, I thought this would be a
great way to use of some of my
leftover bits.
But, this blanket has become a
bigger project than I originally
imagined so I had to go and buy
extra balls of wool. Most of the
extra wool I purchased has been
random stuff I’ve picked up out of
sale bins.
The end result is a crazy mix of
colours and textures.
As I was looking at all of these
different hearts piling up, I
couldn’t help but ponder the
reality of our many different
hearts.
Some hearts are perfect and
innocent; some hearts are full of
light and joy; some hearts are
misshapen; some are dark; and
some are broken.
As we go through life, our
hearts are touched, changed,
scarred and shaped by the things
we experience, the people we
interact with, and what we
believe.
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Sometimes having our hearts
shaped is a painful process. Yet,
the most difficult experiences can
produce the most beautiful results.
As I look at all of these hearts
that I made, I see that they are all
different, but the uniqueness is
part of what makes each special.
From a distance, the flaws fade
and they are all seen as whole.
I know the little imperfections.
I see the things that give each
heart its character, and I love how
all the variety and individuality
make it beautiful.
In the same way, God sees each
of our hearts. He knows where
things have not gone right. He
brings all the different colours
together. He takes all the
individuals and makes something
beautiful.

There is nothing that we can
hide from God. While we can keep
others at a distance so that they
only see what we want them to,
God sees every little part. He
knows our wickedness, our pain,
and our brokenness, and yet, He
loves us.
Romans 5:8 reminds us:
“God shows His love for us in
that while we were still sinners,
Christ died for us.” [ESV]
He loves us in our imperfection
and transforms us into something
beautiful, wonderful and treasured.
Then we are able to rejoice like
the Psalmist and say:
“I praise you, for I am fearfully
and wonderfully made. Wonderful
are your works; my soul knows it
very well.” Psalm 139:14 [ESV]

The fact that God knows our
hearts can be both terrifying and
reassuring.
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~
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“In five years it won’t
matter if he was
cute.”
11
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Marry the Man Who Stays
by Phylicia
Delta
Masonheimer
In five years it won’t matter if
he was cute.
It won’t matter if he was welldressed, if he said all the right
words, if he was funny or trendy
or cool.
The pictures won’t matter. The
“likes,” the status, the #relationship goals achieved – they’ll just
be ripples on the surface of a
newfound depth.
There is so much relationship
advice out there and I’m just one
voice among millions, but if I
could tell you one thing, dear girl,
it’s this:
marry the man who stays.
Anybody can tell you you’re
pretty in yoga pants and a messy
bun. You need the rarer kind; the
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kind who sticks through
messy of your soul.

the

He’s often overlooked, this
man. You won’t find a microphone in his hand or a stage
beneath his feet. He may not lead
the Bible study or share profound
insights into the Word. Instead,
his hands do the work unnoticed,
and he stands
quietly in the background. He leads
by serving. But he
lives profoundly.

left standing there. It’s choosing to
stay when you have every reason
to leave.
The man who stays faithful
when no one is looking – in his
job, in his ministry, in his life – is
the man who stays with you when
marriage gets hard.
This man doesn’t run from a
fight, not so he can
win it – but so he
can win back your
trust. He stays to
the end because he
values a happy
ending. His glory
isn’t in applause
and popularity but
in the quiet assurance of his faithful
love.

“…love and
faith are one
and the same.
They cannot
exist apart from
one another.”

If you move too
fast you might
miss him. If you’re
captivated by the
spotlight
you
won’t see him in
the shadows. If
you’re looking for a “type” you
might never notice he is there.
But he is.
We’re trained to look for the
movers and shakers, the leaders
and the loud.

He’s the man who chooses love
when love means being patient
and kind – when you deserve
neither patience nor kindness.
He loves because Christ first
loved him.

We think spiritual leadership
means holding the microphone –
but it’s more about holding the
fort. The man who stands on
principle isn’t en route to
anywhere else; he’s neither
moving nor shaking. He simply
stays.

Paul warned against being
“unequally yoked with unbelievers,” an admonition many
Christian girls question in the
throes of attraction. But if there
ever was reason to follow Paul’s
command, it is in the necessity of
faithfulness.

We think of faithfulness as
something practiced once we’re
married, but it doesn’t just happen
when the rings slip on our hands.
It’s a discipline of the heart that
begins early. It’s the choice to stick
with it when things get tough,
when you’re overlooked, when
your work is ignored and you’re

Many a man can say he loves
you. Many can win and woo with
words. And even more can
persuade you that faith is of little
consequence; that love can make
up the difference.

~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

But love and faith are one and
the same. They cannot exist apart
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from one another.

God’s love stays.

”Your steadfast love, O Lord,
extends to the heavens, your faithfulness to the clouds.”
Psalm 36:5 [ESV]

Staying love isn’t built on
emotion. Sometimes it simply
exists. But deep beneath its quiet
existence burns an unquenchable
fire fuelled by faithfulness. As we
choose love in unlovely moments
the fire burns brighter and hotter.
The heat of it warms the heart that
could otherwise grow cold.
Lasting love is built on the
staying power of faithfulness.
It seems too simple, choosing to
stay. It looks easy, but it’s so
incredibly hard. Faithfulness is the
very essence of God Himself, who
strives with the sinner and stays
with the broken even when it
hurts. Even when it costs Him
everything.
Don’t look for a man to
“spiritually lead” you; you need a
man spiritually led by God, whose
faithfulness is the foundation of
every true love.
The man led by God is led by
God’s love. God’s love is
unfailing. God’s love is steadfast.

So marry the man whose love
is like God’s: faithful, eternal, and
steadfast. This kind of love sticks
through the hardest moments and
buoys you through every storm.
It’s a slow love, mundane in its
dailyness. But it’s the kind of love
you wake up to every morning
because you can trust that it will
still be there. [End]
------------------

Words of Wisdom
“According to the teaching
of the apostle, ‘The husband
is the head of the wife.’ Don’t
you (women) try to be the
head; but you be the neck,
then you can turn the head
whichever way you like.”
Charles Spurgeon

Biography:
Phylicia teaches women how to
live as overcomers in Christ! In
singleness or marriage, work or
home, we don't have to live in defeat.
Join her in learning how to apply
God's Word and preach the gospel
with your life! You can find her blog
at: www.phyliciadelta. com/
----------------------Bibliography:
Delta Masonheimer, Phylicia, 24
February 2016, Driven Women: Marry the
Man
Who
Stays,
available:
https://phyliciamasonheimer. com/marryman-stays/, accessed 22/04/19
[ESV] English Standard Version The
Holy Bible, ESV® Text Edition: 2016.
Copyright © 2001 by Crossway Bibles, a
publishing ministry of Good News
Publishers.

Celebrate
SPAG Mag’s 4th birthday
~ COMPETITION ~
~ Birthday giveaways ~
We’ve increased the stock in our online store with
a heap of new keyrings and a small range of
fabulous bookmarks. What great ideas for gifts!
Every purchase from our new range of keyrings,
will receive an extra charm for free! All purchases
from our online store or donations during this
competition, will go into the draw for a mystery
prize valued at AU$501.
Our range of keyrings includes ones for medical
personnel and you can choose extras to go on these.
There are keyrings for Christians, plus a couple of
quirky keyrings like ones for nerds!
We still have some stock of our older products
including a range of gorgeous earrings.
(Please note that due to taxes and costs, and other complications
with overseas purchases, we cannot offer this competition or purchases
of physical items, outside of Australia at this time.1)

All costs include packaging/postage and GST.

~Competition ends 31 October 2019 ~
Why buy or donate?
It’s an easy way you can help support this
growing ministry and help us pay for ongoing costs.
Link to the online shop. Here some examples:

1. For the prize-draw to proceed, a minimum of ten separate purchases by buyers
must have been made through our online store between 21 June and 31 October
2019. Each purchase will have equal chances in the draw, ie purchase 2 items,
and gain 2 entries into the prize-draw. The winner will be selected at random by
an independent person.
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Beauty from Ruin
"Satan loves to take what's beautiful and ruin it.
God loves to take what's ruined and
make it beautiful." Unknown
by Michael
Hannett
SPAG Journalist

I read that inspirational quote
and posted it on my social media
account. I love it because it is so
true.
God loves us so much, and
Satan hates that. He wants to
destroy anything that is precious
to God, and he works every day
to try to tear us down as a result.
He does so by trying to make
us doubt who we are, to make us
hate ourselves.
He tries to make us hate each
other, to get us to tear down one
another.
He tries to make us afraid,
depressed, ashamed, confused,
or he tries to make us sin
outright …anything to bring us
low.
Sometimes it leaves us
shattered and in pieces, but, God
will not let our story end that
way.
If we trust in Him, He will
take those pieces and make
something new and beautiful
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and whole.
He will make from those
shattered pieces, a work of art.
He will make someone who is
braver than their fears, who has
a courage that overcomes them
all.
He will bond those pieces
together with His great love, that
cannot be broken, so they will
never shatter again.
He will give us His hope for
the amazing tomorrow that He
promised so long ago, which will
carry us through the worst
storms of life that lie ahead of us.
Remember this my friends,
the next time you feel torn apart
and broken. Remember it, and be
at peace.

A father and his young son
were walking along one day
talking about general things when
the boy asked, “How big is God?”
It was a difficult question to
answer clearly to a young boy
with the limited words of our
language, and as the father
pondered how he might respond,
he noticed a plane in the sky and
asked, “First, let me ask you - how
big does that plane look?”
The boy glanced up and
replied, “It looks really small.”
After they returned home, the
father took his son for a drive to
the airport and as they looked out
of the large windows near the
runway, he repeated his earlier
question “How big does that
plane look?”
“Big! Really big!” the boy said.
His dad added, “We can
sometimes find it hard to
understand just how big God
really is, but when we get closer
and closer to Him, the bigger and
greater He becomes in our lives.”

"The Lord is near to the
broken-hearted and saves the
crushed in spirit."
Psalm 34:18 [ESV]
"But He was pierced for our
rebellion, crushed for our sins.
He was beaten so we could be
whole. He was whipped so we
could be healed."
Isaiah 53:5 [NLT]
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Tantalising Trivia
Here’s a rather startling
situation to keep in mind
should you happen to visit
Minnesota in the USA. At
one time in that state, if a
man kissed or just hugged a
woman in front of her
parents, it was considered to
be a binding proposal of
marriage!
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ירושלים יומן
by Abel Lissnar
July 30AD??
As I shared in my previous
article, Jesus’ followers were
adamant that their leader had
risen from the dead, so I joined the
man claiming to be the risen Jesus
of Nazareth, and his disciples who
walked to the Mount of Olives.
When they reached their
destination, he spoke to them and
then, to my astonishment, rose
slowly up into the sky and
disappeared from sight.
It was the most incredible
illusion that I’d ever witnessed,
and how he achieved that is still
unexplained. I’ve spoken to others
who perform feats of magic, but
they were unable to identify how
Jesus’ final trick was accomplished.
After our return journey to
Jerusalem, I continued occasionally meeting with the group where
sometimes they discussed Jesus’
command to remain in Jerusalem.
Luke, the physician wrote about
the events that had transpired and
Jesus’ final words:

Disciples Drunk?

A local merchant whose store
was across the road said he and
two customers heard an almighty
roar, that sounded like a huge
windstorm, coming from heaven
and then fell down upon the place
where the followers were meeting.
The noise had been so loud,
that people from nearby came
running, including Jews visiting
from other countries whose first
language was not Hebrew.
At the moment the roar came
down upon the place where they
met, Luke said that tongues of fire
instantly appeared and came to
rest upon each of Jesus’ believers.
He said that the Holy Spirit had
come upon them and was
absorbed into them.
Instantly they began speaking
in other languages they had never
known before. Each of them came
outside, speaking in a foreign
language and those Jews from
other nations were astonished and
confused to hear these people
speaking in their own tongue.
Others wondered what jibberish they were speaking, and
assumed that they were drunk.

“You will receive power when the
Holy Spirit comes upon you. And you
will be my witnesses, telling people
about me everywhere - in Jerusalem,
throughout Judea. In Samaria and to
the ends of the earth.1”

Stepping
forward
Peter
shouted to the crowd, that they
weren’t drunk.

Jesus’ followers prayed almost
constantly, with the group
numbering about 120 including
some women, Jesus’ mother and
his brothers. While I wasn’t there
on the day of Pentecost, both Luke
and witnesses outside, shared
what had occurred.

In the last days, God says, ‘I
will pour out my Spirit upon all
people. Your sons and daughters
will prophesy. Your young men
will see visions, and your old men
will dream dreams.2”
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that “everyone who calls on the
name of the Lord will be ‘saved.3”
Then he quoted King David who
had
prophesied
about
the
Messiah, and continued:
“God raised Jesus from the
dead, and we are all witnesses of
this. Now he is exalted to the place
of highest honour in heaven, at
God’s right hand. And the Father,
as he had promised, gave him the
Holy Spirit to pour out upon us,
just as you see and hear today.
So let everyone in Israel know
for certain that god has made this
Jesus, whom you crucified, to be
both Lord and Messiah!4”
Peter continued preaching,
urging those there to repent of
their sins, to turn to God and be
baptised. He promised too that
those who did so, including
gentiles, would receive the gift of
the Holy Spirit.
Witnesses later testified to me,
that their hearts were touched so
that they yearned to know more
about the Messiah, Jesus.
This whole Messiah thing
seems to be me to be getting out of
control. What will they say and do
next? [END]

“No,” he said. “What you see
was predicted long ago by the
prophet Joel:

He shared more of Joel’s
prophesy including the promise
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

Note: 1,2,3,4 Acts 2 New Living translation
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Do Facebook, Google and Twitter
Censor Conservatives?
by Kurt
Mahlburg
Cross + Culture
‘Big tech’ plays a huge and
ever-expanding role in our lives.
Without a thought, we now trust
platforms like Facebook, Google
and Twitter to inform us about the
latest trends in culture, the
products we want, and the news
stories that matter.
But over the last year or so,
evidence has been mounting that
big tech is biased. Disgruntled
employees are leaving Silicon
Valley with stories of systemic
prejudice.
Organisations have formed,
claiming that the companies we
trust are using their power to
silence conservative1 viewpoints
and favour progressive2 ones.
Could it All be True?
I first became aware of this
issue not through news stories but
through my own experience. I
began a blog back in 2014. Like
many bloggers, I’ve since worked
hard to increase my readership
and visibility, relying mostly on
Facebook for traffic. I’d been
seeing great progress - until
around a year ago, when my stats
began to stagnate.
Maybe the explanation is
simple: I’ve become irrelevant. As
I’ve pondered this, it seems an
unlikely reason, given that in the
same period I’ve had many
articles published by websites
with readership in the tens of
thousands.
16

Ultimately I can only speculate
about causes, since big tech
companies are tight-lipped about
their techniques. But in May this
year, something ominous happened.
A close friend shared one of my
articles, only to be told by one of
his Facebook friends, “I just
posted this to a Christian Group
Page I am a member of and
received a warning from the
Facebook Admin for posting
inappropriate content.”
What was so evil about my
article that it violated Facebook’s
‘community standards’? Well, in
advance of Australia’s federal
election, I explained that Christian
values can be found on both sides
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

of politics - but given Labor’s
policy platform this year, I
couldn’t in good conscience vote
for them. That’s all. (Read it here.3)
This wasn’t the first time I’d
heard of ‘conservative’ content
being censored, so I decided to do
some research. What I discovered
about big tech’s track record was
worse than I’d imagined. Here’s
just a sampling.
Google Fires its First Whistleblower - July 2017
The first big story begins in mid
2017. It centres around Google
employee James Damore4 who
sent an internal memo highlighting what he called Google’s
‘ideological echo chamber’.
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The company, he complained,
was guilty of ‘reverse discrimination’ against conservatives,
white people, and men. In
response to his complaint, Google
fired him5.
Damore is currently pursuing
legal action against the big tech
giant.
Twitter Allegedly ‘Shadow-Bans’
Republicans - July 2018
A year later, it came to light
that Twitter was using a technique
called ‘shadow-banning6’ to make
prominent Republicans less visible
on their platform. When this
blatant bias was exposed by VICE
News, Twitter adjusted their platform overnight.
Facebook Whistleblower Quits August 2018
The next company to show
cracks was Facebook. The following month, Brian Amerige,7 a
senior Facebook engineer, made a
post on the company’s internal
message board with the title, “We
Have a Problem With Political
Diversity”.
He wrote, “We are a political
monoculture that’s intolerant of
different views. We claim to
welcome all perspectives, but are
quick to attack - often in mobs anyone who presents a view that
appears to be in opposition to leftleaning ideology.”
In response to this, over 100
employees at Facebook formed an
online group called “FB’ers for
Political Diversity.” Amerige later
quit Facebook8 over concerns with
its ‘hate speech’ policy.9
Conservative Non-profit Files
Censorship Lawsuit against
YouTube - January 2019
Fast forward to January of this
year, and the conservative non17

profit PragerU10 filed a lawsuit
against YouTube for what it
claims is unlawful restriction of
speech.11

In her post, she wrote, “They
are banned from Facebook and
Instagram for exercising their free
speech - while violent jihad
PragerU’s videos focus on groups are allowed on these
America’s founding values, and platforms to spread their murthey’ve been viewed online over derous poison… I do not know
how much longer it
2.3 billion times.
will be before I am
“We are a
But currently over
next.”
100 of their videos12

political

- or a full ten
She was next.
monoculture
percent of their
Facebook removed
that’s intolerant her post, saying that it
video library - are
flagged
as
was a violation of
of different
‘restricted’
on
their
‘community
views.”
YouTube, making
standards.’
them difficult for
University Study Reveals Google
young people to access.
Political Bias - May 2019
On watching any of their
In May this year again, a study
restricted videos, it’s difficult to
conducted
by
Northwestern
see how they could qualify as
University17 found that eighty-six
‘inappropriate’
for
younger
percent of Google’s top news
audiences.13
stories over the course of a month
Twitter and Google Censor Procame from a narrow band of leftLife Movie - April 2019
leaning news sites. CNN, the New
In April, the highly successful York Times and the Washington
pro-life movie Unplanned had its Post appeared most often in these
Twitter account suspended.14 After searches.
public outcry, Twitter restored the
This came after a separate
account, but with almost all of its study18 revealed that ninety
200,000 followers removed, and percent of political donations by
other users unable to follow it.
Google employees had gone to
Around the same time, Google
listed the movie as ‘propaganda.’15
Soon after, the search engine
reported that they’d fixed the
issue.
Facebook Censors Author for
Protesting Censorship - May 2019
Yet more happened in May of
this year. In an ironic twist,
Michelle Malkin, a high-profile
author and commentator, was
censored on Facebook16 for
protesting the censorship of two
other conservative figures, Laura
Loomer and Gavin McInnes.
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Democratic candidates.
Google Fires a Second Whistleblower - June 2019
Just
last
month,
Google
software engineer Mike Wacker
was fired19 after he criticised the
company’s anti-conservative bias
in a cable news interview.
He’d previously written a
controversial open letter20 describing ‘outrage mobs’ at the company
who “will hunt down any
conservative, any Christian, and
any independent free thinker at
Google who does not bow down
to their agenda.”
17
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Pinterest Bans Prominent ProLife Group - June 2019
Also in June this year, Pinterest
permanently banned21 the pro-life
organisation Live Action22 from
their platform. Incredibly, Pinterest claimed that Live Action
disseminates “medical misinformation and conspiracies that turn
individuals and facilities into
targets for harassment and
violence”.
Earlier in the year, users on
Pinterest had been complaining of
difficulty pinning Live Action’s
content on their pinboards. The
reason for this became clear when
Eric Cochran, a software engineer
from Pinterest, blew the whistle
on his own company. He revealed
that Pinterest had secretly placed
the pro-life group on a list of
banned pornography websites.23
When Pinterest learned of this,
they responded in the most
inglorious of ways, by having
security escort him from the
building - making it clear that he’d
been fired.24
Google Executive Filmed Hoping
to Prevent Trump’s Re-election June 2019
In what has been the most
widely-reported revelation of big
tech bias, in June a senior Google
executive was caught on an undercover video.25 In the video, she
suggests that the search engine
giant hopes to stop “the next
Trump situation” in the upcoming
election.
Jen Gennai, Google’s Head of
Responsible Innovation, was responding to the idea that Google
should be broken up into smaller,
less powerful, companies. She was
filmed saying, “Smaller companies
who don’t have the same
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resources that we do will be
charged with preventing the next
Trump
situation… a
small
company cannot do that.”
She went on. “We all got
screwed over in 2016… the people
got screwed over, the news media
got screwed over, like everybody
got screwed over so we’ve rapidly
been like, what happened there
and how do we prevent it from
happening again.”
The footage, uploaded to
YouTube, was quickly removed,
with YouTube, a subsidiary of
Google, citing its privacy guidelines.
Following
the
revelation,
Google of course denied that they
are working to alter the outcome
of the 2020 presidential election.
Who Will Be Next?
Perhaps some of these accounts
are tainted by exaggeration, half
truths, or even genuine mistakes.
But it seems unlikely that they can
all be explained in such a way. As
many have pointed out, those
affected almost always seem to be
conservative personalities and
ideas.
What’s concerning is that the
stories I’ve retold here have only
come to light because the people
affected were high-profile enough
to matter to the media. My story
was untold until now: doubtless
there are many more everyday
people like me falling victim.
This leaves us with one
lingering question: who will be
next? Based on how quickly big
tech bias has accelerated in the last
year, it seems to be a question of
when and who, not if.
Many who discuss this issue
contend that since social media
and search engine companies are
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

private enterprises, they can
choose who and what takes up
space on their platforms - so this
isn’t really an issue of free speech.
There is merit to this perspective. But it’s also true that these
companies now function in a very
similar way to the utilities we use
daily, like electricity, roads and
gas. Intended or not, Facebook,
Google and Twitter are now
gatekeepers of the internet - and
therefore, culture.
As such, when these companies
draw lines as they surely are
entitled to do, they should apply
rules consistently, regardless of
politics - and they should do so
with the lightest possible touch.
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Surely people are best served
when public spaces, including
online ones, are a battleground of
ideas, not a battleground against
ideas.
Until something changes, it’s
likely that many progressive
voices, unaffected by big tech bias,
will deny that any bias exists, and
that free speech isn’t under threat.
When I hear this, I will simply
recall the mantra I’ve heard from
progressive circles for years now:
privilege is invisible to those who
have it. [END]
------------------Notes:

16. https://reclaimthenet.org/facebook-censorsmichelle-malkin-laura-loomer-gavinmcinnes-photo/
17. https://nlpc.org/2019/05/16/yet-anotherstudy-reveals-bias-in-googles-news-search/
18. https://www.washingtonexaminer.
com/policy/technology/90-percent-ofpolitical-donations-from-google-relatedcompanies-go-to-democrats-study
19. https://dailycaller.com/2019/06/05/googlefires-republican-engineer-outrage-mobs/
20. https://dailycaller.com/2019/05/21/conserv
ative-google-engineer-wacker-mediumpost-outrage-bias/
21. https://www.faithwire.com/2019/06/11/liveaction-permanently-banned-from-pinterestfor-spreading-harmful-misinformation/
22. https://www.liveaction.org/
23. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com
/news/pinterest-lists-anti-abortion-groupas-pornographic-site-before-banning
24. https://dailycaller.com/2019/06/12/pinterestwhistleblower-eric-cochran-big-techcensorship-abortion
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https://kurtmahlburg.blog/2019/05/16/
voting-like-a-christian-this-saturday//

4.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google's
_Ideological_Echo_Chamber

Biography:

5.

https://www.theverge.com/2017/8/7/
16111052/google-james-damore-fired-antidiversity-manifesto

6.

https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/
43paqq/twitter-is-shadow-banningprominent-republicans-like-the-rnc-chairand-trump-jrs-spokesman?utm_campaign
=sharebutton

Out of high school Kurt studied
architecture, lived on a remote island
in Indonesia for two life-changing
years, became a primary school
teacher, and since the start of 2014 has
been the Associate Pastor (Youth and
Young Adults) at Aldgate Baptist in
the Adelaide Hills, Australia.

7.

8.

9.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/28/
technology/inside-facebook-employeespolitical-bias.html
https://www.business insider.com.au/brianamerige-facebook-engineer-who-criticisedintolerant-culture-leaves-2018-10?r=US&IR
=T
https://www.wired.com/story/inside-face
book-debate-over-political-diversity/

10. https://www.prageru.com/
11. https://www.foxnews.com/tech/pragerufiles-new-lawsuit-against-google-inyoutube-censorship-row
12. https://www.prageru.com/petition/
youtube/
13. https://support.google.com/youtube/
answer/2802167? hl=en
14. https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/
unplanned-director-testifies-before-senatepanel-on-pro-life-films-censorship-bysocial-media-big-tech

25. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article7178881/Undercover-video-shows-seniorGoogle-executive-vowing-prevent-Trumpsituation.html

----------------------

Among the things he can’t get
enough of is hot summers, surfing
adventures, time in the outdoors, and
communicating
the
unchanging
truths of Jesus with people in a way
that makes sense of life and compels
them to lifelong joyful discipleship.
---------------------Bibliography:
Mahlburg, Kurt, 23 July 2019, Cross +
Culture: Do Facebook, Google and Twitter
Censor
Conservatives?,
available:
https://kurtmahlburg.blog/2019/07/22/dofacebook-google-and-twitter-censorconservatives/, accessed 25/07/19

Known as Barry to his friends, the octopus
later died from an intestinal obstruction
caused by the ingestion of a small, yellow,
metal bucket.

Advertising Promotion

~ Miss Terry Woman ~
www.missterrywoman.com
From classic to quirky, you can find a
huge variety of products with graphic
designs

created

by

Australian

Christian artist Vicki Nunn:
 Clothing;
 Kitchenware;
 Phone covers;
 Clocks;
 Canvases;
 Stationery;
 and so much more!
There'll be something to please you at
'Miss Terry Woman.'
Links to the four different shops:
www.missterrywoman.com

“Silly Stories

15 https://www.foxnews.com/tech/googleslammed-labeling-pro-life-film-unplannedpropaganda
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Silly Stories
While on holidays at the beach, it was at
the precise moment that child genius Alfonse
determined the secret to the meaning of life,
(and coincidentally came up with a recipe for
healthy, nutritious chocolate), that he was
devoured by a giant, man-eating octopus.
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God’s Intervention Saves Captive Nigerian Christian
Children from Boko Haram Firing Squad
A group of five hundred
Nigerian Muslim background
Christians, who gathered together
for safety after a string of Boko
Haram attacks, were later attacked
again by the Islamist militant
group.
Most escaped, apart from
seventy-six men, women and
children who were taken captive,
according to a Barnabas Fund
contact.
The seventy-six were taken to a
Boko Haram terrorists’ camp
where they were tortured.
The four male leaders of the
group were told at gunpoint to
renounce their faith in Christ and
revert to Islam. When they
refused, holding fast to their
Saviour, the men were shot in
front of their families and friends.
The following week, the wives
of the four martyred men were

also ordered to renounce their
faith or their children would be
executed.
These school-children are from
families who were forced to flee
their homes because of Boko
Haram and Fulani herdsmen
attacks.
As the mothers struggled under
this terrible burden into the night,
the children came running in and
said that the Lord Jesus had
appeared to them and “all would
be well.”
According to the account, the
Lord Jesus then appeared to all of
the group and told them not to
fear, that He would protect them.
They should not renounce Him,
but stay strong knowing that “He
is the way, the truth and the life”.
The next morning the children,
one a girl as young as four, were
lined up against a wall by the

terrorists and their four mothers
were told they could save them if
they renounced Jesus Christ and
returned to Islam.
The mothers refused. The
soldiers cocked their rifles and
prepared to take aim when they
suddenly started to grab at their
heads, screaming and shouting
“Snakes, snakes!” Some ran away
and others dropped dead where
they stood.
As one of the soldiers fell down
dead, a Christian captive reached
down to pick up the soldier’s gun
to fire at the fleeing Boko Haram
militants, but the youngest child
put her hand on his arm and said,
“You don’t need to do that. Can
you not see the men in white
fighting for us?”
All seventy-two lives were
spared and the group is now
living in other regions of Nigeria
that are safe for Christians.
When our English-speaking
contact asked their pastor why
Jesus appeared to them and not to
others he replied, “He does not
need to. You have over 200
versions of Scripture and many
people able to explain the Bible to
you. These people do not.” [END]
-------------------
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These schoolchildren are from families who were forced to flee their homes
because of Boko Haram and Fulani herdsmen attacks
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Ask the Big Questions
by Laura Miles
Press Service International

I’ve got a lot of questions: big
ones - really big ones, in fact;
questions
about
God
and
questions about life; and questions
about meaning.
There are so many things I
don’t know and I can often get so
frustrated that I don’t have the
answers. There are so many things
I don’t understand or can’t
comprehend and I can feel so
trapped in my restricted human
form.
“How did we get here?”
“Why are we here?”
“Is God real?”
…and the list goes on.
Sometimes
in
faith-filled
communities, these big questions
get pushed aside and swept under
the rug in the name of ‘faith’ or
‘believing without seeing.’
Sometimes, this is an innocent
mistake that comes from anything
from a lack of time, to a lack of
understanding
the
question.
Sometimes the people who hunger
for a deeper revelation of God and
His nature get fed with styrofoam
peanuts rather than the fulfilling
meal of truth and wisdom.
Are We Scared of the Big
Questions?
If so, why?
Are we scared to admit that we
don’t have all the answers? Are
we scared to even ask them in case
we don’t like the responses?
Once a friend (who isn’t
religious) said to me, “Religion is
just a construct that humans
21

created to comfort themselves in
their fear of being meaningless.
People have to believe in
something because they don’t
want to admit that their lives don’t
really matter.”
This is such a sad thought to
me; however, I’m not surprised
that they thought this way.
Redeem the reputation
We’ve all seen plenty of
Christian examples say they’re
“standing by what they believe in”
when ignorantly refusing to listen
or even acknowledge anyone
else’s opinions. We’ve all seen
Christians spreading bitterness
and anger and twisting the Bible
into a licence to hate.
We’ve seen Christians lie, steal,
cheat, kill and anything else that is
the opposite of what Jesus taught
and yet still carry the banner of
‘love.’
With this sort of thing being
highlighted more and more, it’s no
surprise that religion, especially
Christianity, has lost so much
credibility.
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

The media doesn’t help this of
course; most self-sacrificial, loving
and good acts by Christians go
unpublished due to the current
predisposition towards Christianity in our society. However, there
are many Christians who have
fairly earned a reputation of
‘merciless and unkind’ and that is
something we all need to work to
reconcile and redeem.
Let’s Ask Anyway
To my friend’s question, my
response was, “I see why you
could think that. However, I think
atheism is just a construct that
humans created to comfort
themselves in their fear of being
meaningful. People can’t believe
in a God, because then they would
have to admit that they don’t
know everything; they would
have to accept that their lives are
not just their own.”
It’s safe to say that this
conversation got us both thinking
and asking our inner selves
questions
of
our
own.
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Are we scared of the big
questions? If so, that’s ok. It’s ok to
be scared. It’s ok to be unsure.
We, ourselves, are finite beings.
We will always need to return to
faith to fill the gaps, because really
(warning: philosophical questions
approaching), who can be totally
sure of anything? What is being
sure of something? Do we need to
be sure of things? If so, how sure?
So, we’re scared and unsure.
We don’t know everything, and
we don’t have all the answers, but
let’s ask the big, scary questions
anyway.
Let’s feel silly and call out into
the universe. Let’s talk aloud to an
ever-present Creator in hopes that
He’s close and that He can hear.
Let’s be archaeologists; let’s
excavate
and
analyse
this
intelligent world looking for
directions. Let’s be pirates and dig
for treasure, knowing there are
secrets to be found all around us.
Let’s go after a deeper
understanding of the One who
made this incredible place that we
call home. Let us never let go of
the desire to pursue and truly
22

know and
maker.

connect

with

our

What questions are you asking
this week? [END]
--------------------Biography:
Laura Miles is an excitable and fastpaced Brit, living in Australia. Loves: tea,
maximalist fashion and people. Hates:
details, brushing her hair and being put
into a box.
After committing to studying, she is
expectant and excited to see all the crazy
things that the Lord is going to do in her
life.
-----------------------Bibliography:
Laura Miles, February 2019, Christian
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https://christiantoday.com.au/news/ask-the-bigquestions.html, accessed 19/03/19

Words of Wisdom
“For now, we can only see a
dim and blurry picture of things,
as when we stare into polished
metal. I realize that everything I
know is only part of the big
picture. But one day, when Jesus
arrives, we will see clearly, face-toface. In that day, I will fully know
just as I have been wholly known
by God.”
1 Corinthians 13:12 [VOICE]
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Hi,
You may not be aware that since SPAG
began in 2015, we’ve never yet had
sufficient income to pay for our annual
costs.
While I've endeavoured to keep costs
to a minimum, that means around
$7,000 has came out of my personal
income since SPAG Magazine began.
May I encourage you to please
consider donating, or purchasing some
of the terrific gifts from our online store
which will help with our costs, or check
out our current competition.
Thank you.
Vicki Nunn
Editor

Organisation Promotion

Single? Christian?
Looking for fun,
friendship and
fellowship?
Club Solo is delighted to invite you to
an outing or camp. Operating for more
than 37 years, Club Solo is an interdenominational ministry which serves
Christian singles.
There are Club Solo groups in
Melbourne, Adelaide, Geelong, Sydney
and Brisbane.
Find out more about Club Solo
groups in your area. Information is
available on our website. Perhaps you
might like to start a group in your town
and need a little help - contact the
Director, Rev Steve Mitchell, who has a
real pastor’s heart for singles:
Phone: (03) 9407 1240
Email: clubsolo@tpg.com.au
Web:
www.clubsolo.org.au
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ANZAC - Battle of Beersheba

Graham
McDonald
Director of Diduno
Lieutenant General Sir Harry
Chauvel
The horses were restless,
pawing the ground in the relentless heat. A shimmering haze
hung over the desert, taunting the
waiting riders and their thirsty
steeds with the promise of water.
In the distance, a pall of dust
obscured the fighting. But the dust
cloud was crawling aimlessly, not
flying forward. It was obvious that
the attack had failed - just as two
previous attempts on nearby Gaza
had been repulsed.
Fights over this oasis on the
edge of the desert had been
ongoing for nearly 4,000 years.
Abraham’s
argument
with
Abimelech over water rights had
been settled with an oath and
seven ewes at this spot: the wells
of Beersheba.
Now, on 31 October 1917,
another history-making moment
had arrived. Men from the
youngest nation on earth at the
time had drawn their horses up
outside the Turkish-held stronghold of Beersheba. Smarting from
the defeat of Gallipoli, they were
keen to engage the Turks on a new
battleground.
In charge of the Australian
troops was Harry Chauvel. Under
his command were 34,000 horsemen and cameleers from various
parts of the British Empire as well
as France and Italy. This is
considered by many to be the
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largest body of mounted troops
since Alexander the Great over
2,000 years before.
An early morning bombardment and an attack by the British
forces on Tel Sheva, achieved their
objectives. In the afternoon, the
baton was handed over to the
New Zealand troops who fought
tenaciously to remove the Turks
from their heavily fortified
stronghold, thus neutralising the
machine guns and snipers. These
victories made the charge on
Beersheba viable.
Chauvel, the first Australian to
rise to Lieutenant-General within
the British forces, thought there
was still a chance to take
Beersheba,
this
Turkish-held
outpost. With only one hour of
daylight left he ordered the Light
Horse regiments to charge.

4th Light Horse Regiment entering the Judean
Hills

ANZAC - British infantry march through the
desert (1917)

In they went - just 800 of them.
They tore across the dusty plains
so swiftly that the town’s gunners
kept overshooting the oncoming
charge. The attacking force overwhelmed the surprised defenders.
Thirty one Australian horsemen were killed with thirty-six
wounded in this remarkable
victory.
The
Turkish
army
suffered heavy casualties with
many
hundreds
dead
and
wounded as well as seven
hundred to one thousand who
surrendered and were taken as
prisoners of war.

Beersheba above and below (1917)

Prophetic
The biblical significance of this
battle, in the place still called by
the name Abraham gave it, was
not lost on the troops. Shortly
afterwards, the ANZACs were
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

An old well west of Jerusalem (1917)
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instrumental in re-taking the city
of Jerusalem. In his scrapbook,
Chauvel
wrote
the
word
‘Prophetic’ under a photo of
Jerusalem.
The city had been under
Muslim rule since the seventh
century. The Emperor Hadrian, in
the
first
century,
ordered
Jerusalem razed to the ground.
Christians
and
Jews
were
forbidden to enter on pain of
death, yet God had promised in
the Bible to return his chosen
people to their own land.
According to an article in the
Jerusalem Post on 29 October 2007,
‘…the Australian victory in 1917
set in train some remarkable
events:
 the liberation of Jerusalem;
 the fall of the Ottoman Empire;
 the British Mandate in Palestine; and
 ultimately the establishment of
the State of Israel.’
The same article highlights a
little known fact: the timing of the
Light Horse charge at 4:30pm
appears to have coincided with a
historic decision made in London
in support of the establishment of
the State of Israel. Although not
officially made public until three
days later, nevertheless it seems
that, allowing for the time zone
difference, this decision was made
at the same hour as the attack on
Beersheba on October 31.
Chauvel’s Faith
Harry
Chauvel’s
strong
personal faith can be traced back
to France in 1685. His Huguenot
ancestors were forced to flee
across the English Channel under
threat of death because of their
faith in Jesus Christ and their
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unwavering belief in the Bible.
His Christian faith was vibrant.
On all his campaigns, he carried a
copy of the Bible, which he read
regularly.
This
wood-bound,
engraved copy of the Scriptures
which he sought inspiration in
difficult times is kept and
treasured by his family. [END]
“…I will bring my people
Israel back from exile. “They will
rebuild the ruined cities and live
in them. They will plant
vineyards and drink their wine;
they will make gardens and eat
their fruit. I will plant Israel in
their own land, never again to be
uprooted from the land I have
given them,” says the Lord your
God.”
Amos 9:14-15

Lieutenant General Sir Harry Chauvel

For more information, visit:
www.beersheba100.com.au/events
/israel.html
Recommended reading:
“VICTORY Beersheba 100th
Anniversary” by Jill Curry

Photograph allegedly showing the charge of the 4th
and 12th Regiments of the Australian 4th Light
Horse Brigade at Beersheba (1917)

Note: 90 years ago on November
1929, Chauvel became the first
Australian to be promoted to the
rank of General.
Bibliography:
Source: extracts from his daughter’s
letters.
Bible references: Jeremiah chapter 30,
verses1-4; and Amos chapter 9 verses 1415
[NIV] New International Version Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by
Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission. All
rights reserved worldwide
McDonald, Graham, Director, Diduno:
ANZAC - Battle of Beersheba, available:
www.diduno.info/anzacs-and-the-warhorses/, accessed 24/04/18.
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After the win at Beersheba, General Sir Edmund
Allenby entering the Holy City of Jerusalem on foot
1917 to show respect for the holy place
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What Does it Mean Being ‘Purged?’
by Shane Rowney
Press Services International

As a believer, I went through
seasons of purging, as God was
pruning my character, attitude
and behaviour to be more like
Him. What does this look like?
The Start
Before I had experienced
salvation in Jesus Christ, I had a
lot of character, attitude and
behavioural problems. I was a
very negative person. I didn't
really like people or myself. I
didn't like being told what to do. I
didn't like authority. I was very
angry, swore a lot, watched porn
like it was nothing, engaged in
constant arguments and fights,
drank alcohol and consumed
drugs, and overall, lived a selfish
life that was all about me.
This was what God had to
work with, and I used to ask why
me? I don't deserve this. That was
where I just had to accept His
grace. During this process God
started working on all my
negative ways.
The Purge
The first thing God did was get
me into a Christian-based rehabilitation programme where I chose
to start working on all my
behavioural problems.
I lived with twenty people, so I
was around people all day who
would keep me accountable with
my negative behaviours.
In the rehab, we were always
told that "iron sharpens iron" and
it was so true. Who is better to
pull you up on your negative
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behaviours then people that have
had those behaviours themselves.
God was sharpening me through
other people and it was painful.
In Hebrews chapter 12 verse 6 I
reads:
"My Son do not make light of
the Lords discipline, and do not
lose heart when he rebukes you,
because the Lord disciplines the
one he loves, and he chastens
everyone he accepts as his son."
[NIV]

I hated the pruning at the time
but now I look back and I
wouldn't change anything.
God loved me so much that he
wouldn't leave me where I was.
He wouldn't leave me in
negativity, depression, hatred, or
disobedience. He has taught me so
much through these trials; things
that I would never have learned
on my own.
I learnt how to deal with my
anger without aggression. I learnt
the basics in submitting to
authority. I stopped swearing and
slowly started to be more positive
towards people and myself. My
whole outlook on life changed
because of the hope Jesus was
giving me.
God's love is so deep that noone will ever understand it, He is
changing me from the inside out
and I can't thank him enough for
that. He saved my life and gave
me a reason to live.
It blows my mind that He does
this for all His people whom He
loves. A God so incomprehensible
that He is working in the hearts of
all His people that have lived, are
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living, and will live.
Words can't describe how big
God really is or how much He
really loves us.
The Now
I will never be perfect. I still sin
and still make mistakes, but God
forgives and for some reason that I
do not know, He still chooses to
work through a sinner like me.
Right now, God has me serving in
a Christian based rehabilitation
program with fourteen men.
I get to speak into their lives
and help them in their journey,
just as God's people did for me.
These are the sort of things that
God does because He is Love and
if He can work in me, He can work
in you too! [END]
------------------Biography:
Shane Rowney is currently living on
the Gold Coast serving in a local church.
He enjoys surfing, gym and music but
most of all spending time with the Lord.
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Lessons from the
Persecuted Church
by Nicole Todd
Every Christian is trying to
figure out how to follow Jesus in
today’s world. Though we often
feel a world away from our
persecuted brothers and sisters,
their
faith
and courageous
Christianity should inspire and
challenge our own.
These are the faith-changing
lessons to be learned from the
persecuted.
Persecution is the Enemy’s
Second-Best Tactic - His First is
Materialism
“Imagine if the devil had the
barrel of a gun pressed towards
your temple and said, ‘Renounce
Christ or I'll pull the trigger,’” said
Lee Chin, a Christian from China.
“It’s likely you'd find the
courage not to deny Christ and the
trigger would be pulled.
“But what if the enemy took
you to a warehouse and said you
can have it all - a big house,
money, family, cars, food, riches.
You can even have Jesus sitting on
a throne. It wouldn’t be long until
we were so focused on playing in
the blessings of Christianity, we
didn’t even realise Jesus Christ
had left the room.”
That is the problem with
materialism… we’ve seen many
Christians survive persecution but
very few survive prosperity.
You’re More in Love with Life
Than You Are Jesus

We see one of those driving
people to God and one of them
drawing them away from Him.
It’s the subtlety of distraction that
is suffocating our faith whereas
the pressure of persecution brings
faith to life.
A wealthy Christian man and
his family lost everything when
the Islamic State attacked Iraq.
“Before ISIS, I had more
money, a big house, was a rich
man but had no love,” he said.
“ISIS was a gift because I now
know the love of God more than
ever before.
“One of the greatest challenges
you face as Christians in the West
is that you’re more in love with
life than you are Jesus and it
makes you unwilling to die for
Him.”

It’s Where Faith Becomes More
About What Jesus Should Do For
You
We asked a pastor from
Baghdad, “What does a lukewarm
Christian look like?”
He smiled to himself and said,
“That’s easy, they’re selfish. It’s
where faith becomes more about
what Jesus should do for you than
what Jesus offers the world
around you.”
Faith in Jesus is simple, but we
often make it complex so we don’t
have to do it. What if we spent less
time talking and debating the
idiosyncrasies of the gospel, and
truly lived it out?
Have You Ever Thought You
Might be the One?
The scriptures talk about the 99

“One of the greatest challenges
you face as Christians in the
West is that you’re more in
love with life than you are
Jesus and it makes you
unwilling to die for Him.”

Which is of greater danger to
your faith, ISIS or an iPhone?
26
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and the one.
“Have you ever thought you
might be the one?” asked Ozod, a
believer from Central Asia. “I see
people in the West who claim to
know God but when He asks them
to do something, they ignore
Him.”

We’re all trying to figure out
how to follow Jesus in today’s
world. When we connect with our
persecuted brothers and sisters
around the world, in learning
about their faith, we learn about
our own, too.

After
all,
“there is one body
How often do we
How often do
and one Spirit,
we ignore God
ignore God unless
just as you were
unless what He’s
what He’s asking is called to one hope
asking is safe,
you were
comfortable and
safe, comfortable and when
called; one Lord,
guaranteed
to
guaranteed to work? one faith… one
work? How often
God and Father of
do we sell Jesus
all, who is over all
out for the hope of hearing a ‘yes’
or to protect against the fear and and through all and in all.” –
embarrassment of receiving a ‘no’? Ephesians 4:4-6
If we take Jesus out of our
language, all we’re doing is
paving the wide road to hell with
generosity and good deeds.
*******
These
lessons
from
the
persecuted church cut at the very
heart of our own faith, showing us
what it means to follow Jesus no
matter the cost.
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There are always things that
will try to stop us from following
Jesus. We can’t avoid that, but we
can overcome it, together. [END]
-------------------Bibliography
Todd, Nicole, 11 July 2019, Open
Doors: Lessons from the Persecuted
Church, available: https://www.open
doors.org.au/persecuted-christians/blog/
lessons-from-the-persecuted-church/,
accessed 20/07/19
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The Cult of Violent Vegan Vigilantism

by Bill
Muehlenberg
CultureWatch
There is never a dull moment
when you wake up each day and
check out the morning news.
When I looked at my news feed
one morning it was filled with
story after story about radical
vegans causing mischief and
mayhem all over Australia.
Out of nowhere it seems we
now have an angry army of
militant vegans who have become
the latest outrage industry. It
seems that they hate us meateaters and they ain’t gonna take it
anymore. Consider just some of
the recent headlines we are seeing
about all this:
 “Vegan vigilantes cause traffic
chaos in Melbourne’s CBD and
storm farms across Australia in
co-ordinated events – as animal
activists boast of the ‘largest
protest the world has ever
seen’.”
 “Country café closes after ‘vile’
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threats and harassment’ by
vegan activists.”
 “Commuter chaos as vegan
activists block major roads in
Melbourne.”
 “‘Peaceful protest’ causes chaos
in Melbourne, arrests continue
in NSW and Victoria”
 “Nine people arrested after
allegedly chaining themselves
to Goulburn abattoir.”
 “Scott Morrison denounces
‘green criminals’ as vegan
protests
block
Melbourne
CBD.”
Where Did All This Come From?
Some important questions arise
here. First, where did all this come
from? Up until recently no one
heard a peep out of these guys, or
even knew that they existed. Now
they seem to be everywhere – or at
least that is the impression they
are trying to create.
Hmm, where have we seen this
kind of thing before? We have
many examples. One day no one
was talking or even thinking
about anything trans-related, the
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next day every other story in the
world is about the trans revolution.
One certainly has to ask
questions about manufactured
revolutions here. Who actually is
behind all this, and who is
funding all this?
Vegans vs Vegetarians
Another question arises: there
have always been vegetarians
amongst us, before vegans were a
thing. I was even one for a while,
back in my hippy days. I thought
that I could achieve some sort of
spiritual enlightenment – as well
as obtain some health benefits – by
not eating meat.
But for those not in the know,
let me offer a very brief contrast:
vegetarians tend to eschew meat
and fish, while the vegan goes
further, refusing any food stuffs
that come from animals. Thus
eggs, milk, cheese, honey, along
with any products such as wool or
leather, are all rejected by vegans.
I guess you could say that back
in my wild youth I was a pseudo28
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vegan. I abstained from not just
meat and fish, but avoided eggs,
as a life was forfeited to enjoy
such things. But I ate things like
cheese and milk since no animal
gave up its life in the process.
BTW, in case you are
wondering, a religious conversion
to a more orthodox faith brought
an end to my year-and-a-half stint
as a vegetarian.
One of my first meals
thereafter was a chicken dinner.
But the point I am trying to make
here is that I did not try to bully
and intimidate everyone else into
accepting my practices.
I did not seek to force others to
give up meat. I did not even
expect others to do so. This was
my conviction at the time, and I
was happy to tell others the
reasons for my decision, but it
never entered my mind that I had
to compel others to embrace my
lifestyle.
Indeed, I simply accommodated to my meat-eating surroundings.
One quick example of this.
Being a hippy and a vegetarian
could be problematic at times. As
any dope-smoker knows, you sure
can get the munchies, so we
would often run into a fast food
place like Burger King (Australia’s
Hungry Jacks). I would order a
cheeseburger without the burger.
They charged me 17 cents for
each one! I obviously became well
known there as the staff started
referring to it as a Muehlenberger.
But I digress. As a hippy we
were supposed to be into peace
and love. So the idea that I could
be
militant
about
my
vegetarianism was absurd.
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Now Activist Groups are Forcing
Others to Embrace Their
Ideology
I and others like me did our
thing, and that was it. But no more
it seems. Now we have activist
groups seeking to force everyone
else to embrace their ideology – or
else. Hmm, isn’t this always how
the radical left tends to act? My
way or the highway.
It is not just that they have an
alternative set of beliefs and
practices, but they fully expect
everyone else to completely
embrace them. There is no room
for compromise. There is not even
any room for discussion and
debate. We meaties WILL be made
to conform, or the violence and
intimidation will continue unabated.
And that is just what we are
now witnessing. It is as if these
people are offering us a new
religion – a new sacred cause to
become a part of. And that is
exactly what they are doing. Many
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

years ago I wrote some articles
about how radical environmentalism is becoming a new religious
movement.
As the West gets more and
more secular, people are left with
a vacuum, both in society and in
their own lives. They still want
something to live for, something
to comm it themselves to, a cause
they can really believe in. They
want some grand meta-narrative
to attach themselves to and
become a disciple of.
Make Up Your Own God
So if it is not the God of the
Bible that they bow down to, they
simply create their own gods and
bow down to them. They make up
their own religion and serve it
with as much zeal as any other
true believer does. As I wrote in
one of these articles I penned over
two decades ago:
“Robert
Nisbet
once
remarked that environmentalism has become the third
great redemptive movement in
29
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human
history,
following
Christianity and Marx-ism.
Indeed it already has its notions
of sin, guilt and redemption, its
sacred texts and venerated
leaders. And like all false
religions,
radical
environmentalism has its share of
zealots….
As G.K. Chesterton once
said, “The danger when men
stop believing in God is not
that they will believe in
nothing, but that they will
believe
in
anything.”
Environmental zeal can match
that of any religious zealot,
often
with
harmful
consequences.”
(billmuehlenberg.com/1998/08/02/radical
-environmentalism-an-assessment/)

The Green Religion was
certainly starting to take off when
I was a radical counter-culturalist
in the late 60s and early 70s in
America. It has now morphed into
a full-tilt quasi-religion. It is now
in fact a major cult, and like so
many cults, it can be very
dangerous indeed.
The Jonestown cult in Guyana
resulted in the death of some 900
people. Many willingly drank the
poisoned Kool-Aid. Today we
have equally disturbing green
cults that are also forcing us to
drink the Kool-Aid. And if we
don’t, there will be hell to pay.
Forget about those poor lambs
and cute bunnies they claim to be
so concerned about. This is all part
of the radical, militant left’s war
on the West. And if it means
shutting down traffic or shutting
down businesses, well so be it. The
end always justifies the means for
these activists.

put it back in 2010:
“Just as Leninists knew what
was good for the proletariat,
thereby conferring on themselves a gratifying providential
role, so the environmentalists
now know what is good for
humanity and likewise confer
on themselves a providential
role.”
“The beauty of preservation
of the environment as a cause is
that it is so large that it would
justify almost any ends used to
achieve it, for a living environment is the sine qua non of
everything else. You can
demonstrate and riot for the
good of humanity to your
heart’s content; your questions
about what life is for are
answered.”
So now we have yet another
obnoxious, intolerant, self-righteous, and militant cult to contend
with. Good grief. [END]
-------------------------Biography:
American-born Bill Muehlenberg, lives
in Melbourne with his Australian wife
Averil, and they have three sons. The
couple spent five years in Holland
working as missionaries with Youth With
A Mission.
Bill is a spokesman for the Family
Council of Victoria, and has an
independent ministry in pro-faith and
pro-family activism. He is head of an
apologetics/ ethics ministry called Culture
Watch.
In addition to authoring several books,
Bill is a part-time lecturer at several
Melbourne theological colleges.
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Watch: The Cult of Violent Vegan Vigilantism,
available: https://billmuehlenberg.com/2019/04/
08/the-cult-of-violent-vegan-vigilantism/,
accessed 23/04/19

As Theodore Dalrymple rightly
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Pay Yourself
First!
For some of us,
saving money can
be really hard, so
here’s a suggestion
to help you get started, which may just
work for you:
~ P ay yo u rse lf fi rs t ~
If you wait until you've paid off all
your bills and other financial obligations, likely you'll never build up a
healthy savings account. So, resolve to
pay yourself between 5% and 10% of
your income BEFORE you start paying
your bills (or start with a smaller
amount if necessary.) That goes into a
savings account you won’t touch.
Start with your first goal: your safety
net. Put aside enough to pay at least one
house repayment and rates (or one
month’s rent) just in case. Then add
another $1,000 on top of that for
emergencies only.
After that, it’s time to start
considering other financial goals. Write
them down in order of importance and
set a realistic date by which you aim to
achieve that goal.
What would you like to plan for?
Overseas holiday? Repaint the house?
Buy a new car? Repay your credit card?
Put aside half an hour today, and work
it out. Then determine how much to put
aside each pay.

You CAN do it!

Tantalising Trivia
There are many reptiles, mammals,
insects and amphibians that hibernate
during the freezing winters in some
countries, and remain asleep during the
entire period.
Contrary to popular opinion though,
the bear does not sleep all winter. While
it does sleep for longer chunks of time,
he wakes up occasionally, wanders
about and may even
have a snack or two
before returning
home to sleep some
more.
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The Great Commission is Not Optional
by Erik Cooper
The colorful flags of the nations
were everywhere. They adorned a
cluster of poles in the parking lot.
They covered the back walls and
stairwells of the auditorium.
A giant globe sat atop a spare
change fountain in the lobby, and
about 300 plaques with faces of
supported workers covered the
wood paneled walls around the
building.
This is how I grew up at
Lakeview Church in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Under the leadership of
Pastor Tom Paino, not one Sunday
sermon seemed to pass without
appeal for the people of the world,
a call to embrace Jesus final words
in Matthew 28, to “go into all the
world and make disciples of all
nations.”
The Great Commission
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We slow cooked in this sacred
calling from our Savior Himself.
Jesus heart broke for the people of
the world and so would ours.
Global missions was our mandate.
That’s why it shocked me when
a recent Barna study revealed that
51% of Christians could not
identify The Great Commission.1
Worse yet, I nearly wept when I
heard that half of millennial
Christians think it’s wrong to
evangelize at all.2
I can understand some of the
cynicism, as it can become easy to
define missions success by global
salvation counts while ignoring
the fullness of the Gospel’s
transforming message.
A new generation of Christians
wants to correct what they see as
an imperial celebration of converts
while the social and economic
impact of God’s Kingdom go
ignored in these same parts of the
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world, and
communities.

even

our

own

The Results
But the results of these studies
appear to be a classic case of
overcorrection. Instead of recentering, we simply throw the
issue out of balance in a whole
new way.
We cannot ignore The Great
Commission. Yes, we must
embody the whole Gospel, but
this is not just “doing good”
around
the
world.
It
is
proclaiming Jesus to every nation,
tribe, and tongue.
The word Jesus uses in his final
charge to His disciples is the
Greek word “ethnos,” which is
often translated as nation. Digging
deeper into the original language,
it actually means people joined by
similar customs or culture. We call
these
“people
groups.”
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Around 7,000 people groups
around the world are “unreached”
with the Gospel, defined as less
than 2% Christian. About 1,500 of
these
people
groups
have
absolutely no access to the Gospel
whatsoever.
3 Billion People.
3,000,000,000
As the Western world becomes
less and less Christian, we cannot
allow current cultural moods to
neutralize
our
passion
for
evangelism to those within arm’s
reach and to those who have never
heard. We must embrace Jesus call
to take the Gospel in all its fullness
to every “ethnos.”

The Great Commission is not
optional. [END]
-------------------Notes:
1. unknown author, undated, Barna: Almost
Half of Practicing Christian Millennials Say
Evangelism Is Wrong, available: https://www.
barna.com/research/half-churchgoers-not-heard
-great-commission/, accessed 23/07/19
2. Showalter, Brendan, 6 February 2019, The
Christian Post: About half of millennial
Christians think it's wrong to evangelize, Barna
finds, available: https://www.christianpost.com
/news/about-half-of-millennial-christians-thinkits-wrong-to-evangelize-barna-finds.html,
accessed 23/07/19

“My company does not discriminate on the basis of
religion. Worshiping me is totally voluntary.”

-------------------Biography:
Erik is involved in the executive
leadership of two non-profit organisations
- Community Reinvestment Foundation, a
non-profit
housing
company
that
specializes in providing high quality
affordable housing, and The Stone Table,
a ministry organization that focuses on
the connection between business and
missions.

Can you guess what the close-up item
is in the image below?
Go to page 54 for the answer.

In his spare time, he loves to write
about the intersection of God and
everyday life. He is a proud husband and
father of three beautiful children and
makes his home in Indianapolis, Indiana
USA.
-----------------------Bibliography:
Cooper, Erik, 19 March 2019, The Stone
Table: The Great Commission is Not
Optional, available: https://www.thestone
table.org/the-great-commission-is-notoptional/, accessed 23/07/19
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Reasons it’s good to be single No. 56
I like being a little different. When our country
celebrates its founding day, I like to stay home
and eat chocolate, while on Valentine’s day, I
like to celebrate with explosives.
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Two Fulani Herdsmen Find Jesus
He wasn’t satisfied with the
answers.
“I was at a loss; if Jesus was the
way, then why was I still
following Mohammed?”
He was desperate to hear the
message of Jesus preached again,
even though he knew attending
church was a risk.

Abdul
As a Fulani herdsman, Abdul
witnessed the brutal persecution
of Christians in northern Nigeria,
but accidentally hearing about
Jesus while passing a church
changed his life forever.
Raised a Fulani herdsman,
Abdul heartbreakingly recalls the
times his own family and friends
would attack Christian villages
leaving no survivors.
“You cannot count the people
they killed - they would go into
villages and kill the entire village,”
he says.
He even admits that he was
involved in orchestrating one
murder himself, as he recounts
with tears, his old life.
In 2002 he walked past a church
by chance and heard a preacher
say that Jesus was the only way to
heaven; these words filled his
mind with questions and his
journey to truth began.
He began asking those around
him questions about Jesus and the
Bible. The advice was always the
same: “Christians are not serious
people and Islam is the far
superior religion.”
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On Christmas Day he sneaked
out of his home and attended a
church service. He didn’t receive
Christ that day but he returned
home to find all his belongings
outside. His mother discovered he
had attended church and kicked
him out. He had nowhere to go.

After leaving, he prayed
continually for a place to go where
he would be accepted.
“I prayed to God: I want you to
lead me where I will learn your
Word better and where I will be
embraced and accepted.”
Not long after, his prayers were
answered when someone told him
about YWAM1. He had no money,
but a pastor blessed him with
finances and encouragement to go.
He is still at YWAM and knows
he has been blessed, and he looks
ahead with hope. [END]

The same night, he had a vivid
dream about two paths, and he
knew immediately Jesus was
speaking to him.
“That night, even after seeing
how my mother reacted, I decided
to accept Jesus Christ as my Lord.
It didn’t matter to me if they
wanted to kill me or disown me. I
didn’t care, I wanted to accept
Jesus Christ.”
His family began trying to
convert him back to Islam. They
tried using voodoo and threatened
to kill him but he would not
renounce Christ.
He went to church once more
and when a police officer saw him
there, he warned him that he
needed to escape.
“The churches in my town
would not accept me as a Fulani
and my family wanted to kill me.”
This is when he knew he had to
leave the state.
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Hafiz
Hafiz was once part of a
Muslim community that killed
hundreds of Christians, but since
converting to Christianity he feels
called to go back and preach to the
persecutors.
Growing up as the son of a
Fulani herdsman and a voodoopractising herbalist, Hafiz’s future
was planned. Although his father
had four wives and 39 children, he
was expected to take over the
family business and practise
herbalism.
Hafiz and his family were very
devout Muslims and involved in
33
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Hafiz had been rejected by his
family and had nowhere to go. He
returned to church and the pastor
who converted him gave him a
place to stay.
When the local Fulanis heard
this, they bombed the church with
the intent to kill him. He escaped
but soon after, a friend of his
father came to threaten him with a
machete.
“They thought I was going to
expose them all for what they
were doing to Christians, as they
had killed many.”

the persecution of Christians in
their town of Jos in northern
Nigeria.
Hafiz purchased a Bible so he
would be able to understand it
and use this knowledge to convert
others to Islam.
The expectation was that he
would find a wife and raise a
family in the Islamic faith. Then he
became a Christian and everything
changed.
One day, when reading the
Bible, a verse jumped out at him:
“I am the way, the truth, and
the life. No one comes to the Father
except through Me.”
John 14:6 [NIV]
It sparked his interest and
many questions.
“I thought to myself: who is
this man, Jesus, who calls himself
‘the way’?” he recalls.
He continued to read the Bible
and began asking his family
questions. Nobody could give him
answers, so he made the decision
to see a pastor.
He spent hours with the pastor,
asking questions about Jesus and
baptism and what it means to be a
34

Christian. After having all his
questions answered, he couldn’t
deny that Jesus was the way to
heaven; he accepted Jesus Christ
and declared he was a Christian.
He went home and told his
family about the Gospel and that
he was now a born-again believer.
They were furious and couldn’t
understand what had happened.
His father drove him to the
police station and because he had
contacts within the police force,
Hafiz was immediately locked in a
cell. Friends and family would
visit and tell him to convert back
to Islam.
“They would tell me that if I
deny that I am a Christian and
come back to Islam I would be
released, but I refused,” he says.
Hafiz had spent two years in
prison with no idea if he would
ever be released, when a new chief
police officer arrived. When
looking through the prison files he
asked why Hafiz had been in
prison for so long. When told it
was because of his conversion to
Christianity, the officer ordered
his immediate release.
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He needed to escape and when
a friend told him about YWAM1,
he knew it was where he needed
to go.
Now that he is at YWAM, he
knows his calling is to go back to
northern Nigeria to preach Jesus
among the Fulani.
“Jesus saved me from darkness
to light so I want to go back to
save them. I know they are still in
darkness and I want to bring them
out of that through God.” [END]
--------------------Notes:
1. YWAM - Youth with a Mission,
https://www.ywam.org/
-----------------------Bibliography:
No author, undated, Voice of the
Martyrs: Fulani Herdsman finds Jesus,
available: https://vom.com.au/fulani-herds
man-finds-jesus/, accessed 22/07/19
No author, undated, Voice of the
Martyrs: Former Fulani Herdsman Called
to Evangelise, available: https://vom.com.
au/former-fulani-herdsman-called-toevangelise/, accessed 22/07/19
[NIV] New International Version Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by
Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission. All
rights reserved worldwide.
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When Everyone Seems to have
God’s Blessings But You
by Lisa Copen
Odds are, if you are counting
your blessings Lisa explains how
your list may be less representative of Jesus’ blessings for you
than you imagined.
Take a moment and draw a line
down the centre of a piece of
paper. On the left, write 3-5
blessings you feel God has given
you from your perspective before
reading this devotional.
“Blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are those who mourn,
for they will be comforted.
Blessed are the meek, for they
will inherit the earth.
Blessed are those who hunger
and thirst for righteousness, for
they will be filled.
Blessed are the merciful, for
they will be shown mercy.
Blessed are those who are
persecuted because of righteousness”

must our live revolve around so
many medical issues?
Those of us with chronic illness
put up with a lot. Don’t we
deserve more blessings?
Here is the irony: we are
blessed. And we may have more
blessings than those who are
(temporarily) without suffering.
How?
Jesus explains in the book of
Matthew that blessings come in
strange gift wrap. Blessings
involve being poor in spirit, meek,
in mourning, dissatisfied with the
lack of righteousness, and even
persecuted. If you are mourning a
loss today, you are blessed. . . If
you are feeling meek, you are
blessed. . . If you are frustrated
with how you are treated, you are
blessed. . .
We typically define blessings as
material gifts - a job, car, and
especially health. When we see
beyond the world’s definition of

blessings, we tend to acknowledge
what we consider real blessings–
other
“good
stuff”–physical
abilities, families, church, a good
doctor.
But this lesson from Jesus flips
it all around. If we are counting
our blessings they are loneliness,
exhaustion, suffering, a lack of
contentment with our world’s
morality. When we lack these
things, we need God. When we
admit our dependence on our
Father, and cry out to Him, we
will inherit the earth, receive
mercy, and find an indescribable
reward in heaven.
We often want to find purpose
in our pain, so take a moment
today to count your blessings with
this new definition and see how it
transforms your perspective.
Prayer: O Father, remind me that
blessings are not the joys in life
but the moments that draw me
closer to You. When I am feeling

Matthew 5:3-6, 10 [NIV]
Have you looked around at
your circumstances and wondered
why you seem to be lacking God’s
blessings? I am quick to say how
blessed I am, but sometimes it’s
because it is what I am supposed
to say. To my husband, I lament
how others have such carefree
lives. I wonder where they find
money to do what they do. Why
35
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lonely in spirit and weak in
endurance, draw close to me and
remind me that it is through these
struggles I will find Your true
blessings. Amen
When
you
consider
the
scripture from the beginning and
what it means, write 3-5 blessings
on the right on your page,
according to Jesus’ definition.
If you adjusted your definition
of a blessing to how Jesus taught,
how might this effect your daily
life and attitude?
Song Link:
I hope you will like this song, “I
Need Your Help” with Dietrick
Haddon as he sings about how
much we need Jesus.
The world will always try to
tell us what should bring us joy or
success, but God tells us
something much differently. We
need His constant help to remain
focused on His desires for us.
Hugs. –Lisa
About the author:
Lisa Copen is the founder of Rest
Ministries and she lives in San Diego
with her husband and son. She is
gradually learning how to balance
motherhood, family, illness, and
ministry, but she still knows it will be
a lifetime lesson.
You can see the books she has
written, including, “Why Can’t I
Make People Understand?” (link to
buy)
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Don’t Give Up!
by Michael
Hannett
SPAG Journalist
Don’t give up! Perhaps you feel
like you want to do just that, but
don't. Don’t let the devil lead you
astray down the wrong path.
Do you know why he wants you
heading down in that direction?
Because he knows what amazing
things God has in store for you. He
knows what an great warrior in Christ
you could become if you don’t give
up.
Satan wants to take you down,
before you can take him down
through Jesus.
I know life can be hard. Maybe
you’ve experienced terrible losses, or
you wonder why you fail at so many
things, or you aren’t ever quite good
enough. Hold onto the promises of
God, that it’s worth hanging onto
Him. Hold onto His promise that
eventually those struggles you are
going through right now, will one day
pass.
The storms you are facing will
fade; the hurt will heal; and with
God’s help, you will overcome.
Trust in His promise that
everything works for the good for
those who love Him, even though it
may be difficult to understand how
any good could possibly come out of
your current circum-stances.
Eventually you will see the light at
the end of the tunnel and one day you
will reach it. When everything in your
life seems dark and the struggle
seems endless, remind yourself that
He has gained victory over the
darkness, and He will remain with
you always.
God loves you my friend. You are
His amazing and beloved child, and
He cares about you in more ways
than you could ever imagine. He has
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such great plans for you, plans that
Satan cannot stop.
Have faith, even if it's only a little,
for even those with the smallest faith
can move mountains.
"And let us not grow weary of
doing good, for in due season we will
reap, if we do not give up."
Galatians 6:9 [ESV]
"For I know the plans I have for
you, declares the Lord, plans for
welfare and not for evil, to give you a
future and a hope."
Jeremiah 29:11 [ESV]
"And I am sure of this, that he
who began a good work in you will
bring it to completion at the day of
Jesus Christ." Philippians 1:6 [ESV]
"No temptation has overtaken you
that is not common to man. God is
faithful, and he will not let you be
tempted beyond your ability, but with
the temptation he will also provide the
way of escape, that you may be able to
endure it."
1 Corinthians 10:13 [ESV]
"You made all the delicate, inner
parts of my body and knit me together
in my mother’s womb. Thank you for
making me so wonderfully complex!
Your work-manship is marvellous how well I know it. You watched me
as I was being formed in utter
seclusion, as I was woven together in
the dark of the womb. You saw me
before I was born. Every day of my life
was recorded in your book. Every
moment was laid out before a single
day had passed."
Psalm 139:13-16 [NLT]
“You don’t have enough faith,”
Jesus told them. “I tell you the truth,
if you had faith even as small as a
mustard seed, you could say to this
mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’
and it would move. Nothing would be
impossible.”
Matthew 17:20 [NLT]
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Fiction: The Way of Hozho
by Vicki Nunn
They called their home, the
Garden of Friends. For uncounted
seasons the inhabitants shared
their home with each other and
lived in the Way of Hozho –
walking in beauty and harmony.
Several
different
creatures
shared the bounty supplied by the
forest. Leezh and Kidishlé and
their offspring were there along
with Mataa’eve and Matáa’e and
their children, as well as Kinyán
and
Kahwóka
and
their
descendants.
Leezh and Kidishlé and their
family were four legged, furry
creatures who dwelled on the
forest floors. They ate tubers,
mushrooms, fruits and berries
from bushes on the ground, and
their long wrinkly snouts were
ideal for burrowing for food.
The smooth-skinned creatures
Mataa’eve, Matáa’e and their
children, lived mostly in the trees.
With their many legs they were

able to easily grasp onto the
branches. They ate leaves, twigs
and fruit and enjoyed time higher
up in the trees, seeking out the sun
and basking in its warmth.
Possessing feathered wings and
two long legs, Kinyán and
Kahwóka and their offspring
loved to fly, and they loved flitting
amongst the trees. Myriad forest
flowers and tree berries provided
nourishing nectar for their food
and drink.
There
were
many
other
creatures that shared the Garden
with them, but Neeheeteiht their
God, the Being of Light and Love,
created only the three of this kind
with intelligence. He gave them
only four commands: first to love
Him, second to love each other,
third to love and tend the forest,
and lastly, to be fruitful and to
multiply.
Each evening, Neeheeteiht
came to walk in the garden with
them. The creatures in turn
presented Him with gifts of their

love.
Leezh and
Kidishlé’s family
gave Him leaves filled
with the best of the tubers,
berries, fruit and mushrooms
that the forest could provide.
Mataa’eve, Matáa’e and their
children sang songs about the
beauty
and
wonder
of
Neeheeteiht’s
creation.
They
taught some of the insects and
small creatures to join in their
songs with simple hums and
tones, and it seemed that the forest
grew silent as the air came alive
with only their melody, as the rest
of the creatures paused and
listened in awe.
Kinyán and Kahwóka and their
offspring performed complex,
choreographed
and
graceful
dances in the air to show their
appreciation for His love, and then
presented Him with garlands and
necklaces of leaves and scented
flowers for Him to wear.
They all lived in the Way of

Leezh and Kidishlé’s family gave Him leaves
filled with the best that the forest could provide.
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Hozho and Neeheeteiht saw that
everything was good, and He was
pleased.
A New Friend
One day, a new creature came
to visit them in the forest. He was
not
like
Leezh,
Kidishlé,
Mataa’eve, Matáa’e or Kinyán and
Kahwóka. He moved amongst the
shadows and stayed beneath the
cool of the trees.
He slunk silently about on four
legs, and even though he stayed in
the shade, his skin glowed and
sparkled in brilliant hues of every
colour, and the forest creatures
gasped at his beauty. His name
was Hoocoo.
The friends welcomed their
new friend and encouraged him to
live there with them.
“Thank you,” Hoocoo said,
“But please don’t tell Neeheeteiht
that you have seen me or spoken
with me, as I am planning a
surprise for Him.”
The friends consented to his
request and went on about their
daily duties.
Kinyán and Kahwóka’s people
flew amongst the trees, caring for
the creatures that lived there,
untangling vines and branches so
that all creatures could more
easily move about. They aided all
of the creatures, from the tiniest to
the largest, helping them to move

to a new home if they became
overcrowded, or showing them
where fresh food could be found.
Mataa’eve and Matáa’e’s and
their family, slipped in amongst
the trees and bushes, snipping off
excess growth, old berries and
fruit with their claws which they
passed onto Leezh and Kidishlé’s
group on the ground.
It was Leezh and Kidishlé and
their offspring who kept the forest
floors tidy and clean. They took
the plant off-cuts, old berries and
fruit from Mataa’eve and Matáa’e
which they placed into special pits
they’d dug in the ground, and
then covered them with soil.
Later, when the time was right,
they would dig up the soil and
mulch from the pits which had
been revitalised from the cuttings
and old fruits, and they used the
refreshed mulch and soil to
fertilise the plants and trees. This
helped to keep the garden healthy
and lovely.
Each family had their duties for
which their bodies had been
especially made.
In
the
evening
when
Neeheeteiht came to be with them,
they saw He was pleased and so
they too felt pleasure in their
duties and in the suitability of
their place in their forest home.

Hoocoo Comes to Call
As the heavy morning mists
began to disperse one day,
Hoocoo gathered together Leezh,
Kidishlé and their family.
“You are very clever farmers,”
Hoocoo said to them in smooth
tones, “It is no wonder that
Neeheeteiht thinks you are the
most loving of the creatures in the
forest. You bring Neeheeteiht the
best gifts.”
“Oh no,” said Leezh, “We
friends all bring good gifts to
Neeheeteiht.”
“But Neeheeteiht can eat only
your gifts,” Hoocoo said slyly,
“He cannot find anything tasty in
Mataa’eve’s songs or Kinyán’s
dancing or flowers. Surely yours
are the best and tastiest of the
gifts.”
As Leezh, Kidishlé and their
family began to talk amongst
themselves, Hoocoo quietly crept
away.
The sun rose until it sat high
above the forest, and Hoocoo
called to Mataa’eve, Matáa’e and
their offspring.
“You are very wonderful
singers,” Hoocoo said to them in
persuasive tones, “It is no wonder
that Neeheeteiht thinks you are
the most loving of the creatures in
the forest. You bring Neeheeteiht
the best gifts.”

His skin glowed and sparkled in brilliant hues of every colour, and
the forest creatures gasped at his beauty. His name was Hoocoo.
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“Oh no,” said Mataa’eve, “We
friends all bring good gifts to
Neeheeteiht.”
“But Neeheeteiht enjoys the
beauty of your singing,” Hoocoo
said cunningly, “Your words are
soothing to his ear. He cannot find
anything as delightful in Leezh’s
food or Kinyán’s dancing. Surely
yours are the best and loveliest of
the gifts.”
As Mataa’eve, Matáa’e and
their offspring began to talk
amongst themselves, Hoocoo
quietly sneaked away.
When the day began to cool,
Hoocoo
drew
Kinyán
and
Kahwóka and their offspring
down to him.
“You are very gifted dancers,”
Hoocoo said to them in glib tones,
“It is no wonder that Neeheeteiht
thinks you are the most loving of
the creatures in the forest. You
bring Neeheeteiht the best gifts.”
“Oh no,” said Kinyán, “We
friends all bring good gifts to
Neeheeteiht.”
“But Neeheeteiht enjoys the
grace and the beauty of your
dancing, and your garlands of
flowers,” Hoocoo said cunningly,
“Your dancing delights him, and
the flowers fill his eyes and
nostrils with delight. He cannot
find anything as wonderful in
Leezh’s food or Mataa’eve’s
singing. Surely you bring the best
and loveliest of the gifts.”
As Kinyán and Kahwóka and
their children began to talk
amongst themselves, Hoocoo
quietly slunk away into the forest.
That evening when Neeheeteiht
came to walk with his friends in
the forest, they were unusually
quiet.

39

To Mataa’eve and Matáa’e’s family he
said, “You are magnificent creatures and
climb trees very well. I wonder why
Evo’neto never thought to give you wings
like Kinyán and Kahwóka?”

“Why are you so silent?”
Neeheeteiht lovingly asked his
friends.

important and they wondered
why the silly idea had entered
their thoughts.

“We have been thinking about
the gifts we give to you,” said
Kinyán, “Could you tell us which
gift is the best?”

The friends began to chat and
play amongst themselves and
Neeheeteiht looked upon them
with fondness and affection.

“Yes,” Leezh agreed.
“Please
Mataa’eve.

tell

us,”

More Trouble
pleaded

A strange expression came over
Neeheeteiht’s face. It was a look
they had never seen before. They
didn’t understand that they had
made Neeheeteiht feel sad.
“My dear children,” Neeheeteiht replied, looking around at
His beloved creatures, “I created
each of you as unique and special
beings and you each have
precious gifts that I love.”
“Mataa’eve your singing is
wonderful. Leezh your foods are
lovely and Kinyán your dancing is
beautiful. All of your gifts are
equally wonderful and special to
me.”
The creatures looked at each
other, and suddenly they felt very
foolish, an emotion they had never
experienced
before.
They
recognised that they were all
similarly loved by Neeheeteiht
and the question about who gave
the best gift, no longer seemed
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

Some time later, beautiful
Hoocoo sneaked up to the friends
and spoke with each family in
turn.
To Mataa’eve and Matáa’e’s
family he said, “You are
magnificent creatures and climb
trees very well. I wonder why
Neeheeteiht never thought to give
you wings like Kinyán and
Kahwóka. Perhaps he felt you do
not deserve to be able dance and
fly like them. No, you’re fortunate
that you can climb trees.”
He sidled out of the group as
they began to talk, and made his
way to Kinyán and Kahwóka’s
group.
“You are amazing creatures
and fly so gracefully,” Hoocoo
said, “I wonder why Neeheeteiht
never thought to give you a
wonderful snout like Leezh and
Kidishlé. Perhaps He felt you do
not deserve to be able to smell
things and find delicious food like
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them. No, you are fortunate that
you can fly.”
As the family began to talk
amongst themselves, he slunk
away and found Leezh and
Kidishlé’s family.

beings and you each have
precious gifts that I love.
Mataa’eve
your
singing
is
wonderful. Leezh your snout is
truly wondrous, and Kinyán your
flying is lovely.”

“You are gifted creatures and
farm and forage very well,”
Hoocoo said, “I wonder why
Neeheeteiht never thought to give
you a beautiful voice like
Mataa’eve and Matáa’e. Perhaps
He felt you do not deserve to be
able to sing beautiful songs like
them. No, you are fortunate that
you can sniff and forage.”

“Each of you has a job to do in
the forest. I made you so that you
could do your work well. All of
your gifts are equally wonderful
and special.”

The family gathered there
began to chatter amongst themselves, and Hoocoo crept away.

Leezh realised that he liked to
sniff and snuffle with his snout,
and perhaps singing was not
really that important to him or his
family.

That evening when Neeheeteiht
came to walk with the friends in
the forest, they were unusually
quiet.

The creatures looked at
other, and they felt very
They understood that they
made just as Neeheeteiht
meant them to be.

each
silly.
were
had

“Why are you so silent?”
Neeheeteiht lovingly asked his
friends.

Kinyán remembered how much
he enjoyed his flying, and the idea
of possessing a snout no longer
seemed so attractive to him or his
family.

“We have been thinking,” said
Leezh, “Could you give us
beautiful voices so that we can
sing for You?”

Mataa’eve recalled the joy he
received from singing and the idea
of having wings no longer seemed
so appealing to him or his people.

Kinyán
interrupted,
“We
would like a wonderful snout so
that we could forage and find
delicious food for You.”

The friends began to chat and
play amongst themselves and
Neeheeteiht looked upon them
with fondness and affection.

“Please Neeheeteiht,” pleaded
Mataa’eve, “Could you give us
wings so that we can fly and
create lovely dances for You?”

Other Visits

A strange expression came over
Neeheeteiht’s face. It was a look
they had seen on his face once
before, but still they didn’t
understand that they had made
Neeheeteiht feel sad.
“My
dear
children,”
Neeheeteiht
replied,
looking
around at each of His beloved
friends, “I created you as unique
40

Time and time again, Hoocoo
visited with the families, but
nothing he said after that seemed
to grab their attention as the
earlier questions had done, until
many months later when he again
paid a visit to the friends in the
forest. He had thought up a new
tactic; a cruel ploy.
He called them all together.
Soon Kinyán, Kahwóka, Leezh,
Kidishlé, Mataa’eve, Matáa’e, and
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Kinyán interrupted,
“We would like a
wonderful snout so that
we could forage and find
delicious food for you.”

their families arrived at a clearing
in the middle of the forest.
“Many, many seasons ago,
Neeheeteiht made this world and
this good forest where you live
from nothing,” Hoocoo began.
“Then he made you creatures,
but before this world, there had
been nothing but cold darkness
and emptiness.”
“I wonder if one day,
Neeheeteiht may say, “That’s
enough. I’m tired. I will make the
world stop,” and there will be cold
blackness and nothingness again.
Then the forest and your world
will suddenly cease to exist. There
will be no forest, no food or water.
What will happen to you? What
will happen to your children?”
Alarmed,
the
friends
murmured amongst themselves,
and Hoocoo sneaked away deep
into the shadows.
Soon their murmuring grew to
muttering and then grew into
yelling and eventually the forest
was filled with the sounds of their
distressed shouting and crying.
The other lowly creatures who
lived there ran or flew or crawled
away in confusion.
That evening when Neeheeteiht
came to walk with the friends in
the forest, he heard the sounds of
their shouting and crying and
40
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went to the glade where the
families were still gathered.
As He approached, the friends
began to quieten, and stood
huddled together.
“What is wrong?” Neeheeteiht
lovingly asked his friends.
“We have been thinking,” said
Leezh, “What will happen when
the world ends?”
“You made the world and the
forest,” continued Kinyán, “and
one day they will all become dark
and there will be nothingness
again.”
“What will happen to us?”
asked a worried Mataa’eve.
“Don’t worry my friends,”
Neeheeteiht said soothingly, “I
will always look after you.”
“But how will we feel when the
world ends? What will happen to
our children?” asked Kinyán.
“Will I see my family again?
Will they go forever into
darkness?” Mataa’eve asked.
“Oh please, oh please,” sobbed
Leezh, “We are afraid.”

For weeks they wept and
moped, and could no longer find
joy in their work and in their
home. Nothing that Neeheeteiht
said seemed to placate them. Their
fears overwhelmed them so that
they forgot to trust him.
Reflecting their neglect, the
forest began to look unkempt, and
a feeling of hopelessness had crept
in. The other woodland creatures
remained bewildered.
Neeheeteiht suffered too as he
saw their distress, his heart
breaking with their anguish and
the knowledge that he could not
give them peace.
“What would you like me to
do?” he eventually asked His
friends.
“I cannot bear the thought that
the world will end,” Mataa’eve
cried, and his family nodded.
“Please, Neeheeteiht,” Kinyán
sobbed, “Take away our pain and
our fear.”
“We would rather the world

stop now,” gasped Leezh, “Otherwise we will always be wondering
when it might happen, and we
will worry for our children.”
Their families agreed with
them, for they could no longer
hear the love and compassion in
the words of Neeheeteiht, nor find
solace in His presence.
Their home that had once been
such a place of comfort, safety and
beauty, seemed now to represent
only looming danger.
“My
dear
children,”
Neeheeteiht
replied,
looking
around at His beloved creatures,
“I will do as you ask, if you are
sure that is what you want.”
Each one of his children
nodded their heads in agreement,
grasping their families closer to
them, and wondering at the
expression they now saw on
Neeheeteiht’s face.
Neeheeteiht thought a thought
and spoke a word, and the world,
and the universe He had created,
blinked out of existence.

The creatures began to cry and
Neeheeteiht looked sadly at them.
“I love you. You must trust me
when I say that I will always look
after you. You have nothing to
fear,” he added reassuringly.
The friends continued to sob.
The fears that had crept into their
innocent little minds had taken
root in their hearts and had filled
their imaginations with such
terror, that Neeheeteiht’s words
did not calm them.
He spoke lovingly to them. He
spoke words of ration and reason,
but these simple creatures still
remained
unconvinced
and
terrified.
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He said, “It is done.”
And then Another Thought

have been able to bear its beauty
and power.

seas, and to cover the earth, and
they obeyed.

The pain Neeheeteiht felt at the
loss of his beloved friends, was
excruciating, and he longed for
friendship and love.

So began the creative process.
A new universe burst silently into
being, and then a new world was
born.

“Let us create a new friend,”
Neeheeteiht declared, “created in
our image, and there will be male
and female.”

Neeheeteiht glided over the
formless darkness of the new
world, and as he spoke,
tumultuous waters burst forth and
filled up the vast spaces, and the
waters split as lands arose
groaning from the deep.

Then creatures of the land came
into being, wild creatures of all
sizes and kinds, and domesticated
ones, far too many to count, and
they too heard their Maker’s
command to be fruitful and to
multiply, and they obeyed.

“Let us make him so that he has
a strong will and mind, and is not
so prone to petty fears,” he shared.
“He will find pleasure and a
sense of purpose in tending the
garden, and take joy in his
creativity. We will create deep
within his spirit a knowledge that
he will always be incomplete
without us.”
He thought a thought, and
indescribable words streamed
from his mouth in melodies,
scents and colours so magnificent
and hitherto unknown, that no
created ear, nose nor eye would

Soon, there were lights to
separate the day and the night.
Majestic forests and plains of
green, gold, red and silver rose up,
filling the barren landscapes.
Wondrous creatures sprang
into existence, simple-minded
creations that flew in the skies and
swam in the deep oceans, each
delighting in its own element.
They heard the voice of their
Creator command them to be
fruitful and to multiply, to fill the

Like the creatures of the sky
and sea, they could no more refuse
God’s order, than the sun, moon,
stars and planets could resist His
command to shine and to move in
His appointed designs.
He gave the seed-bearing
plants and fruit-bearing trees to all
beings for nourishment, delightful
foods that were healthful and
pleasing to the taste and the eye.
“We will make a new friend,”
Neeheeteiht declared the following day, “created in our image.”
Neeheeteiht thought a thought
and spoke the word, and with His
own hand, He drew up the first
man Adam from the earth. He
breathed from Himself into the
man’s body, and as Adam took in
his first breath, he became
something different from every
other created being there: he was
born with a living soul.
“You will be the caretakers of
my creation,” Neeheeteiht commanded. “Be fruitful and multiply
and fill the earth.”
He provided only one other
command, which was not to eat
the fruit of a certain tree.
As Neeheeteiht looked around
at His creation, He was pleased
with its goodness and beauty.
On the seventh day, designated
as a day of rest, Neeheeteiht took
joy in the tender new bond that
began to unfold between him and
his new child and friend. [END]
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Life Imprisonment for ‘Feeble-Mindedness?’
~ The Tragic Story of Emma Wolverton ~
by Lita Cosner
B.A., M.A.

In the early 1900s, various
‘morality tales’ sought to advance
the idea of eugenics. Squarely
based on evolutionary belief in
‘survival of the fittest,’ the
eugenics movement was founded
by Francis Galton, cousin to
Charles Darwin.1
This taught that, just as a
farmer controls the breeding of his
livestock to enhance the quality of
his herd, promoting the childbearing of ‘ideal’ people and
preventing ‘undesirable’ people
from having children could
improve the human race.
One of the most popular proeugenics accounts was the story of
‘Deborah Kallikak’ (a pseudonym).
The story of the ‘Kallikak’
family supposedly went back to
an ancestor code-named ‘Martin
Kallikak’, who as a young man

had a relationship with a
“feebleminded barmaid” that
resulted in the birth of Martin Jr.
Later, Martin married a
‘worthy Puritan woman,’ and
their union produced many
productive people. But alas, the
damage had been done, because
Martin Jr, a drunkard and
worthless individual, had many
children, and those children were
all morally and intellectually
bankrupt.
Supposedly Deborah was a
direct descendant of Martin Jr, and
she was tested to be ‘feebleminded’, and was locked away in
an asylum, supposedly to keep her
from immorality.2
‘Deborah Kallikak’ was a
pseudonym for the real woman
Emma Wolverton. The problem is,
the story was wrong from
beginning to end.
The genealogy was wrong for a
start. ‘Martin’ and ‘Martin, Jr.’
were second cousins, not father
and son, and were both the
offspring of respectable married
couples.3 And the testing used on
Emma was invalid, as they didn’t
take into account her complete
lack of previous schooling when
she first came to the asylum.
Later evaluations also tended to
downplay the significant gains
that she made in learning practical

skills. In fact, visitors to the
asylum
frequently
expressed
astonishment that such a ‘feebleminded’ woman could present
herself so well. But unfortunately,
no one ever doubted the story that
Emma was feebleminded.
Emma
entered
Vineland
Training School in Vineland, New
Jersey at eight years old, and as a
young woman was transferred to
the women’s institution across the
street.
She was never offered the
chance to have a life of her own she was not offered freedom until
she was far too old and ill to
accept it. She died in 1978 at 89
years of age, having been a victim
of a cruel branch of pseudoscience.4
Why Does this Matter?
Some might wonder why
Emma Wolverton is important
today. It is a sad story, but she
died almost 40 years ago.
Today, eugenics has a bad
name because the Nazis used the
ideology to support exterminating
Jews and other ‘lesser’ races - after
using it to justify murdering large
numbers
of
mentally
and
physically handicapped people in
the name of preventing them
passing on their supposedly
‘inferior genes’.

Emma at the training school
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But when Emma first entered
the Vineland Training School, it
was the scientific consensus in the
western world, accepted by all
preeminent researchers in the
field, and approved by the US
Supreme Court (Buck v. Bell, 1927).
It seemed self-evident, enough
to justify the lifetime incarceration
of some ‘feeble-minded’ people,
and the permanent sterilization of
tens of thousands more.5
We look back in horror on the
atrocities
committed
against
people whose only ‘crime’ was
being poor, uneducated, or
otherwise disadvantaged, who
were abused to advance a theory
that built the careers of some of
the most famous scientists of the
day.

Dawkins proclaimed that the
‘moral’ thing was to abort a Down
Syndrome baby and ‘try again’,6
and Peter Singer (Professor of
Bioethics at Princeton University)
infamously remarked that some
animals have more moral value
than some newborn babies.7
The only worldview that
upholds the value of all human
life, regardless of intelligence and
ability, is the Christian worldview,
because Scripture teaches that all
human beings are created in the
image of God and are thus
inherently valuable, despite that
image being marred by sin. [END]
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Emma at a sewing machine
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The Vineyard Training House

own account).
She joined CMI as Information
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contributor to the website, Creation
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When Good Things Happen Through Bad People
by Mike Frost
Remember
Rabbi
Harold
Kushner’s bestseller, When Bad
Things Happen to Good People?
In that book, he was trying to
explain the great conundrum of
why God allows seemingly good
people to suffer. Well, this week I
felt I was confronted by a similarly
vexing question:
why does God allow good
things to happen through bad
people?
Two disturbing articles got my
attention. Both were about
historically revered Christian
leaders who turned out to be
pretty depraved. So depraved in
fact, it’s hard to understand how
God could have used them so
profoundly to enhance the lives of
others.
George Whitefield - Slavery
Advocate
George Whitefield isn’t exactly
a household name these days, but
he was probably the most famous
American religious figure of the
eighteenth century.
In the mid-1700s, he was one of
the primary evangelists of the
Great Awakening. A flamboyant
preacher capable of commanding
audiences of thousands through
the sheer power of his oratory, he
is said to have preached at least
18,000 times to perhaps 10 million
hearers.
And yet, in a powerful article,
Was
George
Whitefield
a
Christian?, Jared C. Wilson recently outlined the great evangelist’s
dark history with slavery.
45

According to Wilson, while
Whitefield initially spoke out
against slave-holding, his views
changed as his fame grew.
He
had
established
an
orphanage in the Georgia colony
and saw the great benefit in using
slave labour to expand and maintain it. The only problem was that
Georgia originally did not allow
slavery.
Wilson wrote,
“Whitefield
actually
advocated for it [in Georgia].
There’s even good evidence
that he brought slaves there
two years before slavery was
legalized!

women, including with prostitutes, that he pressured female
parishioners into having sex, that
he participated in orgies, and
allegedly watched a fellow Baptist
pastor rape a woman inside a
hotel room.
While there’s good reason to
doubt a “secret” FBI file, one of Dr
King’s biographers, Pulitzer Prize
winner, David Garrow, has read
the material and reported, “I
always thought there were 10-12
other women, not 40-45.”

Therefore, Whitefield was
not merely a slave-holder or a
slavery-advocate - he was
instrumental in the institution
of slavery in the Georgia
colony.
He was complicit in this
great evil.”
Martin Luther King - Unfaithful
Husband
For decades, rumours have
abounded of the FBI’s evidence of
sexual infidelity by Dr Martin
Luther King. No one has doubted
that Dr King was unfaithful to his
wife, but his indiscretions have
long been viewed in light of his
colossal reputation as a civil rights
advocate.

George Whitefield - slavery advocate

That was until recently, when
the FBI released a large tranche of
archived material related to their
investigation into King.
The archive purports to show
that Martin Luther King had
sexual encounters with dozens of
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

Martin Luther King - unfaithful husband
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No one
can
deny the
extraordinary good work done by
both Whitefield and King. Many
people in both Britain and North
America
became
Christians
through the ministry of George
Whitefield. And the rights and
freedoms afforded to black
Americans as a result of Dr King’s
campaigns have literally changed
countless lives and inspired
millions around the world.
So, Does Character Just Not
Matter?
In the pietistic tradition of
which I’m part, it’s always
assumed that a person’s character
has direct bearing on their
effectiveness in ministry. The
more holy you were, the more
God could use you for his glory.
At least that’s the theory.
But the historical revelations
about extremely ‘effective’ leaders
continues
to
shake
that
assumption.
I could regale you with stories
of evangelists and megachurch
pioneers using funds defrauded
from followers through insurance
scams and securities fraud to build
their
ministries,
or
having
multiple affairs (one even faked
her own kidnapping to run away
with a lover), or sexually abusing
or harassing women, or bullying
colleagues, or accruing outrageous
levels of personal wealth, and on
and on.
Now, add Whitefield and King
to that list.
Sexual infidelity, slave-holding,
assault, fraud, bullying, mismanagement, and the loss of faith
- any of these would be enough to
disqualify you from holding a
leadership position in a Christian
church or organisation.
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But so many of them continued
to serve in their ministries until
their deaths. More than that, they
remained greatly effective in those
ministries.

misogynist” (or slave-holder or
serial adulterer), but the shocking
nature of grace is that God has
used such people for his glory.

Are we to conclude that God is
no great respecter of our perceived
holiness? Will he use anyone for
his purposes, no matter their
depravity, their immorality, or
their lack of faith?

Wilson isn’t whitewashing the
sins of great heroes or saying our
choices don’t matter. There are too
many injunctions in Scripture for
God’s people to be holy for him to
do that. What he is saying is that
God’s grace abounds in the lives
of even the greatest sinners.

In his article on Whitefield,
Jared Wilson distils some things
we can learn from such revelations
about great leaders. These include
warnings to recognise the temptation that comes with great
power, and the need to take care
lest we too fall. But he also
suggests we need to develop a
“hermeneutic
of
grace
regarding
history”:

The Graced and the Ungraced

Earlier I heard a colleague
preach on the Book of Esther, a
troublesome part of the Old
Testament if ever there was one.
A beautiful young Jewish exile,
Hadassah is brought into the
harem of the Persian King Xerxes,
where she rises to
prominence after the
deposing of Queen
Vashti.

“God’s grace
abounds in
the lives of
even the
greatest
sinners.”

“Think of how
many of the sinful
patriarchs - whose
collective
sins
include
adultery
and
sexual
exploitation, abuse
of
power
and
drunkenness, even murder - are
lauded for their faith.

Very few heroes of the Old
Testament would not be able to
find their sins listed in 1
Corinthians 6:9-10… But with both
Testaments testifying to both the
reality of grievous sin and the
reality of a great Savior, we see the
grounds for reading history with a
‘hermeneutic of grace’.”
In short, no, our character isn’t
some inhibitor to whether God in
his grace will work through us for
his purposes.
It might be true to tweet,
“There is no such thing as a godly
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Not to put too fine
a point on it, but
Hadassah, renamed
Esther, has to, ahem,
out-perform
the
king’s
other
mistresses in order to
secure her status as Xerxes’
consort. (They never taught you
that in Sunday School, did they?)
What follows is a terrifying tale
of palace intrigue, political
machinations, threats of genocide,
and, at the end, a brutal massacre
followed by a feast. It reads more
like an episode of Game of
Thrones than part of the Bible.
And, of course, throughout it
all, God’s name is never
mentioned. Yahweh is simply
never seen.
The closest we get to observing
God’s unseen hand at work is
when Esther’s guardian-cousin,
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in motion), she nonetheless profits
from the subjugation of Persia’s
peasants, including the Jewish
exiles.
But her single act of advocating
for her people, at great personal
risk, appears to cover a multitude
of past sins. Like Samson’s suicide,
or Rahab’s treason, or Cyrus’
edict, being on the side of God or
God’s people is enough.
And when you think about it,
that’s
grace.
That’s
God’s
undeserved favour upon the
sinner.

Esther hoping to see King Xerxes

Mordecai begs her to use her
access to Xerxes to intervene in the
impending destruction of all the
Jews in Persia.
It was at Mordecai’s original
suggestion that Esther has kept
her Jewish identity a secret from
the king.
Now Mordecai insists she put
herself at great risk by speaking
up for her people. And he does so
by using the most famous line in
the Book of Esther:
“And who knows but that you
have come to your royal position
for such a time as this?”
Esther 4:14 [NIV]
Esther is a secret Jew, living in
opulence as a Persian queen,
having slept her way into the
king’s good graces. There’s
nothing in the early sections of her
story that indicates any moral
greatness or religious devotion.
While the queen-consort isn’t a
position of any influence (her lack
of regular access to the king is
revealed when she puts her plan
47

I’m hearing evangelicals saying
that Donald Trump is like this.
He’s a modern-day King Cyrus or
Queen Esther, having been placed
in a position of authority “for such
a time as this” to speak up for
God’s people and fulfil God’s
plans for America.
But where it’s hard to see God’s
grace at work is in the lives of
Whitefield’s slaves or Martin
Luther King’s sexual conquests.
Or the victims of the avarice of
megachurch pastors.

demonstrate it in the broken lives
of the enslaved, the asylum seeker,
the rape victim, the poor and the
outcast. [END]
------------------Biography:
Michael Frost is an internationally
recognised Australian missiologist
and one of the leading voices in the
missional church movement.
His books are required reading in
colleges and seminaries around the
world and he is much sought after as
an international conference speaker.
Dr Frost has been the founding
director of the Tinsley Institute, a
mission study centre located at
Morling College in Sydney, Australia,
since 1999. He has also been an
adjunct lecturer at various seminaries
in the United States.
He is the author or editor of
sixteen theological books, the most
recent of which are the popular and
award-winning, “The Shaping of
Things to Come” (2003), “Exiles”
(2006), “The Road to Missional’ (2011)
and “Surprise the World!” (2016).
Frost’s work has been translated
into German, Korean, Swedish, Portuguese and Spanish.

It’s one thing to say God’s
grace was at work through Dr
King or President Trump despite
their crimes and indiscretions, but
what of God’s grace for those
immigrant children separated
from their parents at the border, or
for Muslim refugees lost in
diplomatic
limbo,
or
for
chronically ill children unable to
access
government
medical
benefits? Where is God’s grace for
the victims of Mr Trump’s sexual
appetites?

Mike was one of the founders of
the Forge Mission Training Network
and the founder of smallboatbigsea a
missional
Christian
community,
based in Manly in Sydney’s north.

God’s grace, like rain, falls on
the just and the unjust alike. But
let us not be so focused on finding
that grace in the lives of sinful
leaders, that we can’t find it and

[NIV] New International Version Holy
Bible, New International Version®, NIV®
Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by
Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission. All
rights reserved worldwide.
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Michael
Frost
blogs
at
mikefrost.net. He lives in Manly with
his wife Carolyn.
----------------------Bibliography:
Frost, Mike, 30 May 2019, Mike Frost:
When Good Things Happen Through Bad
People, available: https://mikefrost.net/
when-good-things-happen-through-badpeople/ accessed 31/07/19
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Is Masturbation a Sin?
by John Wesley
Reid
My first semester of college I
was introduced to a biblical theory
that masturbation was okay. I'll
admit it, a hint of me wanted this
concept to be true. Okay maybe a
lot of me did. But I never bought
into it despite the manipulative
vernacular. Even after those 2 a.m.
dorm talks with intellectuals
advocating the opposing argument I just couldn't find peace
with it.
In this post I'll talk about what
the Bible say but I'll further
engage my own past and
implications I feel come from this
behavior.
What does the Bible say about
it? (this question should be
priority with anything)
God desires purity for us and
with this desires comes our
responsibility to respond in
holiness and obedience.
“Finally, then, brothers, we ask
and urge you in the Lord Jesus,
that as you received from us how
you ought to walk and to please
God, just as you are doing, that
you do so more and more.
For you know what instructions we gave you through the Lord
Jesus. For this is the will of God,
your sanctification: that you
abstain from sexual immorality;
that each one of you know how to
control his own body in holiness
and honor, not in the passion of
lust like the Gentiles who do not
know God.”
I Thessalonians 4:1-5 [ESV]
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We must recognize that God is
not a dictator whose instruction is
random and of no consequence.
His instructions are pure and of
great consequence. It's not a
matter of "do as I say or you're
gonna pay." Rather it's God in his
sovereignty knowing what's best
for us, identifying us as his
beloved children and showing us
his desire for a joyful and pure
life.
I'm about to get transparent
with this topic including my own
personal past so if you choose to
continue reading please extend
grace, Jesus did.
So, why didn't I buy into the
aforementioned
theory
that
masturbation didn't conflict with
scripture?

false sense of fulfilment and how
filling emptiness with this poison
brought on painful and emotionally damaging results.

Because I knew what all was
involved with masturbation. I
knew the impure thoughts that go
through one’s mind.

I knew that after the fact I felt
inadequate. How can God use
someone like ME!?

Beyond that I knew the
objectification that is involved.
Not just towards those in thought
but even self-objectification.
See, when we engage in
masturbation we are facilitating
ourselves outside of the parameters that God has set. He sees
us as valuable and desires all
actions towards us to be pure.
When we engage in masturbation we replace this valued
identity with an objectifying
pursuit of self-gratification. It’s
damaging because it distorts our
self-image, an image that is both
beautiful and pure before the
Father.
I knew the insecurity that it
develops. I knew the way it gave a
~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

It had such a hold on me. It
became a concrete routine. But just
because it became habitual doesn't
mean that the sorrow eventually
left me. Grief followed every
episode. I felt like I was trying
everything I could to escape the
temptation.
For a period in my life I made
sure to have a bottle of hard liquor
in my room that I would drink
excessively before going to bed
just so I'd be physically incapable.
John, dude, too much detail!
Graphic, sure. But I am the vast
majority of Christians who have
felt the sting of this oppression
therefore if I can be transparent
and let others know that they're
not alone then I'll be as graphic as
I need to be.
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I don't condone the liquor
strategy at all. That's just one
option I chose cause I wanted so
bad to be freed from it. I wanted
so badly to walk in holiness. I
wanted to be able to say I had
kicked the habit. It wasn't just a
fulfilment of sexual craving, it was
an escape from reality. It was a
stress relief.
I knew that when I ran to
masturbation I was running from
Jesus.
The more I thought about it the
more convicted I felt. Masturbation is not only an invitation for
immorality to saturate our minds,
it's a surrender to a mockery. A
mockery of the beautiful gift of sex
that God has given us.
Accountability
Why am I being so transparent?
Because the more we isolate these
discussions to top-secret sessions
strictly among our like genders,
then the less access others have to
get their laundry out there.
This issue is so imprisoning but
discussing it is so freeing. I'm not
the biggest proponent of separating genders for these talks though
I am charitable to the practical side
of it if the majority of those in
session are uncomfortable with coed attendance.
I guess I just feel that since we

all know it happens and all
struggle with it there's no purpose
in acting like it's a secret.
“Put on then, as God's chosen
ones, holy and beloved, compassionate hearts, kindness, humility,
meekness, and patience, bearing
with one another and, if one has a
complaint
against
another,
forgiving each other; as the Lord
has forgiven you, so you also must
forgive.
And above all these put on love,
which binds everything together in
perfect harmony. And let the peace
of Christ rule in your hearts, to
which indeed you were called in
one body.
And be thankful. Let the word
of Christ dwell in you richly,
teaching and admonishing one
another in all wisdom, singing
psalms and hymns and spiritual
songs, with thankfulness in your
hearts to God.
And whatever you do, in word
or deed, do everything in the name
of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to
God the Father through him.”
Colossians 3:12-17 [ESV]
Friends, seek purity. Seek
accountability. Seek freedom.
When Satan says, you’ve given
part of yourself away, remember
God said, I made you whole.
When

Satan

says

you’re

damaged goods remember God
said you’re a new creation.
When you feel unworthy to be
used, just remember Paul (Saul),
Peter, Mary of Bethany, Mary
Magdalene, David etc.
Your past has nothing on God’s
grace. The decisions you’ve made
are not what define you. Relish in
his intimacy. Walk in his grace.
You are loved and appreciated by
Love Himself and have been
credited righteous through Jesus.
Always remember that you are
a beautiful creation made by a
beautiful Creator for a beautiful
purpose. [END]
-------------------------Biography:
Hi, my name is John and I love
coffee. As I write this I’m sitting in a
local roaster sipping a “mudslide”
espresso with cream and two and a
half sugars. There are few things in
life that I feel merit precise
orchestration with no room for error,
coffee is one of them.
My life belongs to Jesus. I am his
son and He is my King. His work in
my life is reason enough for my faith
to be made complete. He lived to die
for me so that I may be credited
righteous thus I will live for Him. I
believe one area that has been greatly
ignored by Christians is culture and
politics. We must be active in
representing our faith in these
communities, but not in a relativistic
or compromising way.
-------------------------Bibliography:
John Wesley Reid, 30 June 2014, John
Wesley Reid: Is Masturbation a Sin?,
available:
https://www.johnwesleyreid.
com/blog-1/is-masturbation-a-sin,
accessed 01/08/19
[ESV] English Standard Version, The
Holy Bible, English Standard Version.
ESV® Text Edition: 2016. Copyright ©
2001 by Crossway Bibles, a publishing
ministry of Good News Publishers.
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A-Musings: The Utensils You Need to be a Good Cook

by Vicki Nunn
After I sat down at a nearby
medical centre, I glanced through
a home and gardening magazine,
dated unsurprisingly from fifteen
years earlier.
Being the culinary whiz that I
am, I couldn't help but be
intrigued by the article entitled
“The utensils you need to be a
good cook.”
“Wow!” I thought, “So that's all
it takes – just the right tools,” and I
read on in breathless anticipation,
as one does.
The list was quite daunting,
totalling a mind-boggling fortyfive so-called ‘essential’ items one
needs in the kitchen. It included
basics like:
 pots and pans - well duh, even I
knew that!

The Utensils you Need
to be a Good Cook
but I do have a large soup spoon;
and
 a can opener - who would have
thought of buying a can opener,
because hey, doesn't everyone open
up cans using their teeth?
Then there were some items
which left me a little puzzled:
 egg slice - ummm, isn't that
what's known as a knife?
 good knives - how do you tell a
good knife from a bad one? Are the
bad knives the disobedient ones
that go out and party all night,
and are dull and useless when you
want to use them the next
morning?
 food processor - I thought a food
processor was my mouth and my
stomach;

 kitchen tongs - as opposed to
lounge tongs or veranda tongs?

 kitchen scales - no way! I refuse
to put scales in the bathroom, let
alone the kitchen;

 ladle - I don't have one of those,

 balloon whisk - why would I

want to whisk balloons into my
cooking?
 steaming basket - a steaming
basket of …what?
 a box grater - I've eaten food that
tastes like cardboard before, but
I'm not going to willingly grate
cardboard into my food; and lastly
 a colander - I don't need one
because I carry my diary with me.
Before I’m convinced that I’m
all set to work some miracles in
the kitchen with these 45
‘essential’ items, I’m holding out
for cookbooks entitled:
“How to Present Inexpensive Take-away Food as if
You’ve Cooked it Yourself,” or
“How
Disguise
Dessert;”

to
Convincingly
Vegetables
as

and one I definitely need:
“101 Things to Do With
Burnt or Inedible Food.” [END]
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How to Survive Cooking for Your Family, Without Resorting to Violence

by Vicki Nunn
As I was finalising the previous
article and with Kristie’s Kitchen
coming up shortly on page 53, I
wondered if there were some
humorous or quirky cookbooks
which I could share.
My research quickly proved my
instincts right, and I discovered
quite a list of kooky cookbooks.
This list may just prove useful
if you have a friend or family
member for whom gift-buying is a
challenge. One of these quirky
cookbooks might just be the
perfect present:
 Fifty Shades of Chicken: A
Parody in a Cookbook;
 Hot Mess Kitchen: Recipes for
Your Delicious Disastrous Life;
 Cooking for Halflings &
Monsters: Comfy, Cozy Recipes
for Fantasy-Loving Souls;

 Eat Your Feelings: Recipes for
Self-Loathing;

 Bad Day Ice Cream: 50 Recipes
That Make Everything Better;

 The Iguana Cookbook;

 Deceptive Desserts: A Lady’s
Guide to Baking Bad;
 The Nightmare Before Dinner;
 Roald Dahl’s Revolting Recipes;
 The Lucretia Borgia Cookbook:
Favorite Recipes of Infamous
People;
 Star Trek Cookbook;
 I Hate to Cook Book;
 Cooking with Groundhog;
 The Male Chauvinist’s Cookbook;
 The Astronaut’s Cookbook;
 The Original Roadkill Cookbook;
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 Stud Muffins;
 Kill it and Grill it;
 Extreme Food: What To Eat
When Your Life Depends Upon
It;
 Commissary
Kitchen:
My
Infamous Prison Cookbook;
 White Trash Cooking: 25th
Anniversary Edition;
 A Super Upsetting Cookbook
About Sandwiches;
 The Art of Eating through the
Zombie Apocalypse: a Cookbook and Culinary Survival
Guide;
 Man Meets Stove: a Cookbook
for Men Who've Never Cooked
Anything Without a Microwave;
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 The Geek's Cookbook: Easy
Recipes Inspired by Pokémon,
Harry Potter, Star Wars, and
More!
 The Dead Celebrity Cookbook;
 The Pyromaniac’s Cookbook;
 The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook: Sweet Treats for the Geek
in All of Us
 You Suck at Cooking: The
Absurdly Practical Guide to
Sucking Slightly Less at
Making Food;
 Manifold Destiny: The One!
The Only! Guide to Cooking on
Your Car Engine!
 First You Take a Leek;
 The Radiation Recipe Book; and
 Cooking for Your Evil Twin.
[END]
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Puzzle
Page

Spot the Difference
Can you find the 21 differences from the original
photo at the top, to the changed image below it?

Answers on page 54
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Kristie’s Kitchen: Low-carb Recipes

LOW-CARB RECIPES
~ SEAFOOD ~
Easy recipes for one or two people, with regular
supermarket ingredients. All recipes have been
tried and tested, right in Kristie’s Kitchen!

Entree:
Prawn Cocktails (serves 2)

Main Course:

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

6 pre-cooked prawns
½ avocado
1-2 tbsp low-carb mayonnaise (eg Kewpie)
A few drops of hot sauce such as Tabasco
Pinch of salt

⅓ cup of soy sauce (low carb)
⅓ cup sweet chilli sauce (low-carb)
12 scallops
1 clove of garlic
Butter to fry

Instructions:

Instructions:

Mash
the avocado and mix the salt
through. Place half in each serving dish or
glass

Mix together the soy sauce and sweet chilli
sauce then cook on low until it reduces, which
should be around ten minutes.

Mix together the mayonnaise and the hot
sauce and add as a layer on top of the
avocado.

Once it’s almost ready, in a frying pan, melt
the butter and add the garlic, and fry the garlic
until it’s cooked through. Then add the
scallops and cook for around one minute per
side.

Chinese Spice Scallops (serves 2)

Shell the prawns and remove the vein, then
add 3 to each dish/glass and serve.

Serve scallops on top of the sauce, with a
fresh, low-carb salad on the side.
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Next quarter’s issue:

~ You can so easily help this ministry! ~
Priority: please pray for SPAG Magazine, our readers and our volunteers - it’s the most important thing we
ask. Our aim is to encourage, challenge and inspire Christians in their walk, and to honour and exalt God.
Another way you can support us is financially, eg access to the internet to quickly allow the large
amount of downloads, research etc that is required, is $79.95 each month. Additionally we back up to a
cloud to keep our files safe should the computer die, which is around $10 a month. Perhaps you could get
together with a few friends, church or family members and donate some of that cost. Alternately, you could
purchase something from our online store (www.spagmag.com/shop), or set up your bank account to
donate a regular amount - even $5 a month can make a difference.
Your contribution would be much appreciated, and would reduce some of the ongoing financial
pressure currently placed on our Editor, Vicki Nunn, who pays all outstanding costs out of her own disability
pension. At present we haven’t applied for charity status in Australia, simply because we don’t have the
staff (volunteers) available to follow this through, let alone have the funding to do so. We really need an
accountant to help with our books, otherwise it’s yet another duty that falls on Vicki’s shoulders, and she’s
already stretched for time … and energy!

~ Thank you for considering how you can make a difference. ~
PUZZLE PAGE ANSWERS:

Organisation Promotion

Did you find all 21 of the changes in our “Spot the Difference”
puzzle? Some were certainly hard to find! Below top left is the
original photo, while the one on the top right is the one with the
changes. On the bottom left are the 21 locations of changes and on the
bottom right, is detailed information about the specific changes.

Australia
Since its founding in 2002, Christian
Today Australia has become the leading
non-denominational Christian news
website in Australia. Christian Today
Australia gains affiliation to the
Christian Today network based in the
UK, and is part of the CMCI Group, the
world's largest Christian news company.
Christian Today Australia's vision
stems from the calling to establish the
kingdom of God on earth through media
by serving as a platform from which
Truth is presented according to Matthew
5:37, "Simply let your 'Yes' be 'Yes,' and
your 'No, 'No.'"
The publication aims to bring unity
among Christians across all denominations and restore God as the centre of
the nation.
Web: www.christiantoday.com.au/
Contact us at:
www.christiantoday.com.au/contactus

Did you guess
what item we were
looking at in the
close-up above?
It’s part of a cowry
shell as shown here.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
[VOICE] The Voice Bible Copyright © 2012 Thomas Nelson, Inc. The Voice™ translation © 2012 Ecclesia Bible
Society All rights reserved.
Dickson, Paul, “What’s in a Name: Reflections of an Irrepressible Name Collector” Published by Merriam Webster 1998,
ISBN 13: 9780877796138
[ESV] English Standard Version, The Holy Bible, English Standard Version. ESV® Text Edition: 2016. Copyright ©
2001 by Crossway Bibles, a publishing ministry of Good News Publishers.
[NLT] New Living Translation, Holy Bible, New Living Translation, copyright © 1996, 2004, 2015 by Tyndale House
Foundation. Used by permission of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., Carol Stream, Illinois 60188. All rights reserved.

Disclaimer

SPAG Magazine, it’s staff and volunteers do not profit from promoting Christian organisations which form a part of our regular articles and promotions. This may include Voice of the Martyrs, Open Doors, Samaritan’s Purse (most usually
Operation Christmas Child), Christian Today (Australia), and Diduno (Australia). The cartoons we share are presently paid for by SPAG Magazine’s Editor, Vicki Nunn as we have insufficient funds to cover their cost. We occasionally share
articles about Christian and humanitarian organisations, churches and/or denominations and their work, and our purpose in doing so is to provide information and insights to our readers, and to encourage them to particularly pray for these
ministries, many of which provide assistance to those in need. If they should so desire, our readers may choose to financially support them. Any person and/or organisation that pays to promote or advertise their business through SPAG
Magazine, will be identified as a ‘Paid Sponsor.’
SPAG Magazine, it’s staff and volunteers are as yet unpaid for their hard work, skills and contributions, although we hope that in the near future we will obtain sufficient financial support through which we can ensure our costs are met and
our people are recompensed for their valuable work.
Any promotions, articles and information shared through SPAG Magazine, may not necessarily reflect exactly the individual beliefs and convictions of our staff members and volunteers, nor of our readers. We understand that an article may
cause concern or possibly even offence to some Christian readers, but that is not our intention. Our purpose is to inspire, challenge, and encourage Christian adults in their walk, and to honour and exalt God. If a reader has feedback of any kind,
we would be happy to receive it. Just as we will pray for guidance and wisdom should it prove a contentious topic with a reader, we ask that our reader will do the same.
While we make an attempt to ensure that the organisations that we promote are legitimate, SPAG Magazine, it’s staff and volunteers are not responsible for any organisation, individual or group that we promote whose intentions may be to
deliberately provide false or misleading information with the aim of perhaps profiting by such deception, or for reasons unknown to us. If an individual or group who reads SPAG Magazine wishes to financially support a person or organisation,
that is shared in SPAG Magazine, we encourage our readers to pray for and research the organisation themselves, and if uncertain, to desist from providing any financial or other support to the individual or organisation.
Our policy when it comes to advertising, articles, promotions and other items provided through SPAG Magazine, is that any organisation or person who submits a request to sponsor or promote a business, organisation or event etc in SPAG
Magazine or submits an article, photo or anything else for consideration, does so on the understanding and agreement that neither their business, their products, article or any type of promotion will conflict with our Bible-based Christian ethics
and convictions nor shall it cause offence to Christians regarding their beliefs. Additionally, the contributor accepts all legal and other responsibilities for their submission for publication, should their contribution not belong to them or is not
correctly attributed. If a reader, an individual or organisation believes that an article, a photo or other item shared in SPAG Magazine is in breach of copyright etc, we urge the concerned party to contact us as soon as possible.
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~ Single Person Approved by God ~
News Snippets: June to August 2019

News Snippets
June:
1st: Australian Medical Association warns government that legalising euthanasia and assisted suicide
could lead to murder, Western Australia: doctors are demanding that there by stronger safeguards
around the euthanasia laws, and called for those with mental health problem or other health
issues be banned from accessing assisted suicide. (HOPE): [link 1] [link 2]
3rd: over 160 million females aborted, China, India and elsewhere: by next year around 24 million
men in China will be unable to find a spouse, due to gendercide abortions. Abortion of female
foetuses still continues today, and this ongoing imbalance will lead to even more human
trafficking and forced prostitution. (Breakpoint) [link 1] [link 2]
3rd: ‘Transgender’ inmates moves to female jail for sex and/or to rape female inmates, UK: transgender
male inmates are asking to move to female jails with the intent of having sex with females
and/or to rape inmates. (The Sun) [link]
3rd: Dr Catherine Hamlin celebrates 60 years of service to women, Ethiopia: Dr Catherine Hamlin,
gynaecologist and her husband Reg went to Ethiopia in 1959 and saw the need to help women
who suffer terrible from obstetric fistulas. Eventually they opened a hospital for this condition,
and have helped around 60,000 women get their lives back. Dr Catherine Hamlin is now 95 and
still work in the hospital that she’d founded with her husband, the Addis Ababa Fistula
Hospital. (Eternity News) [link]
4th: wife of president dies, Israel: President Reuven Rivlin’s wife Nechama dies after undergoing a
lung transplant. (United with Israel) [link]
5th: Christian NBA star Stephen Curry writes Bible verse on sneakers, USA: it reminds him of “who
I'm playing for.” (Christian Headlines) [link]
5th: Bob Gass dies, , Atlanta, Georgia, USA: the author of Australia’s Vision FM’s daily devotional,
“The Word for Today,” passed away. (Vision) [link]
5th: media condemns Australian Federal Police for raids targeting journalists, Sydney, Australia: media
around the world condemned police raids on headquarters of the ABC in Sydney. (SBS) [link 1]
[link 2] [link 3] [link 4]
5th: Pope approves changes to wording in Lord’s prayer, Italy: instead of “lead us not into
temptation,” Pope Francis has swapped the words with "do not let us fall into
temptation." (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]

13th: Texas Town Becomes ‘Sanctuary City of the Unborn,’ Wasko, USA: the city council passed an
ordinance banning abortion within the city limits, and prohibiting the opening of abortion
clinics. (Christian Headlines) [link]
13th: Teen Vogue column tells teens how to get an abortion without telling their parents, USA: while
the columnist did encourage readers to speak to an adult, they also said there were ways
around having to obtain parental approval. (Christian Headlines) [link] [tweet link]
13th: a memorial to Jewish children who escaped Nazis was vandalized, Prague, Czech Republic: the
Farewell Memorial recalls children who boarded trains at the station in 1939 and, and had to
leave their parents behind on the platform, just before Nazis invaded the country. The artist
who created the piece is hoping to be able to save it. (Times of Israel) [link]
14th: while Mosul in Iraq was freed from IS 2 years ago, Christians still live in fear, Iraq: Iran’s
government has announced it will arm residents in villages around Mosul so they can protect
themselves from ongoing attacks by groups of Islamic State fighters who remain in the area.
(Eternity News) [link 1 ] [link 2] Christians now face a new threat from Iran-backed militia.
(National Catholic Register) [link 3]
14th: My Little Pony children’s cartoon to introduce lesbian couple: writer and producer Michael
Vogel said, “My Little Pony has always been about friendship and accepting people (or ponies)
that are different from you.” (Christian headlines) [link]
15th: lawmaker says Jesus’ mother was ‘Palestinian refugee,’ New Zealand: a lawmaker for New
Zealand’s Greens Party said Jesus’ mother, Mary, and her husband Joseph, were Palestinian
refugees. (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: Samaritan’s Purse sends aid to the border to help with migrant crisis, US: Samaritan’s Purse has
been 7ministering to migrant families at the Mexico/US border that are suffering from the heat,
hunger, and exhaustion. Around 70 to 120 migrants pass through Del Rio each day. (Christian
Headlines) [link]
15th: Netanyahu: some in Europe won’t wake up until Iran nukes land on them, Israel: Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said some countries will only wake up to the Iranian threat when nuclear
missiles fall on European soil. (Times of Israel) [link]
16th: Government restrictions on religion increasing worldwide, New York, US: government
restrictions on religion have increased markedly around the world including democracies in
Europe. The report document religion-based harassment and violence. (Times of Israel) [link]

23rd: Bishop wants to take down crosses from church so it won’t offend Muslims, Sweden: Bishop Eva
Brunne proposed removing symbols of Christianity, and to open the church to worshipping
sailors of all beliefs, and even mark the direction of Mecca for Muslim visitors. (Israel Unwired)
link 1] [link 2]
24th: Christian scout group banned from touring National Guard facility, Pennsylvania, US: the
facility regularly holds tours for Boy Scouts group, but denied the Christian group simply
because of their faith. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2]
24th: Reddit allows anti-Semitic group to flourish, before closing down: after 9 months of complaints,
Reddit eventually banned the group. (Times of Israel) [link]
24th: ban on Government employees from praying at work, Sweden: the new municipal council
guidelines are aimed at those who take time outside of their normal breaks, to pray. (Christian
Headlines) [link]
24th: Law enacted permitting abortions up to birth, Rhode Island, US: Governor Gina Raimondo
signed the Reproductive Privacy Act which allows dismemberment and part-birth abortions
until birth. (Christian Headlines) [link]
24th: Church offers hope and healing to jail inmates, Illinois, USA: in just three months, there’s been
a recognisable change at the jail after a church began to hold regular services. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
25th: drag queen reads story to children during service at a church, Cincinnati, US: the service began
with the song “God Welcomes All.” Then a man dressed in drag, shared a book about an
LGBTQ ‘hero’ who dreamed that everyone could “live and love as they pleased.” The
congregation applauded. (Christian Headlines) [link]
25th: poll finds young adults becoming more conservative on LGBT issues, US: a survey suggests
Millennials may be becoming more conservative about LGBTQ issues. (Christian Headlines)
[link 1 ] [link 2]
26th: singer Madonna claims that Jesus would agree with abortion, US: Madonna claims that as a
supporter of women, Jesus would have agreed with their right to choose abortion, and that
she’d love to challenge the Pope about her claim. (LifeNews) [link 1 ] [link 2 ] [link 3 ] [link 4]
26th: pro-Life pregnancy centres will receive funding instead of Planned Parenthood, Ohio, US: the
Senate passed a bill to provide increased funding to crisis pregnancy centres. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2 ] [link 3]

16th: Israel’s Foreign Minister advises that Israel would participate in the US-led economic peace
conference, Israel: Israel Katz advised that Morocco, Jordan and Egypt have agreed to attend the
economic workshop in Bahrain set for late June. (Times of Israel) [link]

26th: 60% of people want to make abortion illegal in most circumstances, US: the poll showed a rise
during past 8 years in preference to making abortion illegal. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link
2]

6th: police demolish a school and hostel and snatched 12 students, New Delhi, India: Hindu extremists
were involved in the demolitions, and police took orphans and other children away. (Christian
Headlines) [link]

16th: Extradition bill not made to measure for mainland China and won’t be abandoned, China: while
the new Chinese bill set to take away some of Hong Kong’s autonomy, resulted in many violent
protests, these have now become more peaceful with Christian groups encouraging the singing
of a simple song, that has now become almost like an anthem for the movement. (South China
Morning Post) [link 1] [link 2]

26th: politician who lost husband to cancer, opposes euthanasia, WA, Australia: after watching her
husband die from pancreatic cancer, Liza Harvey saw how palliative care allowed him to die
with dignity, and her experience has caused her to view euthanasia unfavourably. (HOPE) [link
1 ] [link 2]

6th: 50 tied up and executed, Central African Republic: over 50 residents were killed and others
wounded, in several villages near the town of Paoua, not far from the Chad border. (Open
Doors, USA) [link]

16th: US President accuses New York Times of “a virtual act of treason,” USA: this was after they
claimed that the US was increasing ‘digital incursions’ into the electric power grid in Russia
because of concerns about hostility between the two powers. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

6th: a Christian florist who refused to work gay wedding loses again in Washington court, USA: despite
the Supreme Court’s ruling in favour of Christian baker Jack Phillips, the same court has ruled
that this florist Barronelle Stutzman, was guilty of violating discrimination laws. (Christian
Post) [link]

16th: Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman accuses Iran of attacking oil tankers in a Gulf shipping
channel, Saudi Arabia: he said he “won’t hesitate” to tackle any threats to the kingdom. (Times of
Israel) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

6th: Christian family attacked by a mob at their home, Pakistan: a police officer who was passing by,
rescued them, but they’re now homeless. (Voice of the Martyrs) [link]

6th: Founder of Wendy’s seeks to support and save kids through adoption, USA: the founder of
Wendy’s David Thomas, is encouraging his customers to financially support organisations and
overworked social workers that help children be adopted, via a ‘snap’ code on their cups,
where they can make an instant donation. (LifeSite News) [link 1] [link 2]
6th: Israel Folau’s brother John quits Waratah football team in protest, NSW, Australia: Israel Folau's
brother John has quit the Waratahs in protest over the sacking of his Christian brother Israel.
(Daily Mail, UK) [link]
10th: Jihadists massacre entire Christian village killing at least 100, many burnt to death, Mali: a
Barnabas Fund contact said it was “well-targeted attack,” with between 100 and 135 people
killed. (Barnabus Fund) [link]
7th: Joaquin Garcia, mega-church leader charged with various crimes including human trafficking and
rape, Los Angeles, USA: Garcia was charged with rape, production of pornography and human
trafficking. (Local 10) [link]
7th: rival gang members risk lives to get baptised together in maximum-security prison, Texas, USA:
Five men, were baptised at the jail, despite the fact it may lead to their deaths. (Fox News) [link]
7th: Chris Ford, a progressively social liberal writer and researcher now opposes euthanasia, New
Zealand: he’s concerned that the government may force the elderly and the disabled to accept
euthanasia, simply because of the cost savings in caring for them (HOPE) [link 1] [link 2]
7th: prisoners threatened and beaten by Muslim gangs to convert to Islam, UK: a Ministry of Justice
report states “Violence, bullying and intimidation were prevalent with the (Muslim) gang,
using religion as an excuse to victimise others.” (Barnabus Fund) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3] [link 4]
9th: thousands of Christians filled Trafalgar Square for Pentecost celebration, UK: the ten day prayer
festival finished with a crowd of around 5,000. (Christian Today) [link]
9th: more than one million people filled Hong Kong streets in protest at the government’s plans to take
away HK’s autonomy: the bill would also allow fugitives to be extradited to mainland China.
(The Sunday Morning Herald) [link]
10th: Authorities raid Christian school demanding it change its beliefs on sex, California, USA: after
raiding the school and not finding evidence of the crime they believed the school had
committed, they tried to find evidence of other crimes. This case could lead to future problems
for religious education in California.. (Christian Headlines) [link]
10th: Rabbi beaten in anti-Semitic attack, Rosario, Argentina: Shlomo Tawil a Chabad emissary was
assaulted by thee men who first began by shouting anti-Jewish insults. (Times of Israel) [link]
11th: ‘transgender priest’ addresses Anglican Girl’s school assembly about LGBTQ and transitioning
without parent’s knowledge or consent, Queensland, Australia: no-one was allowed to leave the
assembly and parents are outraged that children as young as five were forced to listen to
concepts not suitable for primary aged children. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
11th: Jack Phillips, Christian cake artist faces a further lawsuit, USA: Autumn Scardina, the
transgender lawyer who’d sued Phillips in 2017 unsuccessfully for sexual discrimination, is
making another attempt to sue him for discrimination for refusing to make her another cake.
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
11th: a 100-year-old church was shut down and its cross removed from its tower, Iran: Christians are
no longer allowed to worship there anymore. (Open Doors) [link]
11th: Pastor’s wife released on bail after six months, China: in late 2018, over 100 members of the
Early Rain Covenant Church were arrested. Pastor Wang Yi is still in detention, but his wife
Jiang Rong and another Christian were released. (Voice of the Martyrs) [link]
12th: up to 29 Christians killed in attack on villages by Islamic extremists, North Africa: nineteen were
killed in Arbinda and up to another 10 the following day in Namentenga province. (Barnabas
Fund) [link 1] [link 2]
12th: law passed to protect businesses that choose to support Christian organisations, Texas, US: the
Texas Governor has signed the SB1978 bill into law which will protect businesses that choose to
support Christian organisations or businesses, after a claim that Chick-afil-A was bigoted
towards LGBTQ people. (Christian Headlines) [link]
12th: Jewish candidate for council subjected to online anti-Semitic threats of violence, Seattle, USA:
threats included Molotov cocktails at their home and comments about his son. (Jewish
Telegraphic Agency) [link]
12th: best-selling author and retired professor repeatedly accosted because he’s a Jewish supporter of
Israel, Paris, France: with increasing anti-Semitism, Alain Finkielkraut cannot go into the street
or attend engagements as a speaker, due to ongoing harassment, despite the laws which protect
him. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

17th: State of Vermont will cover costs for children’s gender-reassignment surgery on Medicaid under a
proposed new rule, US: the proposal will allow beneficiaries to receive treatment for correctly
diagnosed gender dysphoria. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
17th: Supreme Court over-rides earlier lower court’s decision that penalised Christian bakers, US: the
state court had previously ruled against the couple and demanded they pay a penalty after they
refused to design a wedding cake for a lesbian couple. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2 ]
[link 3 ] [link 4]
17th: Israel’s Prime Minister urges international community to push sanctions on Iran: after Iran
warned it could increase its uranium up to 20% - close to weapons-grade levels, Israel has
encouraged sanctions against them if they chose to go ahead. (Times of Israel) [link]
17th: investigation demanded by atheist group because 18 football players were baptised, Alabama, USA:
the Freedom From Religion Foundation took the matter to the Alabama High School and asked
it no longer allows ‘illegal religious events.’ (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2]
17th: New York could become first US city to offer free abortions through direct funding, US: if the
council approves the allocation for low-income women it will be a part of their new budget.
(Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2] [link 3]
17th: legislators to tell Pastors what to preach from their pulpits on LGBT behaviour, California, US:
Assemblyman Evan Low wants a resolution that restricts what religious leaders in California
can preach from their pulpits, to stop perpetuating the idea that something is wrong with LGBT
identities or sexual behaviour (California Family Council) [link 1] [link 2]
18th: Christian girls targeted for abduction, rape and forced conversion, Pakistan: between November
2018 and June 2019, 28 Christian girls were abducted and forced into marriages where they’re
raped and forced to convert. (CBN News) [link]
18th: teen magazine encourages girls to send nude photos to boys, US: despite experts encouraging
the opposite, Teen Vogue dating columnist wrote a guide on how to send nude photos to men
and sexting. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2]
18th: US to deploy 1,000 more troops to Middle East as tensions with Iran rise, US: troops are being
sent to ensure the safety and welfare of military personnel in the region and to protect national
interests. Russia accuses the USA of inciting a war with Iran. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
19th: lawmakers want to control the preaching of Pastors about LGBTQ, California, USA: the
resolution put to the Assembly Judiciary Committee to control what religious leaders are
allowed to say about LGBTQ identities and behaviours, and to stop conversion therapy was
approved. More than 25 religious and non-profit leaders, and psychologists submitted a letter
contesting the bill’s claim. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2] [link 3]
19th: Pastor arrested while protesting a Drag Queen Story Hour at local library, Washington, US:
Pastor Yaghtin was arrested after he refused to away from the event There were also around
200 protestors. (CBN News) [link 1 ] [link 2 ] [link 3]

26th: Google manipulated content on Youtube by blacklisting words and phrases during Irish abortion
referendum: YouTube deliberately hindered search results to ensure that Irish voters would see
only what they wanted them to see, and blacklisted 120 specific pro-life words and phrases.
(Breitbart) [link 1] [link 2]
27th: US President threatens Iran if they attack ‘anything American,’ US: after placing more
sanctions on Iran, President Trump said that “any attack by Iran on anything American will be
met with great and overwhelming force.” (Times of Israel) [link]
27th: hackers from Iran have increased their attacks on government and other facilities, US: hackers
increased their attempts to access oil and gas organisations and government agencies. (Times of
Israel) [link]
27th: Bahrain’s Foreign Minister says Israel has the right to defend itself, Manama, Bahrain: Khalid bin
Ahmed Al-Khalifa said “One day, when it’s all open and peaceful” he would like to visit Israel.
“Let’s build trust,” he said, as there are those in the Arab world who are aiming for peace.
(Times of Israel) [link]
27th: citizens believe small businesses should have the right to deny serving certain groups, US: a
survey found that up to 30% of Americans believe small businesses should be able to refuse
service to minority groups. (Times of Israel) [link]
27th: increase in white supremacist fliers on campuses in past year, US: the report shared information
on a 7% increase in white supremacist fliers, posters and stickers in universities around the
country. (Times of Israel) [link]
27th: US releases photos to support their claim that Iran attacked oil tankers, Washington, US: the
Pentagon released photos that proved that Tehran’s Revolutionary Guard were responsible for
the attacks on two oil tankers near the Persian Gulf. (Times of Israel) [link]
27th: widespread support that transgender people use bathrooms associated with their birth gender, US:
people still fear that ‘transgender men’ who can access women’s toilets and other facilities, are a
danger. (Christian Headlines) [link]
27th: disabled are fearful about how the introduction of euthanasia may impact them, New Zealand: the
introduction of euthanasia is “overwhelmingly opposed” by the disability sector, and
particularly that those who are vulnerable may be coerced. (HOPE) [link]
27th: calls to normalise paedophilia increasing, world: people will start pushing paedophilia as a
“normal sexual preference that they don’t choose,” with a UK report suggesting that
paedophiles should attend workshops and not be jailed. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
27th: around 100 Christians killed by Muslim terrorists this month, Mali, West Africa: Fulani Muslims
attacked the Christian village and killed at least 95 people, then burned their homes. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
27th: authorities beat and arrest Pastor for not removing cross from church, China: after the Pastor
refused their request to remove the cross. The authorities removed the cross themselves, then
dragged the Pastor from his home and beat him, and demolished the church’s new building..
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
28th: Americans vastly overestimate percentage of population who are LGBT, US: while the LGBT
community make up less than 5% of the population, around 90% of Americans believe LGBTQ
people make up more than five times the actual number. (LifeSite News) [link 1 ] [link 2] [link
3]

19th: armed guards should protect every synagogue, US: the US envoy against anti-Semitism, Elan
Carr asked for ’a joint bipartisan fight’ against hatred towards Jews. (Times of Israel) [link]

28th: Chip and Joanna Gaines donate money to St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, USA: Christian
couple of ‘Fixer Upper’ fame, Chip and Joanna aimed to raise $230,000 for the hospital but
eventually raised $1.5 million. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

19th: interfaith leaders gather to increase security for houses of worship, Washington US: the first
meeting of its kind between Jews, Muslims and Christians was held at FBI headquarters after
ongoing attacks against religious institutions. (Times of Israel) [link]

28th: Islamic Jihad threatens they may strike Israel if the US and Iran go to war, Palestine: a Palestine
Islamic Jihad group said, “If Israel decides to ally with the US to engage in a military
confrontation against Iran, we will take a different stand.” (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

19th: female athlete fights back after transgender athletes beat female competitors, USA: female
competitors, missed out on major sporting opportunities and possibly college scholarships after
two former male competitors who had not been able to win against other males, competed as
transgender in female competitions. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]

28th: extremists charged over plan to start violent uprising, Germany: authorities charged extremists
of forming the terrorist organisation ‘Revolution Chemnitz’ who planned a violent insurrection.
(Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

19th: two children’s books published to counter radical gender activism, Australia: Wendy Francis, the
Director of the Australian Christian Lobby (Queensland and Northern Territory), has written
the books to counteract ‘gender fluidity’ confusion caused to little boys and girls so they can
“know exactly who they are meant to be.” (Binary) [link]
19th: legalising euthanasia seriously impacts doctor’s ethics, Victoria, Australia: the doctor’s oath to
‘do no harm’ and to work at healing patients can’t co-exist with laws that encourage euthanasia.
Associate Professor Bernadette Tobin, Director of the Plunkett Centre for Ethics said, “Assisting
a patient to suicide undermines the meaning of medicine.” (HOPE) [link 1 ] [link 2 ] [link 3]
[link 4] [link 5]
20th: 3 million evangelicals march - 'Our country belongs to Jesus,' Brazil: the 27th march held in São
Paulo, included over ten hours of worship and praise. (Fox News) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
20th: student kicked out of class because he said there were only two genders, Aberdeen, Scotland: after
the incident, the student said, “The teacher …says there is more than one gender 'by law'” and
that the pupil hadn’t been 'inclusive.' (Daily Mail, UK) [link 1 ] [link 2 ] [link 3]

28th: public schools are allowed to teach Bible courses, Kentucky, US: Governor Bevin signed a bill
allowing Bible courses to be taught in public schools and would be an elective subject for
schools. (New York Post) [link 1] [link 2]
28th: former human rights commissioner stands up for Israel Folau’s right to free speech, Australia:
Gillian Triggs said she’s concerned about employers controlling the free expression of their
employees. (2GB) [link]
29th: southern Israel resident may appeal to the UN against Hamas, Israel: their appeal is against the
Hamas which controls the Gaza Strip, because of ongoing attacks using flammable devices
against residents in Israel. (Times of Israel) [link]
30th: a new Auschwitz exhibit shares stories of 21 survivors and its impact on their faith, Germany:
‘Through the Lens of Faith’ shares videos of survivors who share how their relationship with
God evolved while detained at the death camp. (Times of Israel) [link]
30th: President Trump to hold nuclear talks after meeting with Kim Jong Un, North Korea: Trump
invited the North Korean leader to the US for discuss denuclearization. (Times of Israel) [link]

12th: despite its own political unrest, Moldova will move its embassy to Jerusalem, Moldova: Moldova
is the first European country to decide to move their embassy from Tel Aviv in Israel to
Jerusalem. (Times of Israel) [link]

20th: Syrian refugee arrested after planning to bomb Christian Church, Pittsburg, US: the FBI arrested
the ISIS terrorist after several months of investigation.(Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2 ]
[link 3]

30th: members of UK Labour Party frustrated at anti-Semitism within their group, UK: a senior
member of the shadow cabinet made a claim that their group will lose the next election unless
the anti-Semitism issue is dealt with. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

12th: this date marks 70 years since the birth of Anne Frank: Anne’s famous World War II diary was
written during the 25 months she, her family and others hid from the Nazis in Amsterdam.

20th: singer Taylor Swift ridicules Christians and praises those who support LGBTQ, USA: Taylor’s
video says that Christian protestors are stupid and ugly trailer-trash, and went on to praise
those who support the LGBTQ community. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2]
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12th: Iraqi man wearing a Jewish cap, and carrying knives was stopped at entrance to synagogue,
Antwerp, Belgium: police took him away for questioning. (Times of Israel) [link]
13th: US Holocaust Museum is digitizing letters from Anne Frank’s father, Massachusetts, USA: Ryan
Cooper will be donating correspondence he received from Anne Frank’s father Otto Frank, and
mementos to the museum in Washington to commemorate Anne’s birth. (Times of Israel) [link]
13th: photo printing kiosks in K-Mart ban Christian words, Australia: a Christian woman found that
she wasn’t allowed to add certain Christian words to some of her photos. The sales and
marketing manager claims the profanity detecting software had an error. (The Daily Telegraph)
[link]
13th: couple suing for ‘wrongful birth’ after Down Syndrome daughter born, Brisbane, Australia:
couple is seeking to sue an ultrasound clinic after it failed to determine that their child had
Down Syndrome otherwise they would have had an abortion. (Christian Headlines) [link 1]
[link 2]
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21st: parents claim school lesson caused young daughter to question her gender, Canada: after being
exposed to the concept of trans-genderism where “there is no such thing as girls and boy,” the
six year old became confused about her sex. (Christian Headlines) [link 1 ] [link 2]
21st: meeting opens with ‘Hail Satan’ invocation, Alaska, USA: a public meeting commenced with a
‘prayer’ that included the “Hail Satan” mantra. Several officials and attendees walked out and
others protested about it. (Christian Headlines) [link]
23rd: euthanasia now accepted as ‘solution’ for non-terminal patients, Belgium: Belgium is now
embracing euthanasia as the appropriate solution for healthy patients who suffer mental and/or
emotional problems.” (Australian Prayer Network) [link]
23rd: British judge orders woman to have abortion against her will, UK: a pregnant woman with a
learning disability was ordered to have an abortion even though she wanted to keep the child
and her own mother (a midwife) said that she’d care for the child. (Citizen Go) [link 1 ] [link 2 ]
[link 3]

~ Issue 18 Sept to Nov 2019 ~

1st: energy crisis - hardest hit by high electricity prices are the elderly, Australia: radio presenter Steve
Price received a report about people being hospitalised because they became ill when couldn’t
afford heating/cooling. Report claims that visits to hospitals and even deaths have risen 34% in
the past ten years. (2GB) [link 1] [link 2]
1st: Mossad intelligence service leader states Iran responsible for strikes on oil facilities and ships, Israel:
Mossad’s chief Yossi Cohen, verifies that Iran is responsible for attacks on oil facilities and ships
in Persian Gulf as well as on the Bahraini embassy in Baghdad in late June. (Times of Israel)
[link]
1st: Jews locked out of own synagogue, Poland: due to a dispute with their government which the
Chief Rabbi Avi Baumol claim raised the rent of the Izaak Synagogue by 1,000%, the
congregation was locked out because they couldn’t afford to pay the large rent increase. (Times
of Israel) [link]
1st: first artistic mosaics of little known Exodus story discovered, Galilee, Palistine: in 2011, a wellpreserved Byzantine synagogue was discovered under the rubble of Yakuk, a modern Arab
village. One of the mosaics is about Elim, who can be found in Exodus, and the other image is
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about the four beasts in the Book of Daniel. More evidence of the truth of the Bible. (Times of
Israel) [link]
1st: anti-Semitism will likely create new tidal wave of immigration, Israel: the report "2019 Annual
Assessment of the Situation and Dynamics of the Jewish People Today," says that Israel should
prepare for a possible mass wave of immigration due to increasing anti-Semitism around the
world, and warned that Jewish communities could experience ‘significant harm.’ (The
Jerusalem Post) [link 1] [link 2]
1st: Tehran official warns if US attacks, then Israel will be destroyed in half an hour, Iran: Tehran has
broken the agreed limit previously set for stockpiling uranium, and a senior Iranian lawmaker
threatened that if the USA attacks the Islamic Republic, then they’d destroy Israel in “half an
hour.” (Times of Israel) [link]
1st: Prime Minister claims Iran’s breach of uranium cap indicates leaders lied about their intentions,
Israel: Minister Netanyahu calls on European countries to sanction Tehran, and advises they’ll
provide further proof of the Iranian lies. The UK’s Foreign Minister Jeremy Hunt revealed they
were “deeply worried” by Iran’s announcement. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
1st: mob demolishes Pastor’s home and beats family, Bangladesh: an angry mob of about 100, attacked
Pastor Mokttakim’s home while he and his family were sleeping. The family were dragged out,
tied to a post and beaten while others destroyed the entire home. (Open Doors) [link]
1st: church raises $30,000 and cancels $4 Million in Medical Debts, Indiana, US: the Northview
Church regularly raises money for various causes, and recent funds were provided to the
charity RIP Medical Debt, that buys debts from hospitals, doctors, and even investors, usually
for a penny in every dollar and takes their debts as low as possible or even to zero. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
2nd: school punishes Christian students for opposing LGBT lessons, UK: a teacher in Britain punished
a 10 year old girl and boy after they objected to LGBT lessons. The teacher refused their request
to leave, spoke inappropriately and then shouted at them. The children’s statements are backed
up by other students in the class and disagree with the teacher’s claims. (Christian Headlines)
[link 1] [link 2]
3rd: student social worker Felix Ngole won case, after being expelled for Biblical comments on social
media, UK: the Court of Appeal overturned the High Court’s decision and upheld Ngole’s rights
and the rights of Christians in the UK to freely express their faith in public including on social
media. (Christian Concern) [link]
3rd: Christian doctor may lose job after praying with patient, UK: the doctor often prayed with his
patients but after a patient complained, the General Medical Council which licenses and
oversees doctors in the UK is now investigating him. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
3rd: kids laid on top of a drag queen at a library, Oregon, USA: photos from the Drag Queen Story
Hour at a public library in Portland were revealed and parents were outraged. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
3rd: Do Trans Activists Want to Erase Girls? UK: new statistics from Britain’s only gender clinic is
showing disturbing results with around 54% of children aged 14 years or under receiving
referrals. Of those, 74% are from girls seeking to identify as boys. Some experts are concerned
with this increasing trend. Former governor of Gid’s parent trust, David Bell said, that this was
exposing young people to “long-term damage” and that doctors are “afraid of being accused of
transphobia.” (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
3rd: teenager unable to finish school since he’s now a Christian, Uganda: Asuman Kaire faces a bleak
future if he can’t finish his schooling because he’s homeless and has no money after being
thrown out of his Muslim home. He’s also having to face further reprisals from Muslims after
being beaten unconscious, and later was attacked at a church compound where he was staying.
(Christian Headlines) [link]
3rd: ‘legal’ anti-religious banners allowed to fly, Fort Worth, US: the banners read, “In No God We
Trust” and was sponsored by an atheist group whose purpose is to educate the public on the
exclusionary and divisive nature of the current national motto, ‘In God We Trust.’” While the
mayor disagreed, the group had followed the correct procedures and couldn’t be disallowed.
(Christian Headlines) [link]
4th: security operations in 2018 resulted in almost 5,300 killings, Venezuela: the human rights chief of
the UN denounced the “shockingly high” number of extrajudicial killings, classed as cases of
“resistance to authority.” This year there’s already been almost another 1,600 killings.
According to the Venezuelan Violence Observatory, numbers were actually higher. (PBS News
Hour) [link 1] [link 2]
5th: 12,000 Christian high schoolers raise $57,000 for the homeless and battered women, Atlanta, US:
around 12,600 students from 32 US states and 5 nations attended the 4-day ‘The Forward
Conference 2019’ in late June, where the funds were raised. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link
2] [link 3]
5th: UN nuclear watchdog to hold emergency meeting on Iran: after a US request, the International
Atomic Energy Agency’s board of governors, advised they’ll convene a meeting to discuss
Tehran’s exceeding quantity of enriched uranium it can stockpile under the accord. The US
statement described the breach as ‘concerning,’ and that “the international community must
hold Iran’s regime accountable.” (Times of Israel) [link]
5th: young people not as accepting of radical gender agenda, USA: a new report finds that Americans
between 18 and 34 are feeling less and less comfortable with the LGBTQ movement. In 2016,
around 63% of this group felt comfortable, but by 2017 it was 53% and in 2018, dropped further
to 45%. The suggestion is they’re becoming increasingly uncomfortable with the movement’s
extremism. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
7th: PM says Iran trying to ‘blackmail’ world by violating nuclear deal, Israel: Prime Minister
Netanyahu has called on the EU to follow USA’s lead to impose sanctions on Tehran. (Times of
Israel) [link]
9th: Jewish-owned café sprayed with graffiti denying the holocaust, Melbourne, Australia: the antiSemitic graffiti was painted on the café’s fence with a swastika and words stating “The
Holocaust didn’t happen but it should have,” the second time in three days. The owner’s
parents and members of her family were survivors of the Holocaust. (Times of Israel) [link]
9th: atheists must be allowed to pray at local government meetings, Florida, USA: the Appeals Court
has ruled in favour of an atheist/humanist group, even though they don’t pray or believe in
God, because Brevard County’s policy violates the US Constitution. (Christian Headlines) [link]
9th: Christian woman with schizophrenia held on charge of blasphemy, Jakarta, Indonesia: the mentally
ill woman was suffering an hallucination, when she entered the mosque with her dog, and did
not take off her shoes - both considered blasphemous. Although her mental illness was
confirmed, she was still taken into custody. (Catholic News Agency) [link]
9th: Catholic Church opposes closures of health facilities, Eritrea: commencing in June, the Eritrean
government began seizing and closing healthcare facilities and sites through the country as part
of its ‘nationalisation.’ In some instances, police bullied, threatened and/or used force to remove
nuns and others who worked there. Bishops have condemned the actions of the government,
but still hadn’t received a response to their letter. (Catholic News Agency) [link 1] [link 2]
9th: pastor fined for holding a prayer meeting without state permission, Azerbaijan: the church has
been seeking official registration for 25 years but were still fined for holding a prayer meeting.
Despite the country having freedom of religion and freedom of assembly in their Constitution,
few churches are granted registration and fines are common, with authorities carrying out
regular raids. (Open Doors) [link]
9th: Israel intelligence foiled 50 Islamic State, Iranian attacks in 20 countries: The Mossad intelligence
agency and the Military Intelligence Directorate supplied information that thwarted the attacks
over the past three years by providing local authorities with key information. [link 1] [link 2]
[link 3]
9th: attendees hurl abuse and spit at Jews at a family-oriented event, London: the PalExpo event which
is supposed to celebrate Palestinian culture, arts and history but had an underlying political,
pro-muslim and anti-Jewish propaganda, which was to demonise Israel and to suggest that
Palestinians are poorly treated. (Times of Israel) [link]
9th: Chinese Christians flee amid crackdown on churches, China: as China continues its crackdown
on religion, Christians flee for their lives. A third of all religious believers in China were found
to face high to very high levels of persecution, ranging from economic exploitation and
bureaucratic harassment to harsh prison terms and even violence. (Fox News) [link 1] [link 2]
9th: gender ideology puts mine workers at risk, Queensland, Australia: elevating ideology over safety
could be putting lives at risk in Queensland mines. The Australian has reported, “Queensland’s
Mines Minister has been accused of putting gender equality ahead of miners’ safety, after
revelations the government’s coalmining safety board did not meet for months because it did
not have enough women members. …Six workers have died in Queensland’s mines and
quarries in the past 12 months - the deadliest year in the state’s resources industry in nearly two
decades. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
10th: over half of Americans Support Legal Abortions, US: a new poll from ABC News/Washington
Post found that 60% of Americans believe abortion should be legal in all or most cases, the
highest level since 1995. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
10th: archaeologists may have found the ancient Biblical city of Ziklag, Israel: the team of Israeli
archeologists announced the discovery of Ziklag, an ancient Biblical city which is mentioned in
1 Samuel 30. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
10th: Dutch mainstream party activist says Jews came to Israel ‘to be Nazis,’ the Netherlands: Alireza
Taimurizadeh, an activist in the Arnhem area for Green Left, called Israel “a country which
makes a Jew feel shame.” (Times of Israel) [link]
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10th: Christian doctor fired for not using transgender pronouns, UK: David Mackereth a doctor of 26
years of experience is suing the British government after being dismissed for not using the
correct pronouns for transgender patients. He explained that as a Christian he couldn’t follow
orders which required him refer to someone by a pronoun that is obviously not their real sex,
and was suspended. (Christian Headlines) [link]
10th: almost 70% of white evangelicals believe the US shouldn’t accept refugees, US: increasing
numbers of evangelicals believe the US government has no responsibility to care for refugees,
while only 31% of other religiously unaffiliated people agree. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link
2]
10th: Royal College of General Practitioners issues grave warning, UK: 'The role of the GP in caring
for gender-questioning and transgender patients' is a new 12-page policy guide issued by The
Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) to warn about the issues around transitioning
children. The Daily Mail reported, “In a powerfully worded 'position statement', RCGP says
there is a lack of 'robust evidence' about the long-term effects of 'puberty blockers' that stop the
body maturing, and cross-sex hormones. …the RCGP also urges the NHS to record what it calls
every patient's 'biological sex' – in addition to their chosen gender identity – to avoid
potentially calamitous medical mistakes." (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
11th: Facebook admits it blocked pro-life ads during Irish abortion vote, US: CEO Mark Zuckerberg
said that Facebook intentionally blocked pro-life advertisements from running during Ireland’s
abortion vote last year, despite Irish officials having no issues with the ads. Pro-life group Live
Action present Lila Rose pointed out the inconsistencies between Zuckerberg’s admission and
his recent testimony to Congress that “there is absolutely no directive in any of the changes that
we make to have a bias in anything that we do.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
11th: Christian Leaders Gather to ‘Bless’ Texas Abortion Clinic: ‘God Is Already Present,’ US: Christian
and Jewish leaders gathered at a Texas abortion clinic to “bless” it and show their support and
was sponsored by Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice, Texas Freedom Network and
Whole Woman’s Health. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
11th: Senator Eric Abetz pleas for our freedom of speech, Australia: freedom of speech, belief and
association of freedoms for which our forebears sacrificed, have allowed us to explore, develop
and nuance ideas, philosophical, political, scientific and religious, amongst others. Our society
is in grave danger of losing this rich heritage, together with its attendant benefits. (The Daily
Declaration) [link]
11th: Ph.D. student from University of Chicago surveyed thousands of biologists and most agreed that
life begins at conception, US: the student defended his dissertation which took five years of
research, after angered academics accused him of dishonesty and compared him to the Ku Klux
Klan. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
11th: university researchers propose ditching the gender binary in sport, New Zealand: “Researchers
from New Zealand’s University of Otago have proposed a way to ditch with the gender binary
in sports competitions… [by] replacing specific men’s and women’s sports with an algorithm
which ‘takes into account gender identity, socioeconomic status and physiology’." "The
physiological parameters might include height, weight, haemoglobin levels, transition before or
after puberty, testosterone levels with and without testes, bone strength, and so on. (Binary)
[link 1][link 2]
11th: cyclist and surgeon speak out against transgenders in sport, US: cyclist and orthopaedic
surgeon Dr Jennifer Assali has spoken out about transgender athletes after “immersing” herself
in scientific research. Assali became the centre of a twitter and media storm and received
threats, after placing third at the UCI National cycling championships and tweeting, “I was the
third place rider, it was definitely NOT fair.” (Binary) [link]
12th: doctor says “propaganda prevails” regarding transgender agenda in sport, Australia: doctor, John
Whitehall, claims wrote an article for the Catholic Weekly, highlighting what he believes will be
the fallout of organisations adopting the new transgender sporting guidelines. "According to
the ideology, gender is determined by feelings not chromosomes," he wrote. Whitehall believes
the guideline suggestions are disproportionate to the very small number of people who identify
as trans in Australia. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
12th: senior Hamas official calls on members of Palestinian diaspora to kill Jews, Palestine: Fathi
Hammad urged members of the Palestinian diaspora to kill Jews around the world. (Times of
Israel) [link]
12th: Christian flag banned but 284 others approved, Boston, US: a suit by Liberty Counsel was filed
Monday on behalf of citizen Hal Shurtleff and his Christian civic organization, Camp
Constitution. Shurtleff wanted to fly the organization’s flag during a one-hour event on
Constitution Day in 2017 and 2018 to commemorate the contributions of the Christian
community, but was denied because it is religious. (Christian Headlines) [link]
12th: court OKs Trump Rule Defunding $60 Million from Planned Parenthood, US: the U.S. Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals handed a major victory to pro-lifers and the White House Thursday
when it ruled the Trump administration can enforce a new rule that could result in Planned
Parenthood and other abortion providers losing tens of millions of dollars. The
new rule ensures that none of the money goes toward promoting abortion or conducting
abortion. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
12th: American Psychological Association Launches Task Force Encouraging Non-Monogamous
Relationships, US: the American Psychological Association has launched a task force that will
encourage “awareness and inclusivity” for any kind of sexual impulse. The APA has said the
task force is dedicated to “Consensual Non-Monogamy” and is advocating for “people who
practice polyamory, open relationships, swinging, relationship anarchy and other types of
ethical, non-monogamous relationships…” (Christian Headlines) [link 1][link 2]
13th: LNP members urge politicians to change state abortion laws, Queensland, Australia: LNP
politicians have been urged to wind back Queensland's abortion laws if they win the next state
election. The issue has now resurfaced during a resolution calling for a future LNP government
to legislate "that babies born alive during a late abortion (post-20 weeks) be given the same
protection under the law as any other newborn child." The resolution was overwhelmingly
supported. (Brisbane Times) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
13th: adding P to LGBT, World: the threat of pedophilia becoming acceptable isn’t going away.
The sudden embrace of transgenderism didn’t come from nowhere, and it isn’t going to stop
there. Targeting children comes in two general phases. The first involves bombarding them
with LGBT messaging in schools and elsewhere. Appeals to ‘tolerance’ show their true colors
when they are enlisted to support the blatant grooming of children – which also presents some
commonality with certain elements in Islam. Many people in positions of authority are keen on
protecting both Islam and homosexuality. (The Catholic Thing) [link 1] [link 2]
14th: destroyer being sent to Gulf amid Iranian threats, UK: due to growing tensions in the area,
London responds to threat. Tehran warned the UK they’re playing a ‘dangerous game’ after
they seized an oil tanker off Gibraltar. London announced it was sending a destroyer to the
Persian Gulf. (Times of Israel) [link]
14th: two more F-35 fighter jets land, bringing IAF’s declared total to 16, Israel: two F-35 fighter jets
landed in Israel Sunday, the army said, bringing the number of fifth-generation stealth aircraft
that the military says it has in its arsenal up to 16. The Israel Defense Forces’ first two F-35 jets
arrived in December 2016. Approximately a year later, the stealth fighter — known in Israel as
the Adir - was declared operational. (Times of Israel) [link]
14th: Lone Christian in government sworn in on Bible burned by ISIS, Kurdistan: A new government
official in a region affected by the Islamic State was sworn into office on a Bible burned by ISIS.
Ano Jawhar Abdulmasih Abdoka, the new Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG)
Transportation and Communications minister, used the Bible burned by ISIS in the Ninevah
Plains, standing in solidarity with persecuted Christians and showing that believers in Christ
will remain in a region once occupied by ISIS forces. (Fox News) [link]
15th: Jewish Labour member hosts Jordanian MP who endorsed terror attacks on Israelis, London: a
senior member of the UK Labour Party met last week in London with a Jordanian lawmaker
who has voiced support for terror attacks against Israelis and called for tearing up the peace
deal between his country and Israel. (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: white supremacist faces second sentence for Charlottesville car attack, US: a man sentenced to
life in prison on federal hate crime charges for deliberately driving his car into anti-racism
protesters during a white nationalist rally in Virginia is set to face a state judge who could add
another life sentence, plus 419 years. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
15th: first evidence of Crusader siege from July 15, 1099, uncovered at Old City walls, Israel: 920 years
ago, Crusaders breached Jerusalem and conquered the walled Fatimid city. The Mount Zion
Project has found a chronicled moat. Prior to this “some scholars had even doubted its
existence.” (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: Trump demands ‘Radical Left Congresswomen’ apologize to Israelis: US: continuing his
comments on Twitter against progressive female members of Congress, US president slammed
their ‘foul language’ and ‘horrible & disgusting actions!’ (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
15th: Israel and Korea appear to be strengthening their co-operation, Korea: President Reuven Rivlin’s
visit to South Korea, underscores the significant improvement in relations between the two
countries. Israel and Korea. (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: ahead of EU talks, UK calls for reduced tensions with Iran, London: British Foreign Secretary
Jeremy Hunt said Monday that Iran’s actions were “profoundly destabilizing” but said he
wanted to reduce tensions in the Middle East, ahead of talks with his EU counterparts.“ (Times
of Israel) [link]
15th: some women take off their hijabs as hard-liners push back, Iran: the simple act of walking has
become a display of defiance for a young Iranian woman who often moves in Tehran’s streets
without a compulsory headscarf, or hijab. With every step, she risks harassment or even arrest
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by Iran’s morality police whose job it is to enforce the strict dress code imposed after the 1979
Islamic Revolution. (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: Israeli Navy ship crosses into Lebanese waters, Lebanon: an Israeli Navy vessel crossed into
Lebanese waters early Monday morning, breaching the contested maritime border, according to
the Lebanon-based LBC TV news. The ship was detected by UNIFIL forces off the coast of the
Rosh Hanikra land border between Israel and Lebanon. (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: Iran prepared to talk to US if it rejoins nuclear deal, Iran: in a televised speech, Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani said he was willing to hold talks with the US, if it rejoins the
international agreement to curb Tehran’s nuclear program and lifts sanctions. He boasted that
Iran “has resisted powerfully” the American sanctions. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
15th: EU seeks to deescalate Persian Gulf tensions, Brussels: European Union nations were looking
to deescalate tensions in the Persian Gulf area and called on Iran to stick to the 2015 nuclear
deal, despite the pullout of the United States from the accord and the re-imposition of US
sanctions on Tehran. (Times of Israel) [link]
15th: judge upholds ban on ‘dismemberment abortion’ in historical decision, Oklahoma, US: a state
judge upheld the state’s ban on a common late-term abortion procedure, making it the first time
a judge in the US has reviewed such a law and not overturned it. Oklahoma Attorney General
Mike Hunter called Truong’s decision “a major victory for basic human decency in Oklahoma.”
(Christian Headlines) [link]
15th: another gender dissenter gets sacked, US: a lawsuit has been launched by an American
psychiatrist who was fired for promoting an opposing view to transgender ideology. (Binary)
[link 1] [link 2]
15th: increased pressure and false accusations, Nepal: the situation for Christians in Nepal has
deteriorated this year as the Criminal (Code) Act is used to target and accuse believers. Though
Nepal is constitutionally secular, religious minorities, including Christians, are not afforded the
same protections and privileges as the Hindu majority, and are often denied registration for
their places of worship. Nepal’s Code forbids forceful conversion or evangelism. Those found
guilty face five years in prison, along with large fines. However, these laws are being used to
falsely accuse Christians of converting others in an attempt to silence them. [link]
16th: transgender athlete wins women’s weightlifting event at the Pacific Games, Samoa: a transgender
woman won two gold medals and a silver medal at the Pacific Games in Samoa. Laurel
Hubbard, a weightlifter from New Zealand, won in the snatch lift and combined and finished
second in the clean and jerk for women weighing more than 192 pounds. (Christian Headlines)
[link 1] [link 2]
17th: kids group volunteers banned from library for singing Christian songs with children, West Sussex,
UK: a church-run kids group has been banished from a public library after being told that they
were not allowed to sing songs that made reference to Biblical stories. The volunteers at the
playgroup says it had been meeting at the Burgess Hill Library in the British county of West
Sussex for eight years – they’d never encountered any issues until now. (Christian Headlines)
[link 1] [link 2]
17th: 4 Christians Executed for Wearing Cross Necklaces, Burkina Faso: anti-Christian violence has
continued to spread across the West African nation of Burkina Faso, with a further four
believers shot dead in cold blood at the end of June. (Christian Headlines) [link]
17th: U.S. women’s soccer goalie: people who are not accepting of homosexuality ‘don’t belong’ on team,
US: US women’s team goalie Ashlyn Harris on Tuesday criticized Jaelene Hinkle, a soccer
player for the North Carolina Courage of the National Women's Soccer League who has been
outspoken about her Christian faith. In 2017, Hinkle declined a spot on the U.S. women’s
national soccer team because the team was requiring players to wear LGBTQ Pride Month
jerseys. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3] [link 4]
18th: there are 200 Asia Bibis in Pakistani jails, US: US State Department says there are “at least 77
individuals imprisoned on blasphemy charges, at least 28 of whom had received death
sentences.” According to Voice of the Martyrs, the situation is worse, with its partners in
Pakistan reporting there are more than 200 similar cases of imprisonment. (Eternity News) [link
1] [link 2] [link 3]
18th: at summit with Russia, Israel and US demanded Iran leave Lebanon, Iraq: during a trilateral
meeting between the national security advisers of Israel, the US and Russia in late June,
Jerusalem and Washington demanded that Moscow ensure the withdrawal of Iran’s forces from
Lebanon and Iraq, as well as from Syria. The demand was seen as a condition for US and Israeli
support for a long-term arrangement to secure peace in war-ravaged Syria. (Times of Israel)
[link]
18th: China’s Schools Teaching Children to ‘Hate God’ and Distrust Christian Parents, China: children
in China’s primary schools are now being taught that belief in God is abnormal and that parents
who are religious should not be trusted, according to a report out of the country. The new
direction is part of the country’s crackdown on Christianity under the New Regulations of
Religious Affairs that took effect in February 2018. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
18th: Ambassador to Palestinians ‘likes’ anti-Israel tweets, Berlin, Germany: a probe has begun into
Christian Clages, the German Ambassor to Palestinians, following a report that he had backed
posts praising attacks on Israelis. “The Foreign Ministry disassociates itself emphatically from
the tweets mentioned,” the ministry said in a written statement to The Associated Press. (Times
of Israel) [link]
18th: Israel, Bahrain foreign ministers talk Iran in groundbreaking public meeting, Washington, US:
Foreign Minister Israel Katz met his Bahraini counterpart for talks on Iran, which served as a
boost in ties between both countries. The meeting was a rare instance in which a top Arab
official is publicly documented meeting a senior Israeli figure. (Times of Israel) [link]
19th: Ancient Galilee church unearthed, said to be home to apostles Peter and Andrew, Israel:
excavations in Israel’s Galilee have uncovered remains of an ancient church. The dig at nearby
El-Araj confirmed it as the site of Bethsaida, a fishing village where Peter and his brother
Andrew were born according to the Gospel of John, near the Sea of Galilee in northern Israel.
(Times of Israel) [link]
19th: as Religious Freedom Summit ends, State Department announces new alliance, sanctions,
Washington, US: Trump’s administration officials announced a new alliance with U.S. partners
who are focused on religious freedom and new sanctions against foreign military officials that
support countries the U.S. considers to be instigators of religious persecution. Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo announced plans to create the International Religious Freedom Alliance.
(Christian Headlines) [link]
19th: father of four can’t afford medication for his rare disease, so applies for euthanasia, Belgium: born
with a rare genetic disease which eventually cost him his job, Christophe’s health insurance
provider refuses to pay the high cost for medication would could ease his suffering and prolong
his life. He doesn’t want to die - he wants to live for his children. With the disease ravaging his
body, he feels he has nowhere left to turn except to euthanasia to ease his suffering. (HOPE)
[link 1] [link 2]
19th: spyware firm NSO said to tell clients it can mine data from social media, Israel: Herzliyah-based
company denies report that it claims its tech is able to secretly obtain all of an individual’s info
from media giants’ servers. An Israeli spyware firm thought to have hacked WhatsApp in the
past has told clients it can scoop user data from the world’s top social media, the Financial
Times reported Friday. (Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
19th: TV broadcaster airs ‘Jewish swine’ cartoon, Norway: TV official defends the clip, in which a
man playing Scrabble with a Haredi Jew is frustrated that he cannot use the derogatory term to
score points. Norway’s public broadcaster NRK has rejected accusations of anti-Semitism
against a cartoon showing an overweight Jew taunting a man who is afraid to call him a swine.
(Times of Israel) [link]
19th: a showdown is brewing between parents and the State over compulsory LGBT indoctrination in
schools, UK: there is a showdown brewing in Great Britain: parental rights versus the State.
While compulsory LGBT lessons are scheduled to begin in 2020 in the UK, 1,400 schools have
said they will implement the teaching as early as September. Parents across the country have
already begun planning and staging protests. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
19th: Christians plead with US to protect them from possible attack by Turkey, Syria: Syrian Christians
are calling on the United States to help protect them after Turkish troops were seen gathering
on the border between the two volatile nations. The Syriac Military Council, which is supported
by the US government, has warned of a potential Turkish offensive on the Eastern Euphrates
River region in Syria, (Christian Headlines) [link]
20th: Amid Gulf tensions, US to send troops to Saudi Arabia, US: first soldiers, patriot batteries
arrive in kingdom as part of deployment that officials say will include fighter aircraft, missile
defence systems. With Iranian military threats in mind, the United States is sending American
forces, including fighter aircraft, air defence missiles and likely more than 500 troops, to a Saudi
air base. (Times of Israel) [link]
20th: British FM warns Iran of ‘serious consequences’ if UK-flagged tanker not freed, UK: Jeremy Hunt
says UK using diplomatic, not military options to seek ship’s release; owner of second vessel
detained by Iranian Guards says it has been set loose. British Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt
warned Friday there would be “serious consequences” if Iran did not swiftly release a UKflagged oil tanker it detained in the Strait of Hormuz. (Times of Israel) [link]
20th: US Orthodox rabbis condemn racism at ‘highest levels of government,’ Washington, US: The
Orthodox Rabbinical Council of America said it “condemns the most recent outburst of racist
rhetoric in the highest levels of government,” an apparent reference to US President Donald
Trump’s call on four Democratic congresswomen to “go back” to unspecified countries. Jews in
the US, including many who share Trump’s contempt for some of the four Democratic
congresswomen - appear to be asking the president to leave them out of it (Times of Israel) [link
1] [link 2]
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20th: Bahraini FM: If not for Iran’s support of Hamas, we’d be closer to Mideast peace, Palestine: official
in Palestinian terror group lambastes Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa for photo with Israeli
counterpart, says it shows ‘just how pro-Zionist some Arab officials have become.’ (Times of
Israel) [link]
20th: nearly half of young Jews victims of anti-Semitism in past year, Europe: newly released data
from survey suggests people aged 16-34 are considerably more likely to face bigotry than older
Jews. Researchers speculate that the results may reflect the growing problem of anti-Semitism
on European campuses. More than half of the young people who participated in the survey
were students. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
20th: as sanctions choke Iran, Hezbollah reportedly deploying for war on Israel border, Lebanon: as
tensions rose in the Persian Gulf over the weekend with Iran’s seizure of a British-flagged
tanker, several commanders of Lebanese terror group Hezbollah, said they were deploying
forces for possible war with Israel, warning that the growing pressure from sanctions on Tehran
could trigger such a conflict sooner rather than later. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
21st: fate of seized British ship depends on crew ‘cooperation,’ Iran: Iran said Sunday the fate of a
British-flagged tanker it is refusing to hand back after seizing it in the Gulf depends on the
cooperation of its crew with an investigation. A senior official also said the entire crew of the oil
tanker was in good health. (The Times of Israel) [link]
21st: UK tells UN that Iran seized ship in ‘illegal interference,’ UK: Britain’s United Nations mission
sent a letter to the UN Security Council asserting that a British-flagged tanker seized by Iran
was in Omani territorial waters and the incident “constitutes illegal interference.”
“International law requires that the right of transit passage shall not be impeded, and therefore
the Iranian action constitutes illegal interference.” (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
21st: sanctions to be slapped on Iran as tensions rise after tanker seized, UK: London was reportedly
getting set to impose new sanctions on Iran, as European powers urged Tehran to release a
British-flagged tanker it seized in the Strait of Hormuz. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
21st: Netanyahu officially makes Israeli history as longest-serving prime minister, Israel: the 69-yearold premier has served as nation’s leader for a total of 4,876 days, overtaking founding father
David Ben-Gurion, having notched up a list of diplomatic and economic successes. (Times of
Israel) [link]
21st: ‘Slaughter the Jews’ painted on section of Western Wall in Muslim Quarter, Israel: at least one
suspect arrested after graffiti found daubed on ‘Little Western Wall,’ considered by Jews one of
most sacred parts of ancient structure. (The Times of Israel) [link]
22nd: Saudi blogger visiting Israel attacked by Palestinians at Temple Mount, Israel: Mohammed Saud
of Saudi Arabia is a Netanyahu fan. While touring the country at the Foreign Ministry’s
invitation, was heckled, spat on and had chairs hurled at him. (The Times of Israel) [link]
22nd: pregnant mother among 3 Christians slain, Jos, Nigeria: a Christian pregnant mother of two
children, Margaret Wakili, was slain on her farm on July 15. The herdsmen attacked the
Christian communities of Ancha, Tafigana, Kperie, Hukke and Rikwechongu, killing the three
Christians and burning down 75 houses and two church buildings. (Christian Headlines) [link
1] [link 2]
22nd: Christian author Joshua Harris of “I Kissed Dating Goodbye’ has separated from his wife, US: “I
Kissed Dating Goodbye” was a bestseller, and he and his wife Shannon were married a few
years after its publication. On Thursday, the couple announced they were separating. [link 1]
[link 2]
23rd: a radical view of surrogacy and family: feminist Sophie Lewis in her book, Full Surrogacy
Now: Feminism Against Family says "If more children are born to surrogates, the capitalist
notion that children ‘belong’ to those whose genetics they share will break down.” She looks
forward to the dissolution of the mother-child bond, embracing “polyparental abundance”, and
avoids using the terms “women” and “female.” In response, Binary spokeswoman Kirralie
Smith said “This goes beyond breaking down gender norms. Children shouldn’t belong to
their parents?” (Binary Australia) [link 1] [link 2]
23rd: twelve philosophy scholars call for open debate, world: ‘Inside Higher Ed’ has published the
open letter written by the 12 scholars expressing their concern about measures being taken to
silence academics regarding gender ideology. (Binary Australia) [link 1] [link 2]
23rd: Christian singer Lauren Daigle's album “Look Up Child” has topped the billboard charts for 39
Weeks, and set a new record, US: the album spent 39 weeks in the top spot on Billboard's Top
Christian Albums chart, the most in the Nielsen Music era. In total, the album has been on the
chart for 44 weeks. The showing eclipsed secular powerhouses Ariana Grande, Drake, and
Nicki Minaj. It debuted at No. 1 on Top Christian Albums on Sept. 22, 2018. Earlier this year,
the record received critical acclaim when Daigle, 27, won a Grammy for best album, and a
Grammy for Best Contemporary Christian Music Performance for “You Say.” [link 1] [link 2]
[link 3] [link 4] [link 5]
23rd: judge bans prayer, religious music at graduations following atheist lawsuit, US: following a
lawsuit from an atheist group, a federal district court has prohibited a South Carolina school
district from including official student-led prayer and religious music in future graduations.
Previously, the school system screened student’s printed remarks and prayers. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
23rd: 12 popular children’s TV shows that have gay characters, US: the PBS children’s show Arthur
captured nationwide headlines and drew the consternation of many parents this year when it
featured a same-sex wedding, but it’s not the only children’s show to include LGBT characters
with three mainstream cable channels showing them as well. The 12 shows include: Arthur; The
Loud House; My Little Pony (Friendship is Magic); Gravity Falls; Adventure Time; Star vs the
forces of evil; Andi Mack; Clarence; The Lodge; The Legend of Korra; Steven Universe; and
Danger and Eggs. (Christian Headlines) [link]
23rd: Transgender woman asks for permission to host a topless pool party for 12 year olds, Canada: a
Canadian transgender activist requested permission to host a topless pool party for LGBT
youth 12+ and that parents be banned from attending the event. The request came from Jessica
Yaniv, who is a transgender woman. She completed a request via the council to host the event a
public pool. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
24th: Chick-fil-A worker prays over customer in viral pic - the ‘Spirit Led Him,’ US: Stephen Spray, a
long-time employee of Chick-fil-A (restaurant) was seen putting his hand on a customer and
began praying for her. Calden, a professional photographer, snapped a photo of the interaction,
and it went viral. Spray said “People need prayer, encouragement, and love. That’s what we try
to do here.” Chick-fil-A’s corporate purpose is “to glorify God by being a faithful steward of all
that is entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chickfil-A.” (Christian Headlines) [link]
24th: San Francisco bans official travel to pro-life states, US: San Francisco employees on official
business won’t be permitted to travel to states with restrictive abortion laws under a new law
passed, and also prohibits the city from contracting with companies headquartered in states
with restrictive abortion laws. San Francisco supervisor Vallie Brown said, “It will expand the
existing ordinance to states that have waged war on our constitutionally protected right to an
abortion.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
24th: House rejects boycott of Israel in 398-17 vote, US: the U.S. House of Representatives pushed
back against U.S. Rep. Ilhan Omar’s views by passing a resolution calling Israel a “key ally” and
criticizing a prominent movement to boycott the Jewish state. The pro-Israel resolution passed,
398-17 and was passed the same week that Omar introduced her own “affirming that all
Americans have the right to participate in boycotts in pursuit of civil and human rights,” which
was aimed at Israel. At issue is the pro-Palestinian Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement, which calls for a worldwide boycott of Israel. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
[link 3]
24th: woman forced to close business after refusing to wax a trans woman’s male genitals, Canada: an
immigrant closed her home-based waxing business after a trans woman filed charges against
her before the British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal. Jessica Yaniv, a biological male who
identifies as a female lesbian, asked the woman for a wax, which involves removing hair from
the genital area. The woman initially agreed to the service, but later canceled it. Yaniv said it
was because the woman learned of Yaniv’s sexual identity, but the woman claims it was
because of safety concerns and Yaniv harassing her, the Toronto Sun reports. Many have rushed
to Marcia Da Silva’s defence, arguing that since Yavin still has male genitalia, Yavin would
need to get a different service that is aimed at men; one which Da Silva does not provide. Yaniv,
is no stranger to the British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal having filed 15 other complaints
for refusing to provide the genital waxing service, claiming discrimination based on gender
identity. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3] [link 4]
25th: city officials remove the word 'Lord' from fallen police officers memorial but eventually removed the
entire memorial, Tega City, South Carolina, US: city officials first removed the word “Lord” from a
fallen police officers memorial before ultimately removing the entire memorial which contained
The Lord’s Prayer. The council received numerous complaints about the religious words on the
memorial, causing city officials to cover up the word “Lord,” which appears three separate
times, which sparked further controversy. On social media the council said that since they’d
failed to find a suitable compromise to appease all, the memorial was completely removed.
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
25th: veterans ministry says YouTube blocked their ad because it included the word 'Christian,' US:
Christian speaker and former Special Operations marine Chad Robichau says YouTube
censored an ad for his ministry to veterans as the word “Christian” was deemed a violation of
YouTube’s policy. The notice from YouTube said, “Please remove the unacceptable content to
continue.” Robichaux wrote on his Twitter account. “Insane! #Censorship should terrify every
American; conservative or liberal, Christian or Muslim. This bias is a dangerous course for
America.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
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25th: Israeli embassy in Finland was attacked for 15th time in 18 months, Helsinki Finland: the
embassy was vandalized by neo-Nazi and far-right extremists when the glass front door of the
embassy in Helsinki was shattered over the weekend, and images of swastikas and Adolf Hitler
were hung in the entrance to the building. Israel’s Foreign Ministry called the attack “another
link in the chain of anti-Semitic attacks targeting the embassy.” The Israeli Embassy in Helsinki
expressed its disgust to Finnish authorities and demanded they act in full force to locate the
culprits, bring them to justice and prevent similar incidents from happening in the future. (The
Times of Israel) [link]
25th: pro-life billboard pulled down for being 'offensive,' Australia: a pro-life group is “disappointed”
its outdoor advertising has been taken down by the billboard company that put it up, following
public complaints about it being “offensive.” The billboard was paid for by Emily’s Voice, an
advocacy and support organisation for “women experiencing an unplanned pregnancy.” Ooh!
Media decided to take down the billboard on the Pacific Highway in Belmont, New South
Wales, because it “could cause offence to a significant section of the community.” Last month,
NSW Transport Minister Andrew Constance said he was “appalled” by the ad and had it
removed from buses. (Eternity news) [link]
25th: Communist party orders towns to count how many citizens ‘Believe in God’ and then monitor
them, China: China’s central government has intensified its crackdown on Christianity in recent
months by pressuring local government officials to keep a count on the number of citizens who
believe in God and to monitor them. The CCP (Communist Party of China) has threatened
officials in towns and villages with repercussions if the number is wrong. “The government is
taking the matter of religion very seriously now,” an unidentified local government official
said. “If it is determined that we didn’t report the situation truthfully, we will be punished.
Now, we have to report our work to the township government twice a day. We also need to fill
out a form in the evening. We’re so busy that we don’t have any free time at all.” (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
25th: Professor lays out facts regarding transgender athletes, New Zealand: Otago University
Professor of Physiology, Alison Heather co-authored a controversial study which finds “trans
athletes have an unfair advantage over those born female." The study’s comprehensively
explains the advantages of the male musculoskeletal and cardio-respiratory systems over the
female’s. (Binary Australia) [link 1] [link 2]
26th: a council takes a stand against puberty blockers, Italy: Friuli Venezia Giulia regional council
approved a motion calling on their government to prohibit the prescription of drugs that
prevent normal sexual development of adolescents. According to the council’s motion,
“puberty is not a disease” and thus should not be prevented with surgery and medications that
can produce irreversible effects. (Binary Australia) [link 1] [link 2]
26th: Egyptian photo editor quits CNN after anti-Semitic tweets surface, Turkey: Mohammed
Elshamy, a photo editor who began working at CNN in January has resigned after anti-Semitic
tweets he made in 2011 were discovered by an employee of Israel’s Government Press Office,
and flagged some of Elshamy’s anti-semitic statements. (The Times of Israel) [link]
26th: city official celebrates his birthday with a swastika cake, Montpelier, France: an official in the
town of Montpelier celebrated his birthday with a cake decorated with a swastika, which he
described as “a gift from my SS friend.” Djamel Boumaaz posted an image of the cake on his
Facebook page. Boumaaz was previously fined for performing the quenelle gesture, an inverted
Nazi salute, at a session of the Montpellier city council, a gesture that is illegal in France. (The
Times of Israel) [link 1]
26th: 'In God We Trust' to be displayed in all South Dakota public schools, US: the law, which goes
into effect in July, mandates that every public school in the state must display the national
motto, “In God We Trust.” Governor Kristi Noem signed the law on March 18, and says that
“The display shall be located in a prominent location within each school. According to
the Associated Press, the lawmakers who proposed the bill believed it would increase patriotism.
[link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
26th: Illinois rules that it’s discriminatory to request transgender students change clothes behind
‘privacy curtains’ in locker room, US: an Illinois government board has told a Chicago-area school
district it cannot force transgender students to dress and undress behind a privacy curtain. Lake
Park Community High School District 108 in Roselle, Ill., had allowed transgender students to
change clothes in the locker room that corresponds to their gender identity, provided they did
so behind a curtain for privacy, but the Illinois Human Rights Commission ruled that the
practice denied transgender students “full and equal access” to the locker room, and said that
the policy was discriminatory. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
26th: Israel’s US envoy flies to Alaska to ‘upgrade’ cooperation against Iran, US: The Israeli
ambassador to the US reportedly made a secret trip to Alaska to discuss Israel-US defense ties
and cooperation against Iran. (The Times of Israel) [link]
26th: congregants walk out of church over Pastor's controversial 'Love it or Leave it' sign, Virginia, US:
after President Trump’s comments to the immigrants who don’t love the USA, to return home
and fix up the problems in their own country, Pastor Lucas’s agreed and erected a similar
message which was viewed as racist by some of his congregants. (Christian Headlines) [link 1]
[link 2]
26th: Russia targeted election systems in all 50 US states, Senate report finds, Washington, US: Robert
Mueller warned that Russian interference is still happening “as we sit here.” State election
officials are anxious and underfunded, some running systems with outdated software and
scrounging for replacement parts off e-Bay. The report from the Senate Intelligence committee
concluded all 50 states were targeted in 2016 and ahead of the 2018 election “top election
vulnerabilities remained. (The Times of Israel) [link]
26th: UN body passes resolution accusing only Israel of women’s rights violations, JTA: Norway and
six EU countries voted at the United Nations in favour of two resolutions that singled out Israel
for criticism as a violator of women’s and human rights. Israel was the only country named as a
violator or trouble spot by the 54-nation UN Economic and Social Council during the session,
according to the UN Watch organization, ignoring many other countries that deny women
various rights.. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
26th: ancient letter between Christian brothers dates to Roman Empire, Switzerland: a recently
discovered 1700-year-old letter between two Christian brothers living in the Roman Empire has
ancient history buffs, early church scholars and trivia-loving Christians buzzing, providing new
insights into the ancient lives of early Christians. (Eternity News) [link]
27th: Iran defiantly tests medium-range missile, Iran: after openly breaching the terms of the
nuclear deal, also conducted a medium-range ballistic missile test in violation of Security
Council resolutions. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
27th: despite censorship, Iranians manage to surf the web, Tehran, Iran: users search for the right
workaround to bypass state censors, and has become second nature in Iran, where the
clerically-led government restricts access to popular social media sites and where US sanctions
create other barriers. (The Times of Israel) [link]
27th: North Korea says missile test was ‘solemn warning’ to South Korea, Seoul, North Korea: a day
after two North Korean missile launches rattled Asia, it was announced that leader Kim Jong
Un had supervised the test of a new tactical guided weapon, meant as a “solemn warning”
about rival South Korea’s weapons development and plans to hold military exercises with the
United States. The weapon could likely reach all of South Korea and would be extremely hard
to intercept. (The Times of Israel) [link]
27th: From Europe to the Arctic, temperature records tumble in 2019, world: this June was the hottest
on record, beating out June 2016, the hottest ever. Europe’s June temperatures were around
two degrees Celsius (3.6 Fahrenheit) hotter than average, according to the EU’s Copernicus
climate monitor. Record highs tumbled across France, with the mercury peaking at 46 C (114.8
F) on June 28 in the southern town of Verargues. The previous record, set back in 2003, was 44.1
C (111.4 F).(The Times of Israel) [link]
27th: new UK anti-Semitism adviser: Jews are the canary in the coal mine for humanity, UK: according
to British Labour MP John Mann, “when it comes to fighting anti-Semitism, it’s not enough for
us to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the Jewish community, when the anti-Semites are
throwing the stones of hatred, of bitterness, of bile… We have to stand in front of [Jews] in this
fight. This must not be only the responsibility of the Jewish community,” he said. {The Times of
Israel [link]
28th: The Abraham Conference 2019, Parramatta, Australia: the conference aimed to bring together
Jews, Christians and Muslims to acknowledge the unique bond through their common ancestor,
the Prophet Abraham, while accounting for differences through dialogue and friendship.
(National Council of Churches in Australia) [ink]
28th: Supreme Court OKs use of Pentagon funds for border wall, Washington, US: the Supreme Court
cleared the way for the Trump administration to tap billions of dollars in Pentagon funds to
build sections of a border wall with Mexico. Funding for the projects had been frozen by lower
courts while a lawsuit over the money proceeded (The Times of Israel) [link]
29th: former ISIS soldier leaves terrorist group, wants to return to Israel: a former ISIS soldier says he
now believes Israel is a democratic state and wants to return to the country. After he was later
captured he told BBC correspondent Feras Kilani on BBC Arabic that he wants to return to his
home, because he changed his mind about ISIS after seeing the injustices carried out by the
group. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
29th: Egypt, Jordan leaders hold talks over Israeli-Palestinian peace, Cairo: Egypt’s President AbdelFattah el-Sissi and Jordan’s King Abdullah II met on Monday to discuss efforts to end the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, reaffirming their support for a two-state solution. The meeting
comes ahead of an expected visit to the region by US President Donald Trump’s son-in-law and
senior White House adviser Jared Kushner, who is pushing a controversial peace plan. (The
Times of Israel) [link]
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29th: Chinese Pastor commits suicide over China’s restrictive control, Henan Province, China: as China
continues its restrictive grip on Christian churches, believers are feeling the pinch. Reverend
Song Yongshen, committed suicide earlier this month when discussions with the government
over his church’s freedom resulted in “a failure.” “I wanted to work with the government, but it
was a failure,” Song wrote in his suicide note as reported by AsiaNews. “I want to be the first
martyr of this terrible situation.”(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3] [link 4]
29th: street Preacher wrongfully arrested for Islamophobia receives payout from police, London, UK:
Nigerian native Oluwole Ilesanmi was delivering a gospel message outside Southgate
Underground Station in North London when he was apprehended for “breaching the peace.”
When law enforcement realized that they could not lodge any charges against him because he
had not committed any crime, they transported him to a remote location over five miles away
and “de-arrested” him, and the preacher was left to find his own way back. (Christian
Headlines) [link]
29th: courtship author Joshua Harris falls from the faith - ‘I Am Not a Christian,’ US: Joshua Harris,
the bestselling author of “I Kissed Dating Goodbye” who previously announced that he was
separating from his wife, said Friday he no longer considers himself a Christian. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
30th: 40% of Americans believe in creationism and reject evolution, Gallup poll finds, US: they believe
“God created human beings pretty much in their present form at one time within the last 10,000
years or so,” according to a Gallup poll, an increase from 38 percent in 2017, the last time
Gallup asked the question. Their answers differed greatly based on their religion and church
attendance. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
30th: Jordanian TV host says Zionists killed the prophets, Jews are our enemies, Jordan: A host on
Jordanian television recently said the conflict with “the Jews” was an existential one and that
“Palestine is not big enough for two peoples,” and insisted that “it is either us or them” in the
land. (The Times of Israel) [link]
30th: Switzerland suspends funding to UN agency for Palestinians after damning report: Switzerland
said it was suspending funding to the UN agency for Palestinian refugees and their
descendants after an ethics report revealed alleged mismanagement and abuse of authority at
the agency’s highest levels. The internal report by the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency’s own ethics department, includes allegations of sexual misconduct, nepotism and
discrimination. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
30th: California lawmakers pass resolution blaming religious people for high suicide rates in the LGBT
community, US: lawmakers passed a resolution that singles out the state’s religious communities
and forces them to fully support LGBT individuals. Additionally, they even blamed religious
individuals for many of the issues faced by those in the LGBT community, including suicide.
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
30th: celebrating new religious freedom law, evangelicals push for more, Bolivia: originally a Roman
Catholic nation, Bolivia officially became a secular country in 2009, with a new constitution,
which angered the protestant denominations who were ignored. Their ten year campaign
brought them recognition. (Christian Headlines) [link]
30th:President Trump met with 20 African American pastors to discuss issues affecting minority
communities, US: they met to discuss numerous issues facing the African American community.
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
30th: reporting persecution to Police a vanishing option for Christians, India: violence against
Christians in Bihar state, in India’s northeast bordering Nepal and Bangladesh, has increased in
the past two years, sources said. Hopes for forming a Christian response center with help from
legal aid and relief organizations has yet to be realized. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
[link 3]
31st: fires destroy six Christian villages, Authorities Suspect Arson, Turkey: fires ravaged six
Christian villages along the Turkey-Syria border in southern Turkey, which many believe were
started intentionally. According to International Christian Concern, “arson has become a
recognized insurgent tactic which targets the agricultural resources of villages.” (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

August
1st: Bible Society plans reach 100,000 subscribers on YouVersion, Australia: bible studies written by
Australians are “going off” on YouVersion’s Bible app with more than 100,000 subscribers,
according to YouVersion’s Australian representative Mitch Hammond. (Eternity News) [link]
1st: US planning to roll out peace plan at meeting with Arab leaders, US: The United States is
reportedly planning a conference on 17 September with Arab leaders at Camp David, during
which US President Donald Trump will roll out his plan for Israeli-Palestinian peace. (The
Times of Israel) [link]
1st: Israel’s UN envoy urges world to defund UNRWA over alleged misconduct, Israel: Israel’s
ambassador to the United Nations on Tuesday appealed to the international community to
defund the UN agency for Palestinian refugees and their descendants after an ethics report
revealed alleged mismanagement and abuse of authority at the agency’s highest levels. (The
Times of Israel) [link]
1st: warship commander says Iran trying ‘to test’ Britain in Gulf, London, UK: The commander of a
British warship accompanying UK-flagged ships through the Strait of Hormuz amid
heightened tensions with Iran said that Tehran appeared to be testing the Royal Navy’s resolve,
85 interactions with Iranian forces in 27 days. (The Times of Israel) [link]
1st: Head of UN investigators: put Islamic State members on trial like Nazis, Baghdad, Iraq: The head
of the UN special probe into Islamic State group crimes has called for trials like those at
Nuremberg of Nazi leaders to ensure the jihadists’ victims are heard and their ideology
“debunked.” For a year, British lawyer Karim Khan has traveled around Iraq with a team to
gather evidence and witness testimony for the UN body known as UNITAD. (The Times of
Israel) [link]
1st: $100,000 tax-payer dollars for a year’s gender ideology promotion, Victoria, Australia: the City of
Yarra will consider funding a $100,000 campaign to promote the public safety and equal
opportunity of women and LGBTIQ community members. It will consider hosting “special
LGBTIQ swim and gym nights” and raise a “rainbow flag for International Day Against
Homophobia, Biphobia, Interphobia & Transphobia, and for Transgender Day of Visibility.”
(Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
1st: UN experts warn Islamic State aiming for resurgence in Iraq, Syria: leaders of the Islamic State
extremist group are aiming to consolidate and create conditions for an “eventual resurgence in
its Iraqi and Syrian heartlands,” UN experts said in a new report. (The Times of Israel) [link]
1st: anti-Semitic incidents hit a ‘record high,’ says watchdog group, UK: the first half of 2019 saw a
precipitous rise in incidents targeting members of the UK Jewish community, and saw a record
high total of 892 anti-Semitic incidents. (The Israel Times) [link]
2nd: US and Russia end weapons pact, sparking fears of new arms race, Washington, US. (The Times of
Israel) [link]
2nd: Holy site shut down after Israelis visit, Jordan: Jordan closed Aaron’s Tomb to visitors without
express permission to visit, after it said a group of Israeli pilgrims prayed at the holy site
illegally. [link]
---------------------2nd: he was a drag queen for 20 years, then he found Jesus: ‘I Was Set Free:’ Kevin Whitt is organising
protests against library-sponsored drag queen story hours. Whitt testifies that his new faith was
life-changing. (Christian Headlines) [link]
4th after El Paso massacre, liberal US Jews say that Trump is fuelling white nationalism, Washington,
US: liberal American Jewish leaders, are angry that the recent shooting was carried out by an
alleged white supremacist, claiming that Trump had fuelled xenophobia and division. (The
Times of Israel) [link]
4th Iran says will take ‘third step’ to reduce nuclear deal commitments, Iran: Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif announced that the Islamic Republic intends to take a “third step”
under the 2015 nuclear agreement to reduce its commitments. (The Israel Times) [link 1] [link 2]
4th German Jews accuse Der Spiegel of spreading anti-Semitic stereotypes, Germany: representatives of
the Jewish community accuses Der Spiegal of spreading anti-Semitic stereotypes . (The Times of
Israel) [link]
4th Jewish group pans BBC for covering man who trained dog to do Nazi salute, UK: a Jewish group in
Glasgow criticised the BBC after it aired a program of an online ‘celebrity’ who taught a pug to
perform the Nazi salute using commands like “Gas the Jews.”(The Times of Israel) [link]
5th: Trump lists 4 ways to stop mass shootings: ‘America will rise to the challenge,’ US: in light of the
shootings over the weekend, the President condemned bigotry and white supremacy.
(Christian Headlines) [link]
5th: Iran will increase Hamas funding to find out more intel on Israel, Iran: the Palestinian terror
group will reportedly offer information to Tehran on the location of Israel’s missile stockpiles.
(The Times of Israel) [link]

---5th: ‘ Abandon your faith:’ China forcibly merging churches to curtail Christianity, China: four
approved churches were shut down during the past few months, using questionable tactics.
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
5th: Christian leaders on mass shootings: ‘Enough is enough,’ US: as the country reeled in shock over
the latest two shootings, in which 9 were killed in Dayton, Ohio and a further 20 in El Paso,
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Texas, US Christian leaders called for change, and spoke out against white supremists.
(Christian Headlines) [link]
5th: a transgender person sues their medical insurance agency for refusing to pay for facial surgery,
Oregon, US: the person has undergone almost all that is required for them to identify as a
woman, except for plastic surgery to appear more feminine, which is not deemed as a medical
necessity. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
6th: Vice-President meets with religious freedom activists to discuss persecution in China, US: Mike
Pence met with about 15 people from an interfaith group of religious freedom activitists and
discussed how the US could challenge China because of it’s ongoing record of persecution of
various religions. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
6th Pastor Rick Wiles asks for $100 million to set-up end times global broadcasting network, Florida, US:
aiming to set-up the media platform, it will “guide the public through the End Times.”
(Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
7th: Member of Parliament, Jenny Leong, a member of the Greens party said, “There are people who have
uteruses that are not women, Australia:” the MP’s comments came after discussions about the
NSW abortion reform bill. (Binary) [link]
7th: celebrating her 104th birthday, holocaust survivor celebrates with her 400 descendants, Israel: her
offspring endeavoured to meet her request to gather at the Western Wall. (New York Post)
[link]
7th: as church worships, police arrive to seal building, Tizi-ouzou, Algeria: Pastor Messaoud Takilt
said he wasn’t surprised, “…since other Christian places of worship have been closed and
sealed as was the case today.’ (Christian Headlines) [link]
7th: forced abortion - pregnant women kicked, held down and tortured, report says, North Korea: analyst
and journalist Dong Yon Kimm advised that women “are treated like an animal and have been
put through forced abortions and it is done in many ways.” (Christiain Headlines) [link 1] [link
2]
7th: school punishes 6th grader for using wrong pronoun for transgender student, Ohio, US: the
student told his friends that the student “is a boy, not a girl.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link
2]
7th: Israel launches a satellite over Africa to give the continent internet access, Africa: the
communications satellite was launched by Israel on Tuesday. Dubbed “Amos-17,” was
launched at Cape Canaveral Air-Force Station. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
7th: more churches respond more personally to women facing crisis pregnancy, Australia: while there’s
still some way to go, church leaders are “…finding new ways to put love into action.” (Eternity
news) [link]
8th: 'school prayer zone' signs have been erected near schools, South Carolina, US: director and
founder of ‘Christ Teens’ Vanessa Frazier worked with others to come up with the idea. After
discussions with the South Carolina Dept of Transportation, Frazier hopes that the new signs
will “create a wall of prayer around the schools.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
8th: Christian rapper has the no. 1-selling album on the billboard, US: “The Search” is NF’s new
album and his earlier 2017 album Perception also hit No. 1 on the chart. His music is free from
coarse language that is commonly found in rap music. NF said that he is “forever grateful” to
his fans. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
8th: feminists oppose transgender self identification bill, Australia: both transgender and feminist
activists are divided over a new bill on the rights of transgenders, particularly since neither side
can have equal rights simultaneously, as these rights conflict with the other. The impact on
women will likely be enormous and aren’t presently being addressed. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
[link 3]
8th: Christian speaker Beth Moore challenges Christian leaders to condemn white nationalism, US: Her
comments followed on after the tragic shootings last weekend. (Christian Headlines) [link]
8th: Vice President Mike Pence is criticized for saying he prays for his critics, Washington, US: after
making that statement, he received even more criticism. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
[link 3]

12th: at the southern tip of the Red Sea, Iran poses a direct threat to Israel: an Israeli expert is warning
that Iran is looking at ways to get out of the US-led economic sanctions through intimidation
which would lead to Israel being vulnerable should Tehran choose to add another block to a
second waterway. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
13th: Marty Sampson, of Hillsong says: ‘I’m genuinely losing my faith,’ US: Sampson wrote or cowrote some Hillson’s most like worship songs, and shared on his Instagram account that
Christians is “not for me.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
12th: pilgrims in Mecca call for Israel’s destruction, cry ‘Death to America,’ Iran: in their hajj
ceremony at Mecca they said that Israel is the enemy of Allah, and calling for their destruction.
The crowd chanted the crowd then chanted, “Death to America! Death to Israel!” (The Times of
Israel) [link]
13th: New Jerusalem finds are evidence of Babylonian siege, archaeologists say, Israel: a jewel and
arrowheads found buried in layer of ash at Mount Zion are part of jumble indicating a
household ruined ‘following a raid or battle.’ (The Times of Israel) [link]

imprisoned 8 months ago along with the Pastor Wang Yi and over 100 other church members,

13th: man who denied Holocaust at concentration camp to face charges, Germany: holocaust denial is
illegal in Germany. Reportedly a supporter of the far-right AfD party, commenter was one of
several people who made remarks denying existence of gas chambers at Sachsenhausen. (The
Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

14th: Governor signs a law to ensure LGBT history is taught in all public schools, Illinois, US: J.B.
Pritzker, Illinois’ Governor signed ‘House Bill 246’ which was introduced by Rep Anna Moeller
to ensure the education curriculum is more inclusive. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link
3]
14th: Kentucky bans abortions after heartbeat detected, US: the sixth state in the US to ban abortions
once a heartbeat is detected, (around 6 weeks of pregnancy), Kentucky’s Governor Matt Bevin
signed the “fetal heartbeat bill.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
14th: school helping autistic girl become transgender against parents’ wishes, US: the girl is autistic
and has some mental health issues, and despite being happy with being a girl, she only began
desiring to be a boy after becoming friends with a transgender classmate, but her parents were
ignored. (Christian Headlines) [link]

15th: Israel to bar US Congress members Omar, Tlaib from visiting, Israel: Democratic lawmakers
will be turned back due to ‘suspected provocations and promotion of BDS (Boycott, Divestment
and Sanction movement), unconfirmed TV report says. (The Israel Times) [link]

15th: Rabbi assaulted in Berlin — second such attack in as many weeks, Germany: incidents are the
latest in a wave of racially and religiously motivated crimes against Jews in Germany. (The
Israel Times) [link]
15th: teens on puberty blockers report an increase in suicidal thoughts and self-harm, UK: some

elderly grandmother, US: top Israeli minister urges for congresswoman to be allowed into the
country after she vows to respect ‘any restrictions,’ refrain from promoting a boycott during her

15th: in back-down, Israel says Tlaib can enter to visit her Palestinian family, Israel: US
congresswoman Rashida Tlaib will be allowed into the country after she vows to respect ‘any
restrictions,’ and refrain from promoting a boycott during her stay. (The Israel Times) [link]
15th: after Israel allows US congresswoman Tlaib to visit grandmother, Tlaib says she’s not going, US:
she claims ‘humiliating and oppressive’ terms for visit to family. (The Israel Times) [link]

15th: Chinese Churches are forced to cancel children's summer camps, China: the government has
banned educational gatherings of children which means church summer camps will be
cancelled, though camps being held secretly will likely go ahead and only those publicised will
close. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]

12th: 16% of Christians think the church should apologize for American's racist past, US: out of 1,500
surveyed just a small percentage believes the church should repent of these past sins. (Christian
headlines) [link 1]
12th: Brooklyn Jewish school installs bulletproof doors in wake of mass shootings, New York, US: ‘No
weapon will open the door,’ head of Bnos Menachem girls school says of new safety measure,
which was manufactured by Israeli firm; 50 other institutions will follow. (The Times of Israel)
[link 1] [link 2]
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23rd: beware of euthanasia by stealth, Queensland, Australia: despite the November 2017 election
promise that the Queensland government had “no plans to introduce legislation to allow for
voluntary euthanasia,” this week the Labor party is pushing to introduce euthanasia laws by
the next state election in 2020. (Hope) [link]
23rd: US envoy suggests world should rethink PA aid after Israeli teen killed by bomb, US: Jason
Greenblatt demands Abbas condemn ‘savage attack’ that killed Rina Shnerb, fumes that
Ramallah uses donor funds to reward Palestinian terrorists. (The Times of Israel) [link]
24th: Bolsonaro to send army to fight huge fires in the Amazon, Brazil: Brazilian president authorizes
military to fight wildfires as international pressure mounts and protesters take to Brazil’s
streets. (The Times of Israel) [link]

26th Minister after Israel preempts drone attacks: Iran now ‘directly confronting’ us: Regional
Cooperation Minister Hanegbi claims site Israel bombed in Syria was preparing ‘hundreds’ of
drones for attack, but IDF says figure was far, far lower. (The Times of Israel) [link]
26th: Thousands march against racism in Germany as far-right AfD surges in local polls:
demonstration takes place in heart of Dresden, which has also become cradle of Islamophobic
movement Pegida and a stronghold for AfD. (The Times of Israel) [link]
26th: ‘Red flag laws’ offer way to stop some US shootings, including synagogue attacks, US: legislation
allowing the court-ordered removal of guns from people who are considered to be dangerous is
slowly spreading across US. (The Times of Israel) [link]
26th: Leader Kim Jong Un observes test of new multiple rocket launcher, North Korea: move by
Pyongyang latest to put question mark over resumption of denuclearization talks with US. (The
Times of Israel) [link]
26th: Pope, urging prayers, says Amazon forest vital for Earth: French president says world leaders
nearing agreement on how to help battle blazes and repair damage, though it’s unclear whether
Brazil will accept offer. (The Times of Israel) [link]

only small. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]

9th: Hamas leader vows to shower Israel with missiles if IDF invades Gaza: Yahya Sinwar says the
terror group will defeat Israeli military, while praising the Palestinian man who opened fire on
Israeli troops earlier after sneaking across fence. (The Israel Times) [link]

12th: ‘’In God We Trust’ signs to be posted in every Louisiana school this year, US: every school
building in Louisiana must display the nation’s motto, “In God We Trust,” under a new law
that went into effect for 2019’s school year. Additionally, classes must teach students by the fifth
grade, about the motto. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

wolfsbanegender, and many others, as often as they wish. (Australian Family Coalition) [link]

with teens who are taking puberty blockers, according to the BBC, although the sample was

15th: immigration officer who drove into Rhode Island Jewish protesters put on leave, US: five
demonstrators with ‘Never Again Action’ were hospitalised after an immigration officer ran his
truck through the group as they blocked an ICE detention centre. (The Israel Times) [link]

11th: Poland honors World War II group that collaborated with Nazis: war veterans and officials
celebrated the group which collaborated with the Nazis to stop their country from becoming
communist. Poland’s chief rabbi said that the ceremony was ‘dangerous’ historical revisionism.
(The Times of Israel) [link]

sex on their birth certificate to one of many options such as ambigender, pangender or even

26th: Israeli jets strike in Syria to thwart attack by Iranian ‘killer drones:’ Army says it carried out
airstrikes near Damascus to foil ‘imminent’ IRGC plot to hit sites inside Israel with UAVs
armed with explosives; Syria claims it downed Israeli missiles. (The Times of Israel) [link]

9th: Iran’s Rouhani rejects Israeli involvement in Gulf naval security, Iran: Iran’s president says that
Israel should worry about its own defense, calling it the region’s ‘main perpetrator of terrorism,
war and slaughter.’ (The Israel Times) [link]

11th: Court forbids gender-segregated concert planned by city of Afula, Israel: it ruled that the
separating men and women contravenes the principle of equality. (The Times of Israel) [link]

easily altered to something radical, Victoria, Australia: this bill allows individuals to change their

14th: the movie ‘Unplanned’ jumps up to no. 1 spot on Amazon’s best sellers for DVDs: while initially
blocked by major movie distributors, and independent distributor ensured it was aired. Earlier
after viewing the movie, around 100 people in the ‘abortion ‘industry’ chose to leave their
workplace. (Christian Headlines) [link]

stay. (The Israel Times) [link]

11th: Iran’s navy chief warns any Israeli presence in Gulf could ‘spark war,’ Iran: this remark follows
reports Israel taking part in US-led mission to secure Western vessels in Strait of Hormuz,
where Iran has seized several tankers. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2] [llink 3]

an ad on a Canadian website. (Christian Headlines) [link]

24th: Pompeo: release of Iranian tanker ‘very unfortunate,’ US: asked if allowing seized ship to sail
from Gibraltar was a mistake, US secretary of state expresses frustration over British decision.
(The Times of Israel) [link]

9th:: Judge blocks pro-life law banning abortion of babies with Down Syndrome, US: a federal judge
has blocked three pro-life laws in Arkansas from going ahead. One law included a ban on
pregnancies where the baby has been diagnosed with Down Syndrome. (Christian Headlines)
[link 1] [link 2]

11th: Iran says Israeli involvement in US-led naval mission a threat to its security, Tehran, Iran: Iran
warns it will counter Jerusalem’s presence in the region in self-defense after Israel’s FM
reportedly said it was helping secure Strait of Hormuz. (The Times of Israel) [link]

gender of their babysitter, Canada: a complaint with lodged about the single parent after he placed

14th: Israel said bracing for likely Omar, Tlaib visit to flashpoint Temple Mount, Israel: during secret
meeting of National Security Council, senior officials agree to allow congresswomen onto holy
site, but not accompanied by PA officials. (The Israel Times) [link]

15th: after being banned from visiting Israel, US congresswoman Tlaib asks to enter Israel to visit her

11th: ‘upgraded’ missile defense system with ‘high capabilities,’ Tehran, Iran: Iran claims that locally
reconstructed system can detect all types of cruise and ballistic missiles, and drones and has a
range of 400 kilometers. (The Times of Israel) [link]

22nd: a father will have to face a complaint lodged with Human Rights Commission after asking the

23rd: Hamas lauds ‘heroic’ perpetrators of bombing attack in which Israeli teen killed, Palestine: terror
chief Haniyeh extols West Bank Palestinians for proving they’re ‘no less faithful, steadfast than
Gaza brethren’; Islamic Jihad hails ‘natural response’ to Israel aggression. (The Times of Israel)
[link]

9th: double shootings heighten fears of ‘white terrorism,’ US: politicians from both sides of the fence
are calling for the federal government to seriously consider the breath, and some accuse Trump
of encouraging racial tensions. (The Times of Israel) [link]

11th: North Korea’s Kim tests new weapon as Trump pushes nuclear talks, North Korea: after fifth
launch in two weeks, US president says Pyongyang offered a ‘small apology’ for missile tests,
and wants to resume talks once US-South Korea war games end. (The Israel Times) [link]

1] [link 2] [link 3]

13th: evidence of Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem is unearthed, and fits with Bible description, Israel:
archaeologists claim they’ve uncovered “clear” archaeological evidence of conquest from 2,500
years ago which is described in 2 Kings chapter 25. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]

research has indicated a significant increase in suicidal thoughts and self-harm in just one year

11th: mosque shooting was ‘attempted act of terror,’ Norway: a young man with ‘Norwegian
background,’ holds ‘far-right, anti-immigrant’ views, police say. (The Israel Times) [link]

Elder Li Yingqiang was released and allowed to return to his family. (Christian Headlines) [link

22nd: a bill was passed in the lower house that wants to allow the legal definition of biological sex to be

9th: Cricket Australia announces a major transgender inclusion policy, Australia: the new policy will
enable transgender and gender diverse people playing cricket in line with their gender identity.
(3AW Football) [link]

11th: Las Vegas man tied to white supremacists planned to bomb synagogue, US: Conor Climo, was
charged with plans to target Jews or LBGT community in terror attacks as well as materials for
making bombs. (The Israel Times) [link]

22nd: Chinese Church elder after imprisonment of 8 months:, China: one of many Christians

13th: Federal Judge rules that transgender students can chose which bathroom they want to use, US:
Judge Arenda Wright Allen wrote that the “… perpetuation of harm to a child stemming from
unconstitutional conduct cannot be allowed to stand," and that a Virginia school district’s
board’s policy "discriminates against transgender students on the basis of their gender
nonconformity.” (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]

15th: Police stop bus full of Palestinians en route to Israel to go to the beach, Israel: border cops thwart
‘infiltration’ of 56 West Bank men, women and children, with swimming gear, without permits
to enter Israel. (The Israel Times) [link]

10th: Iran leader urges Muslims to block Trump’s ‘doomed’ peace plan, Tehran, Iran: Ali Khamenei,
the supreme leader of Iran asks all Muslims to oppose President Trumps Middle East peace
plan. (The Israel Times) [link]

21st: during a church service, a Pastor was shot and killed, Mexico: hosility towards faith leaders
continues in Mexico with the point-blank shooting of Pastor Alfrery Lictor Cruz Canseco in
Tlalixtac de Cabrera in the Oaxacs State. The assailant was captured by people in the
congregation and held until he was arrested. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

13th: police temporarily bar Jewish visitors from Temple Mount on Tisha B’Av (day of fast), Israel: the
closure came as both Muslims and Jewish people celebrated separate holy festivals on the same
day, and the Muslims were rioting. (The Times of Israel) [link]

9th: the Department of Education will investigate State rule which requires biological girls to compete
against transgender girls in athletics, US: the investigation was initiated after three competitors
complained that it is unfair. (Christian Headlines) [link]

9th: white supremacists have murdered at least 73 since Charlottesville, ADL says, US: a rise in far-right
violence and racist propaganda over the past two years has been tied to Virginia rally, says the AntiDefamation League’s report, which traces fallout among extremists. (The Times of Israel) [link 1] [link 2]

21st: thousands gathered in last ditch effort to stop abortion bill, Sydney, Australia: the ‘Stand for Life’
protest was held in Martin Place, as the NSW Parliament debated the legislation to
decriminalise abortion. The debate was delayed until parliament resat which is likely to be no
earlier than mid-September. (Eternity News) [link]

22nd: Trump declares himself to be ‘the chosen one,’ US: after promoting claim that Israelis ‘love
him like he is the second coming of God,’ US president defends China trade war by describing
himself as the messiah. (The Times of Israel) [link]

15th: Deputy FM confirms Israel will bar US lawmakers Omar, Tlaib from entering, Israel: ‘We won’t
allow those who deny our right to exist in this world enter Israel,’ Tzipi Hotovely tells radio,
after Trump urges Jerusalem to impose entry ban. (The Israel Times) [link]

9th: Court rules that seal with cross can stay, Pennsylvania, US: after a seal in Pennsylvania County
that included a cross symbol, was ruled by a lower federal judge to be removed, was reversed
by a panel of 3rd Circuit US Court of Appeals. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

20th: top security official says Tehran should not have signed nuclear deal, Iran: Ali Shamkhani,
military adviser to Khameni, says Trump administration policies are endangering Israel, warns
of proxy war if conflict breaks out. (The Times of Israel) [link]

13th: clashes break out on Temple Mount between Muslim protesters, Israeli police, Israel: a report from
the police stated that Muslim worshipers started making ‘nationalist calls’ and rioting on the
Temple mount. The police used rubber bullets, tear gas and other non-lethal weapons to bring
protestors under control. (The Times of Israel) [link]

8th: Christians beg for government protection after a Nigerian Pastor was killed in cold blood and his
wife abducted, Nigeria: militants stopped pastor Jeremiah Omolara’s car, gunned him down and
abducted his wife. Fortunately their son was able to escape. Omolara was the pastor of the
Living Faith Church. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]

9th: former Sheriff Deputy was fired after requesting he not train alone with a female deputy because of
his faith, North Carolina, US: Torres follows Billy Graham’s rule to never spend time alone with a
woman who is not your spouse, and after his dismissal is suing. (Christian Headlines) [link 1]
[link 2]

20th: Netanyahu willing to stand up to Trump on peace plan, says official, Israel: Senior Israeli official
says PM has conveyed to US president what policies he’d reject, told him Israel must have
‘complete control’ of all areas west of the Jordan River. (The Times of Israel) [link]

15th: Trump administration will spare Bibles from tariffs on Chinese goods, US: while there is an
escalating tariff war between China and the US, Bibles have been given a free pass. (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2] [link 3]
15th: new Trump rule would protect religious freedoms of Federal contractors, US: the Labor Dept has
proposed a new rule to broaden religious freedom of federal contractors, though cricis suggest
it will allow discrimination against LGBT employees. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
15th: Jesus Global Youth Day sparks passion for the gospel in millions of youth worldwide, Manila,
Philippians: church leaders and around 50,000 young people from over 30 countries, met for the
first Jesus Global Youth Day. It’s aim to both teach youth how to follow Christ, and eventually
become leaders. (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
15th: court rules in favour of 24 hour waiting period for abortions, Florida, US: a court in Florida has
overturned a circuit judge’s ruling which earlier had deleted the 24 hour cool-off period before
proceeding with abortion. The cooling-off period has been reinstated, to ensure that the woman
was giving ‘informed consent.’ (Christian Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
16th: Pacific leaders, Australia agree to disagree about action on climate change, Tuvalu: South Pacific
island leaders including Prime Ministers from Australia and New Zealand held talks about
climate change, but differed in some views, and ultimately signed different climate change
agreements. (ABC News) [link]
16th: thousands of Palestinians protest on Gaza border, Israel/Palestine: several hundred rioters
throw stones and explosive devices at IDF soldiers, who respond with tear gas and occasional
live fire; 16 reported wounded. (The Israel Times) [link]
18th: Islamic State claims bombing at Kabul wedding that killed 63, Kabul, Afghanistan: Sunni terror
group says in statement that suicide bomber was targeting large Shiite gathering. (The Times of
Israel) [link 1] [link 2]
19th: a transgender book that describes oral sex by 6-year-olds, is being promoted to youth in libraries,
Australia: experts are demanding an urgent enquiry into hormone drugs being given to young
children suffering from gender-confusion. (Binary) [link 1] [link 2]
19th: Methodist university in Virginia hires Muslim chaplain, US: while a Methodist school,
Shenandoah University, dean of spiritual life Rev Dr Justin Allen claims that because the school
is open to people of different faiths, it’s a place the ‘cherishes religious diversity.” (Christian
Headlines) [link 1] [link 2]
20th: Trump confirms peace plan to be released after Israeli elections, US: long-awaited proposal was
to have been unveiled in summer, but was delayed due to fresh Israeli vote set for September
17. (The Times of Israel) [link]
20th: Iran says it has warned US against seizing oil tanker, Iran: Foreign ministry spokesman says
action against ship which had been held by Gibraltar would be a mistake with grave
consequences. (The Times of Israel) [link]
20th: Iranian tanker sought by US leaves Gibraltar: Local authorities reject an eleventh-hour
attempt by the United States to re-seize the oil ship, said to be owned by Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps. (The Times of Israel) [link]
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Words of Wisdom
God is our shelter and our strength. When troubles
seem near, God is nearer, and He’s ready to help. So
why run and hide?
No fear, no pacing, no biting fingernails. When the
earth spins out of control, we are sure and fearless.
When mountains crumble and the waters run wild,
we are sure and fearless. Even in heavy winds and
huge waves, or as mountains shake, we are sure and
fearless…
Come, gaze, fix your eyes on what the Eternal can
do. Amazing, He has worked desolation here on this
battlefield, earth.
God can stop wars anywhere in the world. He can
make scrap of all weapons: snap bows, shatter
spears, and burn shields.
“Be still, be calm, see, and understand I am the
True God. I am honored among all the nations. I am
honored over all the earth.”
You know the Eternal, the Commander of heavenly
armies, surrounds us and protects us; the True God
of Jacob is our shelter, close to His heart.
Psalm 46:1-3 & 8-11 [VOICE]
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Fingal Point at sunrise, looking back towards the Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
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